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Abstract

Cellulose nanocrystals and graphene have attracted huge interest from the research

community in the past 5-10 years. Both materials have a variety of desirable and

unique material properties. This makes them attractive material choices for compos-

ites and device design. Despite the vast quantities of literature using both of these

materials, so far there has been no experimental study on the graphene/cellulose

interface. The first study of this thesis uses a Raman monitored four-point bending

test to study a model cellulose nanocrystal/graphene bilayer. Changes in peak posi-

tions of characteristic Raman bands for both graphene and cellulose have been used

to quantify stress transfer at the interface. Using a novel approach, stress transfer at

the interface has been deconvoluted into stress transfer efficiencies. A stress transfer

efficiency of 66% was determined at this interface.

The cellulose nanocrystals are rod shaped. In this model cellulose/graphene

composite, the thin film of cellulose nanocrystals are oriented using a magnetic field.

The alignment of the cellulose nanocrystals in this film is shown to be concentric,

centred on the middle of the film. This meant that there are some regions of the

cellulose film which are oriented parallel and some perpendicular to the loading

axis. It is shown that the cellulose film is stiffer when the cellulose is oriented

parallel compared to when it is oriented perpendicular. By performing the Raman

monitored deformation test in both parallel and perpendicular regions of the model

composite, the effect of film stiffness on stress transfer efficiency can be isolated

and compared. Unfortunately, conclusions from this test were limited as there was

no statistical significance between the data sets. This is likely due to the very low

sample size and large variability in the data sets. The data from these tests took an

exceedingly long time to collect. A variation on the testing method using Raman

mapping is suggested. This would allow a much larger sample size to be collected

and hopefully more meaningful conclusions to be drawn.

Finally, a cellulose/graphene triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is created.

TENGs create electrical power from small, otherwise wasted mechanical energy

and are used to drive various small sensors and devices. The development of

TENGs is thought to be a vital step in powering future electronics. Here, the cellu-

lose/graphene TENG is created using an all water based manufacturing technique

which is suitable for roll to roll mass production. To create the TENG, a laminated
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graphene and cellulose structure is created on top of a flexible substrate, forming a

‘single-electrode mode TENG’. Several variations of this device are created. Some

devices used unmodified cellulose nanocrystals whilst others used cellulose nanocrys-

tals modified with amine (–NH2) functional groups. The electrical response of these

devices was recorded whilst they contacted with polytetrafluoroethylene. The de-

vices with the modified cellulose showed an improvement in electrical response com-

pared to their unmodified counterparts.
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Acronyms

2D Two-dimensional, not to be confused with ‘2D band’.
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CVD Chemical vapour deposition.

D Band The graphene Raman band occuring at 1,350 cm−1.

DI Deionised — usually referring to deionised water.
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FWHM The full width half maximum value of a curve; usually in reference to a

Raman band.

G Band The graphene Raman band occuring at 1,582 cm−1.

IDT Isopropanol-assisted direct transfer — a technique used to transfer

graphene films.

IoT The internet of things.
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NPL The National Physics Laboratory.
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PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene.

T-CNC Tunicate derived cellulose nanocrystals.

TEM Transmission electron microscope.

TENG Triboelectric nanogenerator.

VH Vertical-horizontal, in reference to the orientation of polarisation filters

used in Raman spectroscopy.

VV Vertical-vertical, in reference to the orientation of polarisation filters

used in Raman spectroscopy.

XRD X-ray diffraction — referring to the technique to study crystallographic

structures.

Commonly Used Symbols

Γ[ ] The full width half maximum (FWHM) value of a Raman band. Γ can

take a subscript. The subscript indicates which Raman band is of

interest and takes the variables: ‘CNC’, for the cellulose 1,095 cm−1

Raman band; ‘D’, ‘G’, or ‘2D’, for the graphene ∼1,350 cm−1,

1,582 cm−1 and 2,595–2,700 cm−1 Raman bands, respectively; ‘Si’, for

the silicon 520 cm−1 Raman band; or no subscript, meaning any generic

Raman band.

ε
[ ]
[ ] Strain. ε can take both a subscript and superscript. A blank subscript

generically refers to strain. In Chapter 5, Raman monitored

deformation tests are performed; here, the subscript ‘In’ refers to the

input strain (the value read from the strain gauge — the controlled

variable) and ‘Mea’ refers to the measured strain in the graphene

(calculated using the vector map analysis). Measured strain (ε
[ ]
Mea)

always takes a superscript; ‘H’ for the measured hydrostatic strain or

‘τ ’ for the measure shear strain.

ω
[ ]
[ ] The peak position of a Raman band. ω can take both a subscript and

superscript. The subscript indicates the Raman band of interest (as

described in the Γ symbol description). In the specific case of strained

graphene, the G band can split into two Raman bands. The lower and

higher wavenumber G band positions are given the symbols ‘ωG− ’ and

‘ωG+ ’, respectively. ωG is sometimes used with the definition:

ωG = (ωG− + ωG+)/2. Finally, for the graphene G and 2D Raman
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bands, ‘ω0
G’ and ‘ω0

2D’ indicate the peak positions of the G and 2D

bands in strain free and doping free graphene.

I[ ] The intensity of a Raman band. I can take a subscript. The subscript

indicates the Raman band of interest (as described in the Γ symbol

description). This symbol only appears in Chapters 2–5, and should

not be confused with the short circuit current symbol which only

appears in Chapter 6.

ISC The short-circuit current. This symbol only appears in Chapter 6, and
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A nanomaterial is any material with at least one dimension which is smaller than

100 nm. The properties of nanomaterials are often vastly different to those of their

bulk material counterparts. Graphene and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are two

examples of nanomaterials which are investigated in this thesis. Graphene is a one

atom thick layer of carbon (0.34 nm) [1] but boasts the largest recorded stiffness,

alongside exceptional strength [2], high flexibility, and high transparency [3]. The

material is also conformable and is an excellent conductor of both electricity [4]

and heat [5]. CNCs are a needle shaped nanomaterial derived from cellulose, the

most abundant natural polymer [6]. They have aspect ratios of up to 100 [7],

exceptional mechanical properties [8], can form transparent, flexible films [9] and

have a moderate dielectric constant [10].

Due to these unique and highly desirable material properties, these nanomaterials

have been studied in numerous scientific publications over the past 15 years. The

cellulose/graphene composites and devices have properties and capabilities far better

than the individual components. For example, CNCs and graphene have been used

to create various composites, including transparent, flexible conductive films, [9, 11]

flexible transparent films for solar cells [12], flexible supercapacitors [13], organic

chemical sensors [14], and aerogels [15].

Despite the prevalence of research using these materials, so far no one has stud-

ied the interface between cellulose and graphene. This thesis will quantify the stress

transfer at this cellulose/graphene interface. To achieve this, a model bilayer com-

posite is created. This bilayer is deformed whilst being monitored using Raman

spectroscopy. The Raman spectra of the bilayers are compared to equivalent ex-

periments performed on monolayer references. Differences between the monolayer

and bilayer spectra are used to deconvolute stress transfers in the system. Quanti-

fying stress transfer at the cellulose/graphene interface allows for informed design of

composites, potentially aiding with theoretical calculations of composite strength,

or giving insights into possible failure mechanisms.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

As CNCs are rod shaped, they have an orientation. The orientation of CNCs

affects stiffness; CNC films where CNCs are oriented parallel to the loading axis

are stiffer than films with CNCs that are oriented perpendicular. This information

can be used to gain insights into the mechanism of stress transfer. Specifically, in a

two material composite system, does the stiffness of one of the material components

affect stress transfer at their interface? By creating bilayers composed of oriented

CNC films and graphene, stress transfer can be quantified in two regions; where the

film is more stiff (CNCs aligned parallel to the loading axis) and where the film is

less stiff (CNCs are aligned perpendicular to the loading axis).

In other published work, meta analysis of hundreds of reported composites has

shown that the stiffness of the filler scales with the stiffness of the matrix [16,

17]. The work presented in this thesis is intended to be complementary to this

meta analysis. By studying stress transfer with CNCs in two different orientations,

the effect of film stiffness is isolated from variations in chemical interactions. To

elaborate, consider two composites that were tested in the meta analysis [17]. In

both composites, graphene nanoplatelets were used as the filler. One composite used

a polypropylene matrix (with a matrix stiffness of 1.2 GPa), the other used nitrile

rubber (with a matrix stiffness of 0.001 GPa). The graphene stiffness in each of these

composites was calculated using the rule of mixtures, the measured matrix stiffness

and the measured composite stiffness. Despite using the same filler, the calculated

filler stiffnesses varied; for the polypropylene composites, the graphene filler stiffness

was 13 GPa whilst for the nitrile rubber composite it was 0.035 GPa. This, along

with the plethora of other studied composites, indicated that the matrix affected the

filler stiffness. However, these tests do not control the chemical interaction between

the filler and matrix; molecular interactions between graphene and polypropylene

will be different to molecular interactions between graphene and nitrile rubber. By

comparison to the meta experiment, in the experiment presented in this thesis, the

chemical interaction between the cellulose and graphene remains relativiely constant,

but the stiffness of the matrix (the cellulose) is varied by controlling CNC orientation

with respect to the loading axis.

Finally, an application of a graphene/CNC composite is demonstrated. A single-

electrode triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is created, comprised of a graphene/CNC

bilayer. A TENG typically converts small, otherwise wasted mechanical energy into

an alternating current. The first TENG was developed in 2012 and works using

the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction [18]. TENGs have been identified

as potentially significant contributors to the continued development of the ‘Inter-

net of Things’ [19]. The development of small, discrete, low maintenance electrical

generators are necessary to power the sensors, transmitters and receivers in the In-

ternet of Things. The graphene/CNC TENG presented here is unique in that it is

truly nanoscale and is manufactured using an all water-based production process.
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Although the methodology to produce this TENG would be classed as batch pro-

cessing, both graphene and CNC water solutions could be used in a spray coater.

This would facilitate roll-to-roll production of these devices.

With these objectives in mind, the thesis will be structured as follows. Chap-

ter 2 is a literature review. It formally introduces CNCs and graphene, covering the

history of the materials and their use in current literature. Raman spectroscopy is

introduced and it is demonstrated as a tool which can be used to study the defor-

mation of these nanomaterials. In Chapter 3, graphene and CNCs are produced and

characterised. In Chapter 4 thin films of cellulose are created and efforts are made

to orient the cellulose molecules within these films. In Chapter 5, these oriented

cellulose films are used, in conjunction with graphene, to create model bilayers.

These bilayers are deformed and monitored using Raman spectroscopy. The results

of these tests are used determine the stress transfer at the cellulose/graphene inter-

face. Finally in Chapter 6, cellulose and graphene are used to create a triboelectric

nanogenerator in an all water based production process.

All of the experimental work presented in Chapters 3 to 5 has solely been carried

out by the author of this thesis. In Chapter 6, a TENG is developed. In this chapter,

the device design, testing methodology and most of the preliminary experiments have

been carried out by the author of this thesis; however, other researchers have made

significant contributions to this TENG project. Of particular note, Dr. Dong-Wook

Shin (University of Exeter) set up the electrical testing equipment. This equipment

was used in Dr. Shin’s own published work on TENG devices [20]. Dr. Rinat

Nigmatullin (University of Bristol) provided advice on chemistry; he demonstrated

a way to chemically modify cellulose nanocrystals with amine groups. Finally, Mr.

Kieran Walsh (University of Exeter) carried out a number of characterisation tests

and repeat experiments on the cellulose/graphene TENG devices. Where work has

been carried out by other researchers, credit will be explicitly given; all other work

should be assumed to have been carried out by the author of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review - Cellulose,

Graphene and Raman

Spectroscopy

This thesis can be broadly split into two sections. The first section is a study on

the stress transfer between cellulose nanocrystals and graphene. The second section

is a study on the device fabrication of a cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs)-graphene

triboelectric nanogenerator. For the sake of continuity and ease of reading, the

literature review will also be split into two sections.

In this chapter, the bulk of the theoretical background will be covered. This

includes basic introductions to the two materials, cellulose and graphene, and a

description of their different forms, properties and techniques used to characterise

them. Also presented in this chapter is specific literature related to stress transfer be-

tween graphene and cellulose, including: the chemical characterisation methodology,

Raman spectroscopy; a history of the use of Raman spectroscopy for studying stress

at the nanoscale; specific literature on Raman spectroscopy monitored deformation

studies of cellulose; specific literature on the interpretation of the Raman spectrum

of graphene; and finally, Raman monitored deformation studies of graphene.

A literature review of triboelectric nanogenerators and their fabrication will not

be given in this chapter. Instead it will be given at the start of Chapter 6, prior to

the experimental section related to this topic.

The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with a comprehensive theoretical

background and literature review of a number of topics required to understand this

thesis. This will hopefully give the reader a perspective of the current state of the

art of this field, so that the experiments and discoveries presented in later chapters

can be put into historical and scientific context.
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2.1. Cellulose

2.1 Cellulose

Cellulose is the most abundant renewable polymer in the world [1]. It is naturally

produced by the overwhelming majority of all plants, where it is primarily used as a

structural component [2]. As a material, it has been used by humans in one form or

another throughout our species’ history. Its most simple use is as part of our food.

Cellulose is indigestible and is found in large quantities in fruits and vegetables. It

forms part of our dietary fibre where it acts as a bulking agent, helping to move

food along the digestive tract. Cellulose also forms the major constituent of wood,

paper, cotton and linen; materials which are ubiquitous in daily life. In more modern

applications, cellulose is used extensively in pharmaceuticals as a bulking agent.

There is also a group of materials under the blanket name ‘regenerated cellulose’.

To make regenerated cellulose, a precursor is chemically treated to become a soluble

cellulose derivative, before being formed into films or fibres. Rayon and cellophane

are examples of this.

Although they are different in shape, size and functionality, the aforementioned

materials generally share common properties. They are strong, lightweight and

flexible. Not only this, but the abundance of plants has meant that these materials

are also cheap and widely available commercially.

In the last 100 years, items which were traditionally made from cellulose-based

materials (bags, wooden toys, small load bearing components, etc.) are now being

made out of plastic. Like cellulose based materials, plastic is cheap, strong and

flexible, but it is also incredibly resilient to natural degradation processes. Whilst

this means it is ideal for products such as garden furniture or window frames, and

necessary for applications like underground pipes, it is also posing a global prob-

lem. The accumulation of plastic in landfill and, arguably more importantly, in the

oceans, has meant that there is a push from both consumers and politicians away

from plastics back to cellulose-based products. The reason for this push is because

cellulose is inherently an eco-friendly material [3]. The production of cellulose (by

growing plants) absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere, cellulose is a renewable resource

and it is completely biodegradable, as it has been a natural part of the eco-system

for millennia.

Clearly cellulose has multiple desirable properties from an engineering perspec-

tive, but to understand why it has these properties we need to study its structure.

Cellulose is a polysaccharide, meaning that it is a polymer chain, made up of sugar

molecules bonded together. In the case of cellulose, the monomer unit is a glucose

molecule linked by β 1-4 glycosidic bonds, as shown in figure 2.1. The polymer chain,

which is linear with no coils or branches, can contain up to 15,000 monomer units

[4]. The linear nature of the polymer chains, combined with the multiple hydroxyl

groups on the monomer unit, allow the polymer chains to tightly pack in parallel,
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Figure 2.1: Monomer unit of cellulose, showing two glucose molecules linked by a
glycosidic bond. The glucose molecules are rotated 180◦ around the polymer chain
axis, with respect to each other. Image has been reproduced from reference [5] (open
access).

forming many hydrogen bonds, both within the chain (intramolecular) and between

chains (intermolecular).

In plants, cellulose molecules pack together to form a crystalline protofibril. The

number of molecules that form a protofibril is disputed, with differing researchers

giving arguments for 18, 24 and 36 molecule structures [6, 7]. In turn, these protofib-

rils are arranged to form microfibrils [1]. Cellulose microfibrils have been shown to

contain both crystalline and amorphous regions. The proportion of crystalline to

amorphous regions varies depending on plant species [4]. The different packing

arrangements of protofibrils and varying amounts of amorphous cellulose leads to

variation in mechanical properties of larger cellulose structures.

Cellulose is polymorphic. This means that the molecules can be arranged in

multiple distinct, stable, crystalline configurations. These different crystalline con-

figurations are called allomorphs. In cellulose, the type of allomorph is dependent

on the crystal packing arrangement. Cellulose molecules can be arranged parallel

or antiparallel, and the molecular stacking arrangements can be different. These

allomorphs can lead to different mechanical properties. There are six allomorphs of

cellulose (I, II, III1, III11, IV1 and IV11) [4], although work by Atalla and VanderHart

showed that cellulose I comprises two sub-allomorphs; now termed cellulose Iα and

Iβ [8]. Cellulose I is the only allomorph produced naturally, with cellulose Iα more

common in more primitive species (algae and bacterial cellulose), whilst cellulose Iβ

is more common in higher plants. The other allomorphs of cellulose are derived

from cellulose I through various man-made chemical processes. Figure 2.2 shows

the molecular structure of some of these allomorphs.

2.1.1 Cellulose Nanocrystals

Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) can be considered as a type of modified cellulose

which are made through acid hydrolysis of cellulose materials. The first published
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Figure 2.2: Molecular models of different allomorphs of cellulose showing (a) cellu-
lose I, (b) cellulose II and (c) cellulose III. Black represents carbon atoms, red repre-
sents oxygen, white represents hydrogen and blue dashed lines represents hydrogen
bonds. Image has been reproduced with permission from reference [9] ( c©American
Chemical Society, 2016).

work on the topic was by Nickerson and Habrle in 1947 [10]. They reported that

cellulose, when treated with hydrochloric acid or sulfuric acid, underwent extensive

and rapid degradation. Through monitoring the viscosity of the solution and the for-

mation of glucose, the rate of hydrolysis could be followed. They found that initially

there was a rapid rate of hydrolysis, which later slowed down to a constant rate.

It was assumed that the amorphous cellulose was the first to degrade into glucose,

whilst the constant hydrolysis was the degradation of the crystalline cellulose.

In 1949, R̊anby developed this work. He was the first to report a ‘colloidal

suspension of cellulose micelles’ [11]. In this short communication, he stated that

after boiling cellulose in sulfuric acid for 1-8 hours and subsequently washing with

deionised water, a stable colloid of cellulose was produced. In subsequent papers,

R̊anby characterised these colloids using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

The cellulose micelles were found to be the same allomorph as their respective precur-

sor. Additionally X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the precursor showed that the micelles

had the same length and width as the precursor’s protofibril [12]. R̊anby showed

that controlled acid hydrolysis of natural and regenerated cellulose fibres left the

crystallographic structure of the cellulose precursor mostly untouched, hence con-

firming Nickerson and Habrle’s assumption that the amorphous regions are more

susceptible to acid hydrolysis than the crystalline regions. This chemical process

has since been improved on and optimised.

A variety of names have been used in literature which generally speaking refer

to the same (or similar) materials; cellulose microcrystals, cellulose microcrystal-
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lites, cellulose whiskers, cellulose nanoparticles, cellulose nanofibres, and cellulose

nanocrystals.∗ In this thesis, cellulose nanocrystals with the abbreviation ‘CNC’ will

be used, as this seems to now be the widely accepted nomenclature for nanoparticles

of cellulose produced by acid hydrolysis.

Figure 2.3 shows a TEM image of a bundle of CNCs derived from cotton.

These CNCs are approximately 150 nm in length and 15 nm in width and have

a crystalline/shard-like appearance. This is a fairly typical image of cotton CNCs.

Figure 2.3: TEM image of a small bundle of CNCs derived from cotton. CNCs have
been negatively stained with uranyl acetate to improve image quality. Scale bar
represents 100 nm.

A modern process for the production of CNCs will approximately consist of the

following steps [14–17]. A high cellulose content material such as paper, cotton,

or wood pulp, is used as the cellulose precursor. If needed the precursor will be

purified to remove any non-cellulose constituents, such as lignin, hemicelluloses or

pectin. Then the pulp is put through an acid hydrolysis procedure by mixing with

a strong sulfuric acid (30–65%), and heated to 45–65 ◦C for 0.75–4.5 hours. This

step hydrolyses (and removes) the amorphous cellulose and any hemicellulose. The

reaction is then quenched through rapid cooling. The solution is then diluted to a

∗Despite what the micro/nano prefix may suggest, cellulose microcrystals and microcrystallites
are identical cellulose nanocrystals. The micro prefix is a historic name for the material, with a
paper from 1992 describing ‘cellulose microcrystals’ with a length of 1 µm and width of 10–20 nm
[13]. Modern scientific definitions would class these as ‘nano’, not ‘micro’.
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pH of 7 through a combination of; centrifuging, decanting, and refilling with water;

and dialysis. Finally a filtration method is often employed to remove the micron

sized, unhydrolysed cellulose particles, which can remain after acid hydrolysis. The

remaining suspension is a colourless (but sometimes can have a very slight blue

hue), transparent colloid of nano-scale CNCs, which can be evaporated or diluted

to a desired concentration, or freeze-dried to produce a white powder.

The listed variations in the acid hydrolysis process has various purposes. Differ-

ent acid reaction parameters can produce different sized CNCs with different crys-

tallinities. Additionally, different cellulose sources (with varying quantities of amor-

phous cellulose or hemicellulose) may require tweaks to the acid reaction parameters

in order to produce consistent CNCs. Further deviations to the above procedure are

normally related to additional cleaning, bleaching or purification steps.

It should also be noted that manufacturing parameters can also affect the crys-

talline structure of the CNCs. Xing et al. were interested in producing CNCs from

recycled Tetra Pak packaging. They investigated the effects of short acid reaction

times on the produced CNCs [18]. Using XRD, the Tetra Pak sources were found to

have a 100% cellulose I structure. After a 15 minute acid reaction time (CNC15),

the produced CNCs had an entirely different crystalline structure, with 6.8% cellu-

lose I and 93.2% cellulose II. A 20 minute acid reaction time (CNC20) reduced the

cellulose II content producing 74.5% cellulose I and 25.5% cellulose II, while a 30

minute acid reaction time (CNC30) produced CNCs with only cellulose I.

This study is interesting from a chemistry perspective. It tracks how the crys-

talline structure changed from entirely cellulose I, to (almost) entirely cellulose II,

back to entirely cellulose I. This also has interesting consequences for materials engi-

neers. The acid hydrolysis time also affected the crystallinity, the size of the CNCs,

and the production yield. A longer reaction time removed more of the amorphous

cellulose, increasing the crystallinity of the CNCs. The crystallinity of CNC15 was

68.9% whilst for the CNC30 procedure the crystallinity was 83.0%. The longer reac-

tion time had the predictable effect of hydrolysing more of the cellulose, producing

both shorter and narrower CNCs. The researchers also measured production yield;

this was calculated using the freeze dried weight of the CNCs as a percentage of

the dry weight of the cellulose precursor. A longer reaction time will remove mostly

additional amorphous cellulose, but will also remove crystalline cellulose. It should

therefore be no surprise that the yield of the CNC15, CNC20 and CNC30 was 15.0%,

11.1% and 6.8% respectively.

This study by Xing et al. will be relevant when comparing commercially bought

CNCs, where fast production time and high yield are likely prioritised, to CNCs

produced herein, where higher crystallinity cellulose is more desirable.

At the start of this section CNCs were described as a ‘modified cellulose’, this

is because the acid hydrolysis chemically changes the cellulose structure. During
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acid hydrolysis, some of the sulfuric acid will react with the hydroxyl groups in

an esterification reaction. This will create sulfate half-ester groups on the exposed

surface of the cellulose crystal. These sulfate groups help to stabilise the cellulose

when in water [19].

One of the main reasons for using cellulose is the inherent ’green’ properties of

the material; however there is a valid argument that the production of CNCs using

strong acids (producing acid waste) and large amounts of water negates these envi-

ronmentally friendly properties. The acid hydrolysis method is the most common in

the literature for a variety of reasons; it was the first CNC production method and

has been optimised and refined, it is quick, reliable and produces consistent quality

CNCs and it requires only basic laboratory equipment.

There are other production methods which produce cellulose nanomaterials which,

in some aspects, could be considered more environmentally friendly. These other

methods come with their own disadvantages. It is outside the scope of this thesis

to go into detail on these methods, but for readers interested in this topic, cellulose

nanomaterials can be produced by an oxidisation method [20], mechanical refining

[21], enzymatic hydrolysis [22], ionic liquid treatment [23], subcritical water hydrol-

ysis [24] or a combination of these processes [25]. Trache et al. have written a

comprehensive review paper on this topic [17].

2.1.2 Tunicate Derived Cellulose Nanocrystals

The overwhelming majority of cellulose is produced by plants; however, cellulose is

also produced by specific bacteria and tunicates. A tunicate is a type of animal.

They are invertebrates and live in the ocean. Typically, an adult tunicate will grow

to 5–25 cm in height. They have the colloquial name ‘sea squirt’. Their adult life is

spent cemented to a static object, where they filter water for food [26]. Tunicates,

in particular the Ascidiacea class, are unique in that they are the only animal to

naturally produce cellulose. As with plants, the cellulose in tunicates is used for its

strength and flexibility. In tunicates, cellulose and various proteins form the tunic

(the outer layer of the animal — much like a skin). Figure 2.4 shows a particularly

colourful tunicate. The white and purple part of this tunicate is the tunic and will

contain large quantities of cellulose.

As with plant based cellulose, CNCs can also be produced from bacterial and

tunicate cellulose. In the case of tunicates, the organs are removed from the animal,

leaving the outer tunic. The tunic is then treated chemically to remove any non-

cellulose constituents. This can done through treatment with sodium hydroxide,

followed by some form of bleaching process. The flexible tunics can then be treated

like a high purity cellulose precursor and be hydrolysed to produce CNCs.

CNCs derived from tunicates (T-CNCs) have slightly different properties to plant

derived materials. The cellulose from Tunicates is the cellulose Iβ allomorph [27].
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Figure 2.4: A photo of a polycarpa aurata, a tunicate in the ascidiacea class; it has
the common name of the ‘gold-mouth sea squirt’. Photo taken by Nick Hobgood,
on 10th October 2006, at the Komodo National Park, Indonesia.

The length of a single T-CNC is typically 500–3000 nm with a width of 10–30 nm

[28, 29]; cotton and wood pulp CNCs tend to be smaller, with lengths between 100–

300 nm and widths of 3–10 nm [30–32]. T-CNCs have a very high crystallinity with

reported values of up to 90.7% [33]. The mechanical properties of T-CNCs are also

different, but a more detailed presentation of this will be given in a later section.

2.2 Graphene

A two-dimensional (2D) object only has a width and a length; it has no thickness.

A 2D material can be thought of similarly; it has a width and a length, and its

thickness is almost zero. Its thickness is so small that it reaches the physical limits

of the material (a single atomic layer). Relative to its thickness, the width and

length of a 2D material are very large (or in some cases, effectively infinite).

A material such as graphite can be thought of as many layers of a 2D material,

stacked on top of each other (Figure 2.5a). These 2D layers are atomically thin

sheets of carbon. In these sheets, a carbon atom forms sp2 covalent bonds with

three other carbon atoms, creating a hexagonal crystal lattice (Figure 2.5b). This

structure means that there is one valence electron for each carbon atom, which is
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Figure 2.5: A schematic of (a) graphite, showing how the 2D layers are stacked
on top of each other to form the three dimensional structure, (b) a monolayer of
graphene, with armchair and zigzag directions given. The unit cell of graphene is
shown as the blue shaded area, where the unit axes are a1 and a2. With respect to
an orthogonal basis, vectors a1 = a(−1/2,

√
3/2, 0) and a2 = a(1/2,

√
3/2, 0), where

length a = 2.46 Å [35].

(laterally) unconfined; it is free to move along the surface of the 2D layer (but is

confined to the surface). This unusual structure has meant that, since 1984, these

2D carbon sheets have been used as an idealised material in theoretical physics

models of 2D electron gases [34].

Although used in academic models, a combination of theoretical predictions and

experimental observations concluded that any 2D material, on its own, would be

too unstable to exist in the real world [36]. This was until 2004, where Novoselov

et al. first reported a ‘monocrystalline graphitic film which are a few atoms thick

but are nonetheless stable under ambient conditions’, proving that a few layers of

the carbon structure are stable [37]. The research group followed this work up in

2005 by proving that a single layer of graphite was also stable at ambient conditions

[38]; the 2D material was given the name ‘graphene’. This was the first time a 2D

material had been isolated. It attracted huge interest from the scientific community

and subsequently lead to the discovery of other stable 2D materials [39], and the

award of the Nobel prize in physics jointly to Kostya Novoselov and Andre Geim in

2010.

Whilst the discovery of a stable 2D material is interesting in its own right, the

discovery of graphene in particular is extraordinary. Despite effectively having the

same chemical structure as graphite, graphene has very different properties. At

0.335 nm, a monolayer of graphene is the thinnest material in the world [40]. At

1 TPa, it has the highest recorded Young’s modulus of any material [41]. It is
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nearly completely transparent, absorbing only 2.3% of incident white light [42].

Graphene is electrically conducting. Suspended graphene has an exceptionally high

electron mobility of 200,000 cm2·V-1·s-1 [43]; graphene on SiO2 has a mobility of

2000–20,000 cm2·V-1·s-1 [44]. For reference, the electron mobility of lightly doped

silicon at room temperature is around 1,400 cm2·V-1·s-1 [45]. Graphene also has one

of the highest recorded thermal conductivities of any material at 4,840–5,300 W/mK

[46]. This collection of remarkable and record breaking qualities has meant that

graphene has been used in a myriad of devices and composites over the last 15 years

[47].

Before continuing, it is wise to define the current interpretation of ‘graphene’.

Originally, graphene was a term strictly given to a single sheet of sp2 bonded carbon;

however, two stacked layers of ‘graphene’ have different electronic properties to that

of the single layered material and to that of the bulk material, graphite [48]. To

accommodate this, the term graphene now takes a number of prefixes, which group

the materials depending on their electronic structure: ‘monolayer’, for one layer;

‘bilayer’, for two layers; and ‘few layer’, for three–ten layers. The term ‘multi-

layered’ graphene is sometimes used interchangeably with few layer graphene and

other times its used for above ten layers of graphene [49]. The latter of these

definitions is debatable; above ten layers, the material shares the same electronic

structure as bulk graphite and should not be called graphene [48].

The original method for creating graphene is the ‘scotch tape’ method [37].

Scotch tape was used to repeatedly peel graphite layers apart, until monolayers

of graphene were produced [37]. This rudimentary method is suitable for small

scale lab work, but is not commercially viable. Since then, large scale production

methods have been developed. Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and liquid phase

exfoliation are two examples of this; both methods produce graphene suitable for

different purposes. Both methods will be used in experiments in later chapters; as

such, these two manufacturing techniques will be focused on.

2.2.1 Chemical Vapour Deposition Grown Graphene

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a bottom-up production technique. In CVD,

a quartz tube is filled with an inert gas and sometimes placed under low pressure.

A hydrocarbon gas source, such as methane, is passed through the quartz tube and

heated to around 1,000 ◦C. In the quartz tube, a metal, typically copper or nickel,

acts as a catalytic growth site. The hydrocarbon source reacts at the surface of the

metal and graphene grows from nucleation sites. The system is cooled and the metal

(with graphene on the surface) is removed. The graphene is then transferred to a

target substrate.

A variety of transition metals will act as catalysts in CVD growth of graphene;

Ru, Ir, Co, Re, Ni, Pt, Pd and Cu [50]. The choice of metal catalyst will affect
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the way in which the graphene grows and its morphology. The two most popular

metals are copper and nickel. Copper has a very low solubility to carbon; as such,

the chemical reaction to form graphene is a surface reaction. This has the fortunate

side effect of self limiting the number of graphene layers that grow to one. Relative

to copper, nickel has a high carbon solubility. As the metal cools, this carbon

diffuses out of the surface and forms graphene. The rate of cooling will affect the

number of layers the graphene has [51]. Generally, graphene grown on nickel is few

layer graphene. Additionally, the number of layers tends to be inconsistent across a

sample.

Several methods have been proposed for transferring CVD graphene off of the

metal catalyst onto the target substrate. To be deemed successful, a transfer should:

leave the graphene structure undamaged, reduce any residue or impurities from

interim polymers and keep the number of introduced folds/creases to a minimum

[52]. By far the most popular technique, for lab scale transfers, is the wet chemistry

method. This method is simple to understand and requires basic lab equipment and

chemicals.

A general wet chemistry procedure is as follows [53]. The metal/graphene stack

is coated with an interim polymer to create a metal/graphene/polymer stack. The

polymer is used to allow the graphene to be easily handled. A solution of etchant

is prepared which will dissolve the the metal. The metal/graphene/polymer is then

floated on the surface of this etchant and left until the metal has dissolved. Nor-

mally, the graphene/polymer is then transferred into deionised (DI) water as part

of a cleaning step (to remove any residual etchant). The target substrate is then

submerged under water, beneath the graphene/polymer. The substrate is then

lifted out so that it withdraws the graphene/polymer out of the water. The sub-

strate/graphene/polymer is then dried and the polymer is removed using chemicals

(e.g. by soaking in acetone).

Whilst the wet chemistry method is the simplest, it is often performed poorly:

the graphene can become damaged or cracked when the graphene is lifted out of

the water on the substrate; large amounts of residual polymer can be left on the

surface of the graphene, affecting electron transport; the graphene can become unin-

tentionally doped by the metal etchant; and finally, at various stages, the graphene

can become wrinkled, or worse be folded on top of itself. Other methods such as

stamping/releasing or cold rolling have been proposed. These come with their own

advantages and drawbacks [54, 55].

Whilst doping can be unintentional in the wet chemistry method, it can also be

beneficial. Doping is the addition (n-doped) or removal (p-doped) of electrons to the

surface of graphene. Iron(III) chloride has been successfully intercalated between

layers of graphene [56]. This doped graphene had a dramatic reduction in sheet

resistance whilst maintaining high optical transparency [56]. Because graphene is
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so thin, the substrate which it is transferred onto, or metal contacts on top of the

graphene, can also cause significant doping [57].

CVD grown graphene, if performed under suitable conditions, has a large area

and is continuous; the largest single graphene sheet grown via CVD and transferred

was a rectangular sheet, 30 inches in diagonal length [58]. Although most lab grown

CVD graphene is batch processed, researchers have investigated roll-to-roll, contin-

uous CVD production. Roll-to-roll production is necessary to commercially realise a

lot of proven graphene applications, such as display screens [58] or flexible electronics

[59, 60].

A thorough analysis of roll-to-roll production is outside the scope of this the-

sis, but recently Xin and Li wrote a review paper on the most current roll-to-roll

techniques [54]. To summarise, roll-to-roll CVD growth and roll-to-roll graphene

transfer are both possible. To date, the most reliable roll-to-roll CVD growth is

an atmospheric pressure growth on copper foil, where there was a 98% monolayer

graphene coverage over a 0.4 m2 area [61]. Although they did not explicitly test

it, the authors claim that this method is scalable to industrial roll-to-roll produc-

tion. Bae et al. showed a reliable roll-to-roll transfer method using thermal release

tape and wet chemical etching. The transferred graphene was doped and stacked to

form four layers; this system was found to have a sheet resistance of 30 Ω/sq and

an optical transparency of 90%. This is superior to the current market leader in

transparent electrodes, indium tin oxide. Although there are issues to be addressed,

such as increasing growth speed and reducing impurities, authors Xin and Li believe

that roll-to-roll production of CVD graphene will, at some point, be commercially

viable.

Although continuous, CVD graphene is not monocrystalline [62]. During growth,

there are multiple nucleation sites where graphene islands start to form. As these

graphene islands grow, eventually their edges meet. The nucleation sites cause the

graphene to grow with a certain crystallographic orientation (see Figure 2.5b, where

the graphene has a defined armchair and zigzag direction). It is highly unlikely

that two graphene islands will have the same crystallographic orientation; therefore,

where two islands meet, a grain boundary will form. At this grain boundary, carbon-

carbon covalent bonds form, but the structure is irregular [62]. An atomic resolution

electron microscope image of a monolayer CVD graphene grain boundary showed

that different grains are bonded together by pentagon/heptagon pairs (unlike the

regular hexagonal structure) [62].

The strength and electrical conductivity of graphene is related to its highly

crystalline structure. The existence of grain boundaries in CVD graphene, at one

point, caused concern; they were thought to negatively affect both conductivity

and strength. This was shortly disproved; four-point transport measurements of

CVD graphene, grown via various methods, showed that the speed of electron
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transport across grain boundaries (1,000–7,300 cm2·V-1·s-1) [62] is similar to that

of monocrystalline mechanically exfoliated graphene (2,000–20,000 cm2·V-1·s-1) [44].

In the same paper, atomic force microscopy (AFM) indentation measurements were

conducted on the same grain boundaries. The boundary strength was found to be

much weaker (failure load of 100 nN) [62] than a monocrystalline structure (failure

load of 1,700 nN) [41]. This latter finding was disputed by Lee et al. [63]. They

argued that the original work used outdated graphene transfer techniques, which

reduced the strength of both the graphene crystals and grain boundaries. Using

their newer transfer method, they found the failure load of the crystal was 2,590 nN

and the grain boundaries was 1,500 nN. This would class both graphene crystals

and grain boundaries as ultrahigh strength.

2.2.2 Shear Exfoliated Graphene

Unlike CVD graphene, shear exfoliated graphene has a much simpler production

technique. It is a top-down process, using graphite as a precursor. The graphite is

dispersed into a solvent and mechanically exfoliated using shear forces (stirring at

high speeds). If the shear forces are strong enough, then the graphite will be gradu-

ally separated into thinner layers until graphene is formed. A surfactant is normally

used to ensure that the graphene layers stay separated and do not agglomerate back

into graphite flakes.

In shear exfoliation, the graphene produced is normally quantified using the

average (lateral) size of the graphene flake, the number layers, the concentration

of graphene and the quality of the graphene (are the graphene layers pristine or

do they contain holes and other defects). A paper by Paton et al. investigated

the effect of different shear mixing parameters on these properties, with the aim

of mass producing graphene flakes [64]. The paper tested mixing time, mixing

speed, mixing volume, graphite concentration and different sized shear rotor/stator

attachments. They found that defect-free, unoxidised graphene could be produced

at a large scale. The produced graphene flakes were 300-800 nm in diameter. The

number of layers of 102 flakes were measured; 84% of the flakes were graphene (1-10

layers), with a median number of layers of 5. They found that the only parameter

required to produce graphene was to have a (rather low) shear rate of 10,000 s-1,

which they showed could be produced by a low power kitchen blender. This is where

the colloquial term ‘kitchen blender method’ originated.

The optimised method provided in the paper by Paton et al. has become one

of the most popular graphene flake production techniques. The type of graphene

produced using this method has dictated the way in which it is used. Micron sized

flakes with large variance, varying numbers of layers and scalable production has

meant that this type of graphene often sees use in applications where large con-

tinuous films or high precision are unnecessary. Typically, this would mean that
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it is well suited to composite reinforcement but would be poor for small electronic

components. One of the main issues with graphene flakes is the ease of production

of a continuous conducting film from a liquid solution. A recent paper, which has

developed a new film transfer technique, aimed to address this.

In 2018, Shin et al. developed a novel method for creating and transferring

shear exfoliated graphene films [65]. Graphene was produced using shear exfoliation

[64]. The graphene solution was then vacuum filtered through a 200 nm pore poly-

tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter. The water passed through the membrane, but

the graphene flakes were too large to filter and formed a thin film on the surface.

Using a technique the authors termed ‘isopropanol-assisted direct transfer (IDT)’,

the graphene films were transferred onto a variety of substrates. In IDT, the tar-

get substrate is coated with a thin film of isopropanol (IPA). The membrane, with

graphene side facing down, is placed onto the film of IPA. The substrate is then

heated to 90 ◦C. The IPA evaporates, drives the graphene onto the substrate and

separates the PTFE from the graphene film. The result is a thin, continuous film of

graphene flakes on the target substrate. After soaking the substrate and graphene

film in water for 2 hours (this step removes the surfactant residue from the initial

exfoliation), the films are conductive with a sheet resistance as low as 152.7 ohm·sq-1.

2.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is an incredibly powerful tool for the study and characteri-

sation of chemical structures. In layman’s terms, the tool is often described as

giving a ‘chemical fingerprint’ of a sample. The technique is reliant on the inelastic

scattering of light, called the Raman effect; it is named after Indian physicist Chan-

drasekhara Venkata Raman who was the first to publish experimental observations

of the inelastic scattering of light in 1928 [66].

When light passes through a transparent medium, most of it will pass through

unaffected by the medium (this is called transmission); however, some of the light

will be affected. Some of the photons (∼1 in 1,000 [67]) will be scattered; their

direction will be altered from the direction of the incident light. There are two

types of scattering: elastic (called Rayleigh scattering) and inelastic (called Raman

scattering). Rayleigh scattering is much more likely than Raman scattering. In

Rayleigh scattering, the incident light will have the same energy as the scattered

light. Raman scattering, although much less likely, is still measurable; of the 1

in 1000 scattered photons, ∼1 in 1,000 of those will be Raman scattered (∼1 in

1,000,000 of the total photons is Raman scattered) [67]). In Raman scattering, the

scattered light has a different energy to that of the incident light. If the Raman

scattered light has a lower energy than that of the incident light it is called Stokes
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Raman scattering. If the Raman scattered light has a higher energy than the incident

light, it is called anti-Stokes Raman scattering.

In Raman scattering (in both Stokes and anti-Stokes), the change in energy of

the light is not random. It is dependent on the medium which the light is scattering

from and (most of the time) is independent of the energy of the incident light.

To fully explain the physics behind the Raman effect involves substantial deriva-

tions and requires extensive knowledge of both classical and quantum physics. This

is well beyond the scope of this thesis, but Long has written a comprehensive book

on the topic [68]. Fortunately, a complete understanding of the mathematics behind

the Raman effect is not necessary to explain the work in later chapters, but the

following points should be sufficient to explain the work.

The shift in energy in Raman scattering originates in changes in molecular energy

levels in the scattering medium [69]. The shift is the result of an exchange of energy

between the photon and the vibrational energy in the medium. Because vibrational

modes can only exist in discrete energy states, the energy exchanged must be equal

to one of these vibrational energy transitions [67]. See Figure 2.6 for a schematic of

this. The size of these molecular energy transitions is dependent on the frequency

of the vibrational modes, which in turn is dependent on the mass of the atoms,

the strength of the chemical bonds and the spatial arrangement of the surrounding

chemical structure [70]. As such, Raman scattering can be used to study chemical

structures.

Raman spectroscopy is the measurement and quantification of Raman scattering.

It produces a Raman spectrum. A Raman spectrum quantifies the change in energy

of the scattered photons and the number of scattered photons at that particular

energy. Example Raman spectra are shown in Figure 2.7.

In a simple structure such as silicon, there is only one type of atom and all

chemical bonds are the same (it has a highly ordered face centred cubic structure).

As a result, the Raman spectrum for silicon is very simple. It has one Raman

band (or peak) at 520 cm−1 (Figure 2.7a). A molecule such as cellulose is very

complicated, it contains multiple atoms of different masses, different bond strengths

and has a complex chemical structure. As such, the Raman spectrum of cellulose is

very complex with multiple degenerate (overlapping) Raman bands. See Figure 2.7b

for the Raman spectrum of cellulose.

Throughout this thesis Raman spectra will be presented to the reader. The next

few paragraphs will highlight the standard practices for presenting Raman spectra.

Rather than quantifying the energy shift of the scattered photons in units of joules, it

is standard practice to use the change in wavenumber of the photon (units of cm−1).

The change in wavenumber (∆ω) can be calculated from Equation 2.1, where λ is

the wavelength of a photon. Equation 2.2 gives the energy (E) of a photon in terms

of λ, the speed of light (c) and Planck’s constant (h).
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Figure 2.6: A schematic of energy levels in a molecule after various interactions
with light. Red arrows indicate the incident light. Blue arrows indicate the scat-
tered light. When a photon hits a molecule, energy is instantaneously transferred
from photon to molecule. This increases the energy in the molecule to a virtual
energy state. As this virtual energy state is unstable, the photon is instantaneously
scattered. The scattered photon can be scattered with the same energy as the in-
cident photon (Rayleigh) or a different energy (Raman). In Raman scattering, the
molecule can either gain (Stokes) or lose (anti-Stokes) energy.

∆ω =

(
1

λIncident
− 1

λscattered

)
(2.1)

E =
hc

λ
(2.2)

Standard practice dictates that the x-axis of a Raman spectrum is given the

axis title of ‘Raman shift’. This thesis explicitly ignores this precedent; instead,

the term ‘Raman wavenumber’ is used. This is to avoid confusion in later sections

when talking about changes or movements of Raman bands; which historically and

confusingly, have been called ‘Raman band shifts’ or ‘shifts in a Raman band’.

The y-axis of a Raman spectrum is given the axis title of ‘Raman intensity’. This

is simply a count of the number of photons to hit the detector in a spectrometer.

The actual numerical value of Raman intensity is often useless. It is greatly affected

by the power of the incident laser, the time the laser has been exposed to the sample,

the age of the laser, if the laser has had time to warm up and the specific set-up of

the Raman system. As such, the numerical values of Raman intensity are often left

off of Raman spectra and are given in arbitrary units (A.U.). It should be noted that

the relative intensity of Raman bands in a single spectrum are of great importance

and in later chapters will be given as a ratio.
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Figure 2.7: Raman spectrum of (a) silicon and (b) cellulose. Raman intensity is
given in arbitrary units (A.U.). The cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band has been
highlighted, as it is extensively used in this thesis.

Finally, in atmospheric conditions, Stokes scattering is much more likely than

anti-Stokes scattering. Because of this, only the Stokes region of a Raman spectra

is plotted. Further, Raman spectra will never start at a wavenumber of zero, as

this would include Rayleigh scattering. Rayleigh scattering would overwhelmingly

dominate the spectrum and provides no useful information.

2.4 Changes to Raman Bands Caused by

Deforming a Material

In the previous section, vibrational modes were briefly introduced. Vibrational

modes are the synchronous harmonic oscillations (either stretching, rotating, wag-

ging etc.) of atomic bonds in a system. In a complex system, many vibrational

modes are superimposed to create the overall oscillations of a molecule. Equation

2.3 can be used to determine the discrete energy levels of a single vibrational mode

[67]. Where E is the energy, n is the quantum number (an integer value of one

or more), h is Planck’s constant and υ is the frequency of the vibrational mode.

This equation is a result of solving Schrödinger’s equation for a vibrating molecular

system.

En = (n+
1

2
)hυ (2.3)

The frequency of the vibrational mode is affected by the vibrational force constants

and the spatial arrangement of the surrounding chemical structure [70]. When

a material is deformed, the atomic bonds stretch and the bond angles change to

compensate the load. This begs the question: if a material is deformed, does the

frequency (and hence the discrete energy levels) of the vibrational modes change? In

1967, Gubanov wrote a paper which theoretically predicted the behaviour of vibra-
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tional modes when a molecule of polyethylene was stretched [71]. Gubanov found

that the relationship between load and vibrational frequency is effectively linear (the

quadratic terms in the derived equations were almost zero). The relationship was

positive, so stretching the molecule increased the frequency of the vibrational mode

(hence it reduced the wavenumber). Although this was only explicitly proven for

polyethylene, it is assumed that the same derivation can be used for other molecules

to achieve a similar result.

The change in energy of Raman scattered light is dependent on the discrete

energy levels of the vibrational modes. If the energy level of the vibrational modes

is dependent on the vibrational frequency, and the vibrational frequency is affected

by stretching a molecule, then one would expect that stretching a molecule would

change the position of Raman bands in a spectrum.

2.4.1 Polydiacetylene and Other Polymers

In 1976, a paper by Mitra, Risen and Baughman was the first to show that stretching

a molecule causes a shift in the position of Raman bands [72]. In this paper, a

monocrystal of polydiacetylene was grown. The monocrystal was stretched, and,

at intervals of 0.15% strain, a Raman spectrum was collected. Raman bands,

associated with the C=C and C≡C were found to shift to a lower wavenumber

position as tensile deformation was applied, with a shift of 11 cm−1 and 32 cm−1

respectively. Furthermore, this relationship was linear, thus confirming Gubanov’s

theoretical predictions.

In subsequent years, other materials were tested and additional deformation

dependent shifts in characteristic Raman bands were also found. An important

distinction is whether the shifts in these Raman bands are the result of strain or are

the result of stress. In 1994 Young and Yeh stretched a poly(ethylene terephthalate)

(PET) filament whilst monitoring its 1,616 cm−1 Raman band [73]. Figure 2.8a

shows the position of the 1,616 cm−1 Raman band as a function of strain. Compared

to the stress–strain curve of PET, shown in Figure 2.8b, there is a remarkable

similarity in the lineshapes. If the 1,616 cm−1 Raman band is plotted as a function

of stress (Figure 2.8c), then there is almost a linear trend. This strongly suggests

that the shift in Raman bands is a stress, not a strain, induced effect.

The significance of this finding might, at first, not be apparent, but it is incredi-

bly important. Up until this point, one of the only ways to study the deformation of

a material was macroscopic scale tests or theoretical calculations. The results from

the experimental tests were often generic and described the system as a whole. Mi-

tra, Risen and Baughman’s experimental work showed that Raman spectroscopy can

be used to monitor mechanical deformations. In Raman spectroscopy, the limiting

factor is the size of the laser spot (∼0.5–1µm diameter). This allows one to exper-

imentally study distributions of mechanical stress with high precision, study fibres
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Figure 2.8: (a) 1,616 cm−1 Raman band position, for a PET filament, as a function
of strain. (b) Stress–strain curve of a PET filament. (c) Raman band position of a
PET filament as a function of stress. Images have been reproduced from reference
[73], with permission from Elsevier ( c©Elsevier 1994).

in a transparent composite matrix and study stress in very small materials (down

to the nanoscale). The following sections will outline how Raman spectroscopy has

been used to study stress at the nanoscale, with a focus on cellulose and graphene

literature.
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2.4.2 Cellulose

The molecular structure of cellulose is complex (Figure 2.1), with no symmetry

planes; as such, it has a predicted 131 vibrational modes [74]. This leads to a very

complex Raman spectrum (Figure 2.7b). Fortunately, when performing Raman

monitored mechanical deformation tests, typically only a single Raman band is

studied. The chosen Raman band is normally the band associated with the polymer

backbone, as this band is normally well-defined and will have a considerable shift

upon application of deformation [75]. For cellulose, the C–O–C and C–O bonds

form the backbone of the polymer (Figure 2.1). The Raman band associated with

this bond is the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band [76, 77]. This vibrational mode

is a stretching mode, which is almost parallel to the direction of the molecule axis.

Early studies on this topic, focused on regenerated cellulose [78], with studies

on natural fibres, such as hemp and flax, coming in subsequent years [79]. In 2001

Eichhorn, Sirichaisit and Young published a comprehensive paper studying Raman

band shifts in a variety of natural and regenerated cellulose fibres [80]. In these

tests, stress–strain measurements were performed on fibres whilst Raman spectra

were collected. The position of the 1,095 cm−1 band (ω) was plotted both as a

function of stress (σ) and strain (ε). In both cases, the relationship was linear. For

the ω vs. ε graph, the gradients of the linear slopes (dω/dε) was widely varying for

the different cellulose fibres; ranging from −0.06 to −1.29 cm−1/%. However, for

the ω vs. σ graph the different cellulose fibres all shared the same gradient (dω/dσ)

of −4.5 cm−1/GPa. This once again confirms that the Raman band shifts are stress

induced, and not strain. A consequence of this is that dω/dε is proportional to the

Young’s modulus of the fibre. It also allows Raman spectroscopy to used as a tool

to measure stress in cellulose as there is now a relationship between Raman band

shift and stress.

Also in 2001, Eichhorn and Young published the first attempt at using Raman

spectroscopy to measure the stiffness of ‘microcrystalline cellulose’ [81]. Microcrys-

talline cellulose is a powdered form of cellulose with particle sizes of around 20µm

diameter; it is commonly used in the pharmaceutical and food industries. The par-

ticle size of only 20µm is too small to perform stress/strain measurements on, so

Raman spectroscopy had to be used. The microcrystalline cellulose was dispersed in

an epoxy resin matrix (volume fraction 0.45%) and was deposited on the surface of

an epoxy resin substrate. A strain gauge was attached to the epoxy resin substrate

and strain read off of the strain gauge was assumed to be equal to that experienced

by the microcrystalline cellulose. The substrate was deformed whilst the position of

the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band was monitored. The position of the cellulose

1,095 cm−1 band decreased with increasing strain suggesting that there was a good

epoxy/cellulose interface. Once again the relationship between ω and ε was linear.

Using Equation 2.4 and the knowledge that for cellulose dω/dσ has a constant value
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of −4.5 cm−1/GPa, the stiffness of the microcrystalline cellulose was found to be

17.8 GPa.∗

E =
dσ

d(∆ω)
· d(∆ω)

dε
=
dσ

dε
(2.4)

In 2005, Ŝturcová et al. made the first attempt at using Raman spectroscopy

to determine the Young’s modulus of CNCs, specifically T-CNCs [74]. The particle

size of T-CNCs is much smaller than microcrystalline cellulose; ∼ 5 nm wide and

∼ 1–2 µm long. A similar experimental procedure to the microcrystalline cellulose

experiment was used. A sheet of cellulose formed of purely T-CNCs was created and

fixed to an epoxy resin beam (using more epoxy resin). Again, a four-point bending

test was performed on the epoxy/T-CNC composite, whilst strain and the position

of the 1,095 cm−1 band were recorded. Below 0.75% strain, dω/dε was constant

at −2.4 cm−1/%. Using Equation 2.4 and a constant dω/dσ, the modulus of the

tunicate sheet was found to be 51 GPa.

The researchers took this experiment further; the sheet of T-CNCs is effectively

a mesh of cellulose fibres. Using the intensity of the 1,095 cm−1 Raman band as a

function of angle, the researchers showed that the T-CNCs were randomly oriented

(explanation of this experiment and its origins will be given in a later chapter).

Eichhorn and Young [81] had previously applied analysis developed by Krenchel

[82]. They showed that the tensile modulus of a fibre (Ef ) was related to the tensile

modulus of a 2D random network of fibres (Ec) through Equation 2.5. η0 is the

Krenchel orientation factor which for a 2D random network of fibres is equal to 3/8

[81]. Using this equation and a T-CNC sheet modulus of Ec = 51 GPa, the Young’s

modulus of a single T-CNC crystal can be found, Ef = 136 GPa.† This value is in

excellent agreement with the crystal modulus determined from the deformation of

Ramie fibres (137 GPa); a value which was determined through the measurement

of lattice extension in X-ray diffraction [83]. It is also in good agreement with

molecular modelling predictions of the crystal modulus of cellulose, which predicted

a value of 145 GPa [74].

Ec = η0Ef (2.5)

∗In this paper [81], the Young’s modulus value which the authors have calculated and stated
is 25 GPa. This value has been determined using a dω/dσ = −3.2 cm−1/GPa, this value seems to
be incorrect. In the paper, the authors have cited in-text ‘Sirichaisit et al., 2001’ as the source of
the 3.2 cm−1/GPa value. In their references at the end of the paper, there is no full reference for
‘Sirichaisit et al., 2001’. After speaking to the lead author (S.J. Eichhorn), this seems to be an
error, likely caused by the papers being published within the same few months of each other. The
paper which they were trying to cite is reference [80]. In the published version of reference [80], the
actual dω/dσ = −4.5 cm−1/GPa, not −3.2 cm−1/GPa. The Young’s modulus value of 17.8 GPa,
given in this thesis, has been determined using the correct value of −4.5 cm−1/GPa.
†In multiple papers an integration error seems to have been carried through, resulting in an

incorrect T-CNC crystal Young’s modulus given in reference [74]. The stated result of an integra-
tion has been given as 9/8π when the correct result is 3/8. In this thesis, the Young’s modulus of
136 GPa for the T-CNC crystal has been calculated using this correct value of 3/8, not 9/8π.
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In 2008, Rusli and Eichhorn used effectively the same methodology to find the

Young’s modulus of cotton derived CNCs [84]. These CNCs had a width in the 10 nm

range with a length of 100–150 nm. The CNCs were dispersed into epoxy resin and

deposited onto an epoxy resin substrate with a strain gauge attached. During a four-

point bending test, the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 band shifted to a lower wavenumber.

The shift rate for the cotton derived CNCs was dω/dε = −0.92 cm−1/%. This is a

significantly smaller shift than for the T-CNCs. This experiment slightly differs to

the experiment on the T-CNCs. In this experiment CNCs have been dispersed in

epoxy resin and deposited on a substrate, rather than first being formed into a sheet

and then fixed onto a substrate. This creates an epoxy resin matrix with a CNC

fibre. The orientation of these CNCs in the epoxy matrix is assumed to be random.

This can be randomly oriented in a 2D plane or in 3D space. The spot size of the

Raman laser in this experiment is an order of magnitude larger than the CNCs.

As such, the shift that is observed will be the average signal of multiple randomly

oriented CNCs. Thus, equation 2.4 and Krenchel’s efficiency (η0 = 3/8 for the 2D

case or η0 = 1/5 for the 3D case) can be used again. The stiffness of the CNCs was

given a lower bound of 57 GPa (3D case) and an upper bound of 105 GPa (2D case).

This is a much smaller stiffness compared to T-CNCs. The authors attributed the

difference to either a difference in crystallinity or poorer stress transfer from matrix

to fibre due to the CNCs having an aspect ratio of ∼ 10, compared to the T-CNC

aspect ratio of ∼ 100.

The previous two papers have studied CNCs in random orientations. This fi-

nal paper investigated stress transfer mechanism and environmental effects on a

CNC/poly(vinyl acetate) composite. It compares randomly oriented CNCs to uni-

axially oriented CNCs and studies the effect of water on the cellulose’s hydrogen

bonds [85]. They found that for randomly oriented CNCs, dω/dε = −0.4 cm−1/%.

For highly uniaxially oriented CNCs, dω/dε = −1.2 cm−1/%. The threefold increase

in Raman band shift rate is obviously not a result of a change in the material prop-

erties of the individual CNCs, but it is a result of better stress transfer from matrix

to fibre when the fibres are oriented in the same direction as the loading axis. The

researchers also tested the effects of soaking the fibres in water. They found that

water severely disrupted hydrogen bonding between individual CNCs; for dry fibres,

dω/dε = −0.5 cm−1/% and for wet fibres, dω/dε = 0 cm−1/%. Both of these findings

will become relevant in the experimental section of this thesis.

2.5 Raman Spectroscopy of Graphene

Unlike cellulose, graphene consists of only one type of atom, with the same sp2

carbon bonds across the bulk of the material. The result of this is that graphene

has a relatively simple Raman spectrum (Figure 2.9). It only has three Raman
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bands; the D band, at ∼ 1,350 cm−1; the G band, at 1,582 cm−1 and the 2D band,

at ∼ 2,700 cm−1.

Figure 2.9: The Raman spectrum of defect free monolayer graphene, grown via
CVD. The graphene is on a silicon wafer substrate, which has no Raman bands
at higher wavenumber positions than 600 cm−1. The G band (1,582 cm−1) and 2D
band (2,700 cm−1) are labelled. As this is pristine graphene, there is almost no D
band (1,350 cm−1), the expected position of the D band has been labelled.

In Section 2.3 it was stated that the energy of the scattered light was (in most

cases) independent of the incident light. The graphene D and 2D bands are excep-

tions to this. The position of the D band (and hence the energy of the scattered

light) is linearly related to the energy of the incident light [86, 87]. Similarly, the

position of the 2D band has a near linear dependence on the energy of the incident

photons [86, 88]. Equation 2.6 gives the expected position of the D band (ωD) in

cm-1, given the energy of the incident photons (ELaser) in electron volts. Equation

2.7 is the same but for the 2D band. The energy of the incident photons can be

calculated from the laser wavelength (Equation 2.2).

ωD = 1234 + 51ELaser (2.6)

ω2D = 2437 + 100ELaser (2.7)

Despite only having three Raman bands, an enormous amount of information

can be gained from a graphene’s Raman spectrum, including the number of layers,

the quality, the local strain, the doping and the crystallographic orientation of the

graphene. A complete literature review of the Raman spectrum of graphene would

be exceptionally long and inappropriate for this thesis (see the 51 page review by
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Wu et al. on this topic [89]). Instead, this section will explicitly focus on the Raman

spectrum of CVD graphene, with a focus on monolayer CVD graphene. The first

subsection will cover the basics of the characterisation of graphene using Raman

spectroscopy. This will be followed by a short literature review of strain and doping

separation in graphene.

2.5.1 Graphene Characterisation using Raman

Spectroscopy

The size of the D band can be used to determine if the graphene is pristine or if

it contains defects. The vibrational mode that causes the D band is a breathing

mode of the hexagonal structure[90]. This breathing mode is only activated at the

edge of the graphene structure. Tunistra and Koenig found that the size of the

D band was inversely related to the size of graphite crystals; a greater proportion of

crystal edge to crystal centre meant a larger D band [91]. As such, if there is a large

D band in the Raman spectrum for graphene, then it is an indication that there

are multiple holes, edges, or other defects in the graphene. Figure 2.9 shows the

Raman spectrum of graphene; the lack of a D band is an indication that it is pristine

graphene. Typically, the quality of the graphene is measured using the intensities

of the D band (ID) and the G band (IG), expressed as a ratio (ID/IG). This ratio

increases as the number of defects increases until the inter-defect distance reaches

∼ 3 nm; beyond this point the ratio decreases again and the intensity of the 2D

band needs to be considered in order to determine the number of defects [92]. The

National Physics Laboratory (NPL) considers ID/IG ≤ 0.2 as high quality graphene

[93].

Raman spectroscopy can also be used to indicate the number of layers in graphene.

If the graphene can be confirmed to have Bernal stacking,‡ then the number of layers

in the graphene can be determined by the lineshape of the 2D band, which changes

from a single Lorentzian curve for monolayer graphene, to multiple overlapping

Lorentzian curves for more than one layer [48].

In most CVD grown graphene, the graphene is turbostratic§. Malard et al. grew

CVD graphene on Ni and showed that the 2D band lineshape could be fit with a

single Lorentzian curve for the 1, 2 and 3 layer graphene regions [94]. Instead, the

ratio of intensities of the G and 2D bands (I2D/IG), along with the full width at

half maximum of the 2D band (Γ2D), can be used as an indication of the number of

graphene layers (see Figure 2.10 for a schematic highlighting key curve parameters).

‡Bernal stacking is ordered layer stacking, where a layer is translated so that half of the atoms
in the graphene layer lie directly over the centre of the hexagon in the layers above and below,
forming an ABAB structure. Bernal stacking is predominant in graphene originating from natural
graphite sources (such as mechanically exfoliated graphene); however, it is not necessarily present
in graphene grown via other methods (such as CVD graphene) [94].
§Graphene with no ordered stacking is called turbostratic graphene, indicating a graphene layer

has been twisted with respect to the other layers.
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They showed that I2D/IG decreased and Γ2D increased with increasing graphene

layers.

Figure 2.10: A Lorentzian curve, highlighting the key metrics used to characterise a
Raman band. The Lorentzian lineshape is the most common curve function used in
fitting Raman spectra. The peak centre is the x-value of the centre of the peak. The
peak intensity or peak height is the size of the Lorentzian curve on the y-axis. The
full width half maximum (FWHM) value is the width of the curve at the midpoint
of the peak height (the FWHM is often given the symbol ‘Γ’).

In 2017, the National Physics Laboratory published the ‘Good Practice Guide

No. 145 — Characterisation of the Structure of Graphene’. In it they cite that

I2D/IG ≥ 2 and Γ2D ≤ 35 cm−1 are indications of monolayer graphene. They do also

state that strain and doping can affect both the intensity ratios and the linewidth

of the bands which is why, without further analysis, these parameters are only used

as an indication of number of graphene layers.

2.5.2 The Effect of Strain on the Raman Spectrum of

Graphene

As with cellulose, loading graphene will cause changes in its Raman spectrum. Mul-

tiple papers have studied the effects of uniaxial [95–98] and biaxial [99, 100] strain

on the positions of D, G and 2D bands in monolayer graphene. In the uniaxial tests,

a monolayer of mechanically exfoliated graphene would be fixed to a substrate and

then stretched through either a two-point or four-point bending test, whilst posi-

tions of the D, G and 2D bands are monitored. The biaxial tests were similar, but

they used a piezoelectric to control a biaxial load.

In the uniaxial strained monolayer tests, two notable effects occur: first, all bands

linearly decrease in frequency under a tensile load (and increase in frequency under
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a compressive load); secondly, the G band splits into two bands. The split bands

are termed G− and G+ for the lower and higher wavenumber bands respectively. In

the biaxial tests, again all Raman bands shift to a lower wavenumber (with a larger

dω/dε than the uniaxial tests); however, the G band does not split.

In the uniaxial test, the split is caused by breaking the symmetry of the hexagonal

graphene structure [96]. In unstrained graphene, the G band is doubly degenerate¶

[95]. The two contributing degenerate bands can be thought of as an x and y

component of the same vibrational mode. Looking at any one atom in the graphene

structure, the three chemical bonds are all separated by an equal 120◦. Thus the

x and y components are equal. In biaxial experiments, the load is applied equally

along the axis of each of the three carbon–carbon bonds. This will cause the bonds

to stretch, but it will not change the bond angles, thereby maintaining symmetry.

By uniaxially deforming the graphene, a shear strain is being applied to at least

two of the bonds. The bond angles will then change, breaking the symmetry. This

causes the G band to lose its degeneracy and split.

Not only does the G band split, but the resulting Raman bands are polarised.

Mohiuddin et al. deformed graphene whilst recording Raman spectra [96]. The

polarisation of the incident light was rotated in increments of 10◦ whilst the scat-

tered light was passed through an analyser oriented parallel to the loading axis.

The resulting data are shown in Figure 2.11. There is a clear inverse relationship

between the intensities of the G− and G+ bands; further, the fitted equations are

exactly 90◦ offset from one another. This relationship was theoretically shown to be

the result of the crystallographic orientation of the graphene. Thus showing that

Raman spectroscopy can be used as a non-destructive optical tool for determining

the orientation of graphene.

So far only the qualitative effects of loading graphene have been considered.

The Grüneisen parameters and the shear deformation potential are quantitative

ratios. They relate the shifts in Raman bands to the strain in the graphene. These

parameters have been calculated both theoretically [101] and experimentally [96].

A study on carbon nanotubes showed that the position of the G± band could be

determined by Equation 2.8. Similarly Equation 2.9 gives the shift in position of the

2D band due to strain [96]. Where ∆ω[ ] is the shift in wavenumber of a band, ω0
[ ] is

the band position of strain and charge free graphene, γ[ ] is the Grüneisen parameter,

εxx is tensile strain in the x axis, εyy is tensile strain in the y axis, and β[ ] is the

shear deformation potential. The subscripts can be either ‘D’, ‘G’ or ‘2D’, for the

D, G or 2D Raman band respectively. As the 2D band is the second order of the D

band, γD = γ2D.

¶In Raman spectroscopy, degeneracy means that there are multiple Raman bands which occur
at the same wavenumber. This gives the appearance of a single band when in fact there are multiple
bands overlapping. ‘Doubly’ degenerate indicates that there are two overlapping bands.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Raman spectra of strained graphene showing the evolution of the
G− and G+ Raman bands as the orientation of the sample is rotated. Raman spectra
have been collected using VV polar filters. (b) Polar plot of these Raman spectra,
showing the intensity of the G− and G+ Raman bands as a function of angle. Data
have been fitted with IG− = sin2(θin + 34◦) and IG+ = cos2(θin + 34◦). This image
has been reproduced from reference [96] with permission from the American Physical
Society ( c©American Physical Society, 2009)

∆ωG± = −ω0
GγG(εxx + εyy)±

1

2
βGω

0
G(εxx − εyy) (2.8)

∆ω2D = −ω0
2DγD(εxx + εyy) (2.9)

At this point it is interesting to consider idealised cases. In Equation 2.8, the

two components represent the hydrostatic∗ and shear strain effects [102]. For purely

positive hydrostatic strain, one would see the G band shift to a lower wavenumber

position, with no splitting. For purely shear strain, the G band splits into the G−

and G+, but the average position of the two bands, ωG = (ωG− + ωG+)/2, remains

the same. A combination of hydrostatic and shear strain will combine these two

∗Hydrostatic strain (εH) is defined as εH = εxx + εyy, where εxx = εyy. Physically, hydrostatic
strain can be thought of as changing the volume of the object, but keeping the shape constant.
This is the opposite to the deviatoric strain (the shear components of the strain tensor) which
changes the shape of the object, but keeps the volume the same. Hydrostatic strain is slightly
different to biaxial strain (εB), where εB = εxx = εyy.
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Figure 2.12: A schematic showing how different types of strain affect the G band.
(a) Only shear strain, (b) only hydrostatic strain, (c) shear and hydrostatic effects
combined.

effects, splitting the G band and shifting ωG to a lower wavenumber. Figure 2.12

shows a schematic of these effects.

It should be noted that, through a change in principle axes, any strain configu-

ration can always be expressed in terms of shear and hydrostatic strain components

[103]. This change in principle axes is often used in determining von Mises yeild cri-

terion in continuum mechanics [104]. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic which aims to

demonstrate this. The image on the left is a uniaxial load. It has been represented

in standard orthogonal co-ordinates using a tensile load and a compressive load. On

the right is an equivalent representation of this load. The image on the left has had

the principle axes rotated by 45◦. This rotation in principle axes means that the

uniaxial load can be represented by hydrostatic strain and shear strain components.

As such, for graphene under uniaxial strain, there will always be splitting of the

G band (caused by the shear component) as well as a shift in ωG (caused by the

hydrostatic component).

2.5.3 The Effect of Doping on the Raman Spectrum of

Graphene

Graphene can be doped. Doping is the addition or removal of electrical charge in

graphene. Increasing the density of electrons in graphene creates n-doped graphene,

whilst decreasing the density creates p-doped graphene. Doping can be done through

electrical [105, 106] or chemical methods [56, 107–109]. To electrically dope graphene,

the electric field effect is used. This involves electrically gating a section of graphene

whilst applying a gate bias voltage. Chemical doping can be achieved by either

placing the graphene on a suitably doping substrate, or by adding a chemical to the

surface of the graphene. Graphene placed on SiO2 was shown to be doped compared

to suspended graphene [108]. Molecular O2 adsorbed onto graphene was shown to
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Figure 2.13: A schematic showing strain acting on two infinitesimally small squares.
Both images show uniaxial strain and are equivalent. The strain in the left image is
expressed using a tensile strain and a compressive strain in standard orthogonal co-
ordinates. In the right image, the principle axes have been rotated 45◦. The uniaxial
strain can now be expressed using hydrostatic and shear strain components. Arrows
are not to scale and are only a representation.

p-dope graphene [109]. Finally, FeCl3 intercalated inbetween graphene layers was

shown to p-dope graphene [56].

Studies on doped graphene (chemical and electrical) show that the G and 2D

Raman bands in graphene are both affected by doping. Previously, it was established

that the change in energy during Raman scattering is equal to a molecular energy

transition. These transitions are dependent on the frequency of the vibrational

modes, which in turn are dependent on the mass of the atoms, the strength of the

chemical bonds and the spatial arrangement of the surrounding chemical structure

[70]. The addition or removal of charge in graphene (through doping) adds static

effects to the chemical bonds. This causes the vibrational modes in graphene to

change which in turn causes a shift in the Raman bands of graphene. Several

papers have studied the affect of doping on phonon frequency and have found that,

in graphene, non-adiabatic effects dominate; this is unusual when compared to most

other materials [105, 110].

For both the G and 2D Raman bands, as doping increases, the wavenumber of

the Raman bands also increases. The relationship between doping and wavenumber

is linear. Unlike strain, where tensile strain causes a decrease in wavenumber and

compressive strain causes an increase in wavenumber, both n-doped and p-doped

graphene both cause an increase in wavenumber of the G and 2D bands. Figure

2.14a shows Raman spectra of the G band at a variety of gate voltage biases for

electrically doped graphene. Figure 2.14b plots ωG and ΓG as a function of gate

voltage, showing the linear relationship between the two.
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Figure 2.14: (a) Raman spectra of the G band of electrically doped graphene. The
image shows how the G band changes at a variety of gate voltage biases. Image has
been reproduced from Reference [105], with permission from Springer ( c©Springer
2007). (b) Position and FWHM of the G band as a function of gate voltage bias. Im-
age has been reproduced from Reference [106], with permission from The American
Physical Society ( c©The American Physical Society 2007)

.

2.5.4 Strain and Doping Separation in Graphene

It has been established that both strain and doping lead to linear changes in both

the G and 2D Raman bands. This is an issue for the characterisation of graphene.

Imagine you have a Raman spectrum of a graphene sample. The G and 2D bands

have shifted away from the strain and doping neutral positions. You have no prior

knowledge of the state of the graphene sample. How can you determine if the shift

in the G and 2D bands are the result of strain, doping or a combination of both?

This question was answered in a study by Lee et al., using a vector decomposition

method [111].

The solution to this problem is to realise that the relative shift rates of the G and

2D Raman bands (∆ω2D/∆ωG) are different, depending on whether the graphene

is affected by strain or by doping. By compiling Raman band shift rates from a

range of existing theoretical and experimental literature and comparing it to their

own experimental data, Lee et al. showed that monolayer graphene, which is purely

affected by uniaxial strain, has a relative shift rate of (∆ω2D/∆ωG)ε = 2.2 ± 0.2

[111]. This is termed the iso-doping gradient (doping remains constant whilst strain

changes). Similarly, the authors also showed that the relative shift rate for graphene

that was both p-doped and n-doped was (∆ω2D/∆ωG)n = 0.70± 0.05 (where ‘n’ is

the charge density). This is termed the iso-strain gradient (strain remains constant

whilst doping changes).

Having established the relative shift rates of the G and 2D bands whilst under

strain and doping, the authors determined the G and 2D Raman band position
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of strain free and doping free graphene. It has been experimentally shown that

suspended graphene has no doping [88]. By taking multiple Raman spectra of sus-

pended graphene, the authors found that the G and 2D band position of strain free

and doping free graphene was (ω0
G, ω

0
2D) = (1,582 cm−1, 2,677 cm−1) (for an incident

laser wavelength of 514.5 nm). These values were in good agreement with existing

literature.

Lee et al. also determined the sensitivities of the G band to strain (dωG/dε)

and the 2D band to doping (dω2D/dn) from existing literature; finding dωG/dε =

−23.5 cm−1/% and dω2D/dn = 0.87× 10−12 cm−1/cm−2 [111].

Lee et al. assumed that the effects of strain and doping on the G and 2D bands

are independent of each other and are cumulative. Using standard Cartesian co-

ordinates, with principle axes of ω2D vs. ωG, a vector map was created and overlaid.

The overlaid vector map had an origin at (ω0
G, ω

0
2D) = (1,582 cm−1, 2,677 cm−1). The

principle axes of the vector map were the iso-strain gradient of (∆ω2D/∆ωG)n =

0.70± 0.05 and the iso-doping gradient of (∆ω2D/∆ωG)ε = 2.2± 0.2. Increments of

strain and doping along the principle axes were calculated from the G and 2D band

sensitivities of dωG/dε = −23.5 cm−1/% and dω2D/dn = 0.87× 10−12 cm−1/cm−2.

Using this vector map, co-ordinates of (ωG, ω2D) could be transformed into co-

ordinates of (n, ε).

This method is incredibly powerful as it is allows Raman spectroscopy, a non-

destructive optical tool, to be used to determine both strain and doping in graphene.

Unfortunately, as highlighted in Equation 2.7, ω2D is dependent on the energy of

the incident light. As Lee et al. used a 514 nm laser in their study, they only

showed the method was valid for that particular laser wavelenth. In 2018, Ahn

and Ryu investigated this method using a variety of laser wavelengths [112]. They

found that the differences in the iso-doping gradient, the iso-strain gradient and the

doping and strain sensitivities were effectively negligible when using different laser

wavelengths. The only effect that different laser wavelengths had on the method was

to change the origin of the vector map; ω0
G = 1,582 cm−1 for all wavelengths and ω0

2D

can be determined from Equation 2.7. Ahn and Ryu also provided comprehensive

experimental evidence to show that (∆ω2D/∆ωG)n = 0.70± 0.06 — in the original

study by Lee et al. the methods used to determine this gradient were deemed to be

unreliable.

An example of the vector map methodology, combining the work by Lee et al.

and Ahn and Ryu, is shown in Figure 2.15. The vector map can be split into four

quadrants, Q1-4. Q2 and Q3 are not allowed as both n-doping and p-doping will

cause the G band to increase in wavenumber. Q1 is for compressive strain with both

types of doping, and Q4 is for tensile strain with both types of doping. Looking at

the two plotted data sets, as the applied tensile load increases, the position of the

G and 2D bands moves parallel to the iso-doping gradient. Note that the different
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data sets have been tested on different substrates. This has caused different levels of

doping in the graphene. Also note how the doping is unaffected by increasing load.

Figure 2.15: An example of the graphene vector map methodology. ωG vs. ω2D is
plotted on standard Cartesian co-ordinates. Overlaid is a vector map, with principle
axes n vs. ε. Increments of strain and doping have been labelled on the vector map.
This vector map is for a 785 nm incident laser, as such ω0

2D = 2,595 cm−1. The
vector map can be split into four quadrants, Q1-4, defined by the iso-doping and
iso-strain axes. Two sets of example graphene data have been plotted. Both data
sets show how the G and 2D bands move (shown by the orange and green arrows)
with increasing tensile strain. The two data sets are from graphene on different
substrates; this has caused differences in doping.

Finally, Mueller et al. [103] combined this strain and doping separation method

[111] with existing knowledge of the G band splitting and its relation to shear and

hydrostatic strain (covered in Section 2.5.2) [96]. In the original paper by Lee et

al. the iso-doping gradient had a large error, (∆ω2D/∆ωG)ε = 2.2± 0.2 [111]. This

error of ±0.2 is partially due to the splitting of the G band being considered in

the error. Mueller et al. [103] showed that by plotting ωG vs. ω2D (opposed to

ωG vs. ω2D, where ωG = (ωG− + ωG+)/2), then the new vector map has principle

axes of n vs. hydrostatic strain (εH). They found the gradient of their iso-doping

axis to be (∆ω2D/∆ωG)ε = 2.21 ± 0.05. Mueller et al. showed that, not only

could strain and doping be separated, but using the same Raman spectrum, two

components of strain, εH and shear strain (ετ ) could also be found. Finally, in the
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same paper, Mueller et al. showed that circular co-rotating polarisers could be used

to easily highlight splitting in both the G and 2D Raman bands (at higher strains

the 2D band also splits). Previously, only parallel-parallel or parallel-perpendicular

polarisers were used to highlight G band splitting. This blocks out at least one of

the components of the G and 2D bands. By using co-rotating circular polarising

filters, both components of G and 2D bands are equally sized. See Figure 2.16 for a

representation of this.

2.5.5 Raman Monitored Deformation Tests of CVD

Graphene

The previously mentioned mechanical deformation tests, monitored using Raman

spectroscopy, all used graphene produced via micromechanical cleavage of graphite.

Tests have also been performed on CVD grown graphene [113, 114]. In section

2.2.1 the grain boundaries of graphene were shown to have a similar failure load

to that of the pristine graphene structure. This would suggest Raman monitored

deformation tests on CVD graphene should produce similar results to those per-

formed on micromechanical cleaved graphene; however, this is not the case. In one

experiment, Li et al. showed that CVD graphene had 25% of the Raman band shift

rate compared to mechanically exfoliated graphene [113]. This implies that CVD

graphene has a Young’s modulus of ‘only’ 250 MPa. The authors of this study used

a shear lag model to show that the reduction in stiffness is a result of wrinkles in

the graphene. The CVD graphene was visualised as a series of islands connected

by ’wrinkles’. These ’wrinkles’ are thought to limit the distribution of strain in

the graphene. Strain is thought to be at a maximum at the centre of the islands,

and zero at the edges where the wrinkles are. The wrinkles will deform under a

load, but this deformation is a flattening of the wrinkles rather than stretching the

carbon–carbon bonds; this type of deformation would not be detected on a Raman

spectrometer as it does not affect the vibrational modes of the material.

Li et al. [113] compared their work to a similar experiment [115]. They compared

Raman monitored deformation studies where the size of the graphene islands were

larger (and hence the number of wrinkles was reduced). The CVD graphene with

less wrinkles had a larger shift rate (30 cm−1/%) than the CVD graphene with more

wrinkles (15 cm−1/%). This is still less than the shift rate for micromechanical

cleaved graphene with no wrinkles (∼ 60 cm−1/%).

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has laid a theoretical groundwork for the benefit of understanding the

experiments that are presented in the following chapters. Cellulose and graphene
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have been introduced alongside their chemical structures and relevant material prop-

erties. Further, certain material production techniques were explained; most of these

methods are used in later chapters. A significant portion of this chapter has focused

on Raman spectroscopy and its application in studying deformed nanomaterials.

Figure 2.16: Raman spectra of strained graphene were collected using different po-
larisation setups. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. Polarisation filters were
used on both the incident and scattered light. λ/4 is a quarter-wave plate, λ/2 is a
half-wave plate, BS is the beam splitter, M is the mirror, NF is the notch filter, and
A is an analyser. (b) Raman spectra of strained graphene using different polarisa-
tion filters, highlighting the G and 2D band regions. The first and second arrows
represent the type of polarisation filter used on the incident light and scattered light,
respectively. l and ↔ represents light polarised parallel and perpendicular to the
strain axis, respectively. � and 	 represents light circularly polarised, clockwise
and counter-clockwise, respectively. Image has been reproduced from Reference
[103] (open access).
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This literature is vital to understanding the experiments which are presented in

Chapters 3–5. The next chapter will focus on producing and characterising cellulose

nanomaterials and graphene.
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Chapter 3

Production and Characterisation

of Cellulose and Graphene

In Chapter 2, a comprehensive theoretical background was established. In this

chapter, the preparation methodology of graphene and various cellulose derivatives

will be given. These materials will then be characterised using various methods.

Knowledge from Chapter 2 will be used to explain the results of this characterisation.

These materials will then be used in later chapters, as part of more comprehensive

experiments. The vast majority of the material production and characterisation

presented in this chapter is not novel, it is based on the work and optimisation of

other researchers. Where new adaptations to these methodologies have been made,

they will explicitly be highlighted.

In this chapter, the methodology for producing epoxy resin substrates will be

covered. These epoxy resin substrates are used as they provide a flat, glassy, smooth

surface, whilst still maintaining some flexibility; properties that are useful for later

Raman monitored deformation experiments. These epoxy resin substrates are used

in a variety of experiments herein.

CNCs bought from the ‘The Process Development Centre at The University

of Maine (USA)’ were used in initial experiments. These CNCs were found to

be insufficient for certain applications; as such, T-CNCs were produced from base

materials. The production of T-CNCs and the characterisation of both CNCs and

T-CNCs will be covered in this chapter.

Finally, this chapter will also cover the characterisation of graphene from two

different CVD sources. The first CVD graphene was produced at Exeter University,

using cold-wall CVD. The production methodology for creating this form of graphene

will be outlined. This graphene was used in preliminary testing; however, analysis

of this form of graphene showed that there were considerable defects present in

the structure. Correspondence with the manufacturer of the cold-wall CVD reactor

highlighted that there was likely to be a problem with the heating element of the
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system. As such, CVD graphene sold by ‘Graphene Laboratories Inc.’ was used

in subsequent experiments. The characterisation of this form of graphene is also

covered in this chapter.

3.1 Creation of Epoxy Resin Substrates

Glass slides are cheap, readily available and commonly used as substrates. Unfor-

tunately they are also very brittle. For later Raman monitored deformation experi-

ments, flexible substrates are required. Epoxy resin substrates are suitable for this

purpose. If produced correctly, epoxy resin substrates are glassy smooth, hard and

slightly flexible. In addition, they have the benefit of having a Raman spectrum

whose bands do not overlap with those characteristic of cellulose. It is for these

reasons that epoxy resin has been used as a substrate in recent Raman monitored

deformation experiments on cellulose [1].

Mould Preparation — A two part 20 × 20 × 0.3 cm mould was created out of

aluminium (one flat base and one sectioned mould). The sides of the mould were

progressively polished with higher grade wet and dry sanding paper until a smooth

surface was achieved. 50µm Double sided silicone release polyester film, purchased

from UK Insulations Ltd. was cut so that the entirety of the bottom of the mould

was covered. The mould was bolted together. Small pieces of Blu-tacTM were placed

in each of the corners of the mould to prevent the epoxy resin from cracking during

a later heating/cooling stage. The inner sides of the sectioned mould were covered

with ‘Ambersil Formula 6 Film Spray’. Excess spray was wiped off. Figure 3.1

shows a schematic of this process.

Figure 3.1: A schematic of the epoxy resin mould.

Epoxy Resin Preparation — 50 g of Araldite 5052 resin and 19 g of Aradur 5052

hardener were mixed together in a disposable aluminium tray. Mixing was thorough,

but performed at a moderate rate. Under-mixing would cause the final slab to be
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tacky in parts and solid in others. Mixing too rapidly would form lots of small

bubbles which are hard to remove from the final mixture. The mixed epoxy was

physically knocked several times on a hard surface and placed under a vacuum at

33 mbar for around 10 min. The ‘knocking’ displaces any bubbles from the bottom

of the mixture and the vacuum removes air within the viscous resin.

Pouring and Curing the Epoxy Resin — The prepared mould was held at a 5–10◦

from horizontal. Starting at the highest point in the mould, the epoxy was slowly

poured in, moving from one side of the mould to the other. The entirety of the

epoxy resin mixture was poured in, but the sides and bottom of the disposable

aluminium container were not scraped clean. The epoxy resin at the bottom/sides

of the container was often poorly mixed and would create tacky areas in the final

slab. The mould was tilted at various angles until filled with epoxy. The epoxy was

left to cure for 24 hours at room temperature.

The hardened epoxy resin slab was then placed in an oven at 110 ◦C for 3 h. Once

removed and left to cool, the epoxy resin shrank, pulling away from the edges of the

mould. Due to the silicone release film and spray, and due to the epoxy slab slightly

shrinking, minimal effort was required to remove the final epoxy resin slab. The

final slab was uniform, glassy, smooth and transparent with a yellow/red hue. This

slab was sent to a local laser cutting company, ‘Exeter Laser Ltd’ to be sectioned

into beams. Epoxy resin beams measuring 70×20×3 mm (0.03 mm tolerance) were

cut from the slab using the laser. The beams were then scrubbed in acetone which

removed a lot of residue produced by the laser cutter. These beams were used in a

variety of experiments.

3.2 CNC Production and Characterisation

3.2.1 CNC Aqueous Solution Preparation

Freeze dried CNCs were purchased from ‘The Process Development Centre at The

University of Maine (USA)’. The manufacturers of this product state that the CNCs

have been produced via acid hydrolysis of cellulose primarily ‘derived from trees and

wood pulp’ [2].

The CNCs arrived as a fine, brilliantly white powder. Quantities of cellulose and

DI water were weighed and mixed together, to produce a 2 wt.% aqueous solution.

A 400 W sonication probe was used at 30% power in 4× 20 s intervals, with ∼ 40 s

breaks in between. This was very effective at dispersing agglomerates of CNCs which

formed immediately after contact with water. The created solution was transparent

with a very slight blue hue. There was no evidence of particulates. The solution

was kept under refrigeration and used within two months.

The DI water that was used was measured to have an electrical resistance of

15 MΩ, suggesting it is highly pure [3]. The suspensions stayed stable seemingly
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indefinitely, with no change to visual appearance. Unless otherwise specified, this

2 wt.% solution of CNCs with the high purity water was used in all subsequent

experiments using CNCs.

3.2.2 TEM of CNCs

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) works by firing a beam of electrons onto

an ultra-thin sample (< 100 nm thick). The sample is held in place on a substrate;

in this case, a holey carbon grid. The electrons in the beam will either interact with

sample (they’ll get absorbed or scattered) or will be transmitted through. The trans-

mitted electrons on the far side of the sample are detected and an image is formed.

Darker regions on a TEM image show regions of high absorption/scattering, with

lighter regions as lower regions of absorption/scattering. The number of electrons

that are absorbed or scattered are primarily controlled by two factors. First, how

thick a sample is and second, how electron dense the sample is. For example, elec-

tron dense atoms such as heavy metals, will appear very dark under a TEM as

they will absorb/scatter large numbers of electrons; conversely, light atoms, such as

carbon, oxygen and hydrogen will appear lighter on a TEM image.

For organic substances such as cellulose, where the only atoms in its structure

are carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, TEM image contrast with the carbon grid is a

problem. Because carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are low density atoms, cellulose

appears very pale in TEM images and features are hard to distinguish. To overcome

the low contrast, heavy metals atoms can be used to ‘dye’ organic materials. Uranyl

acetate is a common contrast agent for this purpose.

Staining CNCs using Uranyl Acetate — The prepared CNC aqueous solution was

diluted to a concentration of 0.02 wt.%. A 2 wt.% uranyl acetate aqueous solution

was prepared. A 400 mesh holey carbon TEM grid (purchased from Agar Scientific)

was placed, dark side up, on a piece of filter paper. A few drops of CNC solution

were placed onto the TEM grid, where it was left to dry. 10 µl of uranyl acetate was

deposited onto the TEM grid on top of the CNCs. The droplet of uranyl acetate

was left for 20 seconds before filter paper was used to siphon off the liquid. The

stained CNCs were imaged using a 120 kV JEOL JEM 1400 TEM.

Figure 3.2 shows a TEM image of the uranyl acetate stained CNCs, with the

inset showing a histogram of the CNC length. The TEM image shows a shard like

material with an average length of 202 nm. Despite the staining procedure, small

crystal features are still hard to distinguish. This makes it difficult to accurately

measure CNC width; the approximate width is 5–15 nm. As covered in Section 2.1,

these dimensions, and this appearance, are typical of wood/plant derived CNCs.
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Figure 3.2: TEM image of CNCs purchased from the University of Maine. CNCs
have been negatively stained with uranyl acetate to improve image quality. Scale
bar represents 200 nm. Inset shows a histogram of CNC length, with an average
length of 202 nm.

3.2.3 Raman Spectroscopy of CNCs

Raman Spectroscopy of CNCs — 0.2 ml of 2 wt.% aqueous solution of CNCs were

deposited onto an epoxy resin substrate. The solution was left to evaporate in

ambient conditions. A visible cellulose film formed on the epoxy resin substrate.

Raman spectra of this cellulose film were collected on a RM1000 Renishaw Raman

spectrometer. Spectra were collected using two different incident lasers, a 532 nm

laser and a 785 nm laser. These lasers were focused through a 50 × objective lens.

Before testing, the system was calibrated so that the first order Raman band of a

silicon standard occurred at 520.5 cm−1. Raman spectra were obtained using four

accumulations with an exposure time of 20 s per accumulation. The lasers were used

at 100% power.

The 532 nm laser was found to cause fluorescence, creating poor quality spectra.

Figure 3.3 shows a Raman spectrum of the CNCs. These data were collected with

a 785 nm laser. There is no evidence of fluorescence in this image. The spectrum

has the expected peaks of cellulose [4], although this spectrum also shows Raman

bands that are only caused only by the underlying epoxy resin (e.g. the peaks

at ∼ 1,580 cm−1). The spectrum shows a strong, well resolved 1,095 cm−1 Raman

band. This region can be fitted with a single Lorentzian curve (shown as a blue
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Figure 3.3: Raman spectrum of CNCs on an epoxy resin substrate. Data collected
using a 785 nm laser. Inset shows rescaled data, highlighting the cellulose 1,095 cm−1

Raman band. Blue dashed line is a Lorentzian curve that has been fitted to these
data. The peak centre of this Raman band is at 1,095 cm−1.

dashed line). It is important that this band is well resolved as it is extensively used

in future experiments.

3.2.4 T-CNC Production Methodology

T-CNCs were produced following methodology published by Shanmuganathan et al.

[5], which has been adapted from references [6, 7].

Tunicate Preparation — 750 g of Ascidiella aspersa tunicates were purchased

from Loch Fyne Seafarms Ltd. Tunicates were defrosted, cut open from top to

bottom and gutted. The husk and stem were kept, everything else was discarded.

Tunicate Cleaning — 500 g of NaOH was added to 3 l of DI water and heated to

80 ◦C. The gutted tunicates were added and left for 7 h under vigorous stirring. The

tunicates were removed from the NaOH solution and washed with water whilst scrub-

bing and agitating them to remove unwanted particulates/growth. The tunicates

were again treated with NaOH using the previously described parameters. Washing

and scrubbing was again repeated to remove any remaining particulates/growth.

Tunicate Bleaching — The cleaned tunicate husks and stems along with 2.5 ml of

glacial acetic acid and 7 ml of sodium hypochlorite were added to 2 l of of DI water.

The solution was heated to 70 ◦C and was vigorously stirred for 1 h. The same

quantities of acetic acid and sodium hypochlorite were again added and the solution

was left stirring for another hour. If after two hours the tunicates did not have a

white translucent appearance, a new solution was created and the aforementioned
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bleaching steps were repeated. Once the tunicates had the correct appearance, they

were thoroughly washed in water.

Acid Hydrolysis of Tunicates — The cleaned and bleached tunicates were dried

in a vacuum oven overnight to remove all water. 5 g of dried tunicates were cut

into small pieces and soaked in 500 ml of DI water overnight. The newly hydrated

tunicates were blended in a high power kitchen blender to create a white pulp. A

beaker containing the tunicate pulp was placed in an ice bucket. Whilst vigorously

stirring the pulp, 500 ml of 98% sulfuric acid was slowly added. The acid was added

slowly enough so that the temperature of the pulp did not rise above 20 ◦C. Once

all the acid had been added the temperature of the solution was quickly raised to

60 ◦C and was held there, under vigorous stirring, for 60 min. After 60 min the

reaction was quenched by rapidly cooling the solution in an ice bucket. At this

point, the amorphous regions of the cellulose should have been hydrolysed and the

non-cellulose constituents degraded, leaving behind T-CNCs.

Neutralisation and purification of T-CNC solution — The solution was then cen-

trifuged at 3,400 RPM for 15 min. The supernatant was discarded and the solution

was replenished with DI water. This step was repeated until the solution reached a

pH of 5.5. In the final centrifugation step, less DI water was added, in an effort to

increase the concentration of the final solution. The solution was then dialysed in

DI water for approximately one week, until the pH was neutralised (the water was

changed daily in order to achieve this). Finally the neutralised solution of T-CNCs

was sonicated using a high power ultrasonic probe for two 3 min intervals. The

larger unhydrolysed chunks of cellulose were removed by centrifuging the solution

at 10,000 RPM for 5 min and keeping the supernatant. The final T-CNC solution

was almost transparent with a slight beige/yellow hue.

Determining T-CNC Solution Concentration — The weight of an empty beaker

with a piece of parafilm was recorded to a precision of 0.1 mg, giving weight ‘mB’.

A small portion of T-CNC solution was placed into a beaker and the parafilm was

used to seal the top of the beaker. The beaker, solution and parafilm were all

weighed, giving weight ‘mB+T -CNC+H2O’. The parafilm was removed (but kept to

one side) and the beaker and solution was gently heated on a hotplate until all water

had evaporated. The same piece of parafilm was used to seal the beaker again.

The beaker, dried T-CNC solution and the parafilm were weighed, giving weight

‘mB+T -CNC ’. The concentration of the solution (c) was calculated using Equation

3.1.

c =
mB+T -CNC −mB

mB+T -CNC+H2O −mB

(3.1)
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3.2.5 TEM of T-CNCs

The produced CNCs were stained and imaged under TEM. The staining and imaging

procedure used in Section 3.2.2 was used on the T-CNC solution.

Figure 3.4 shows a TEM of the T-CNCs with a histogram of T-CNC dimensions.

Once again this TEM image is fairly typical of T-CNCs [8]. The T-CNCs are

much longer than the CNCs, with the longest CNC (387 nm) being shorter than the

average length of the T-CNCs (580 nm). As highlighted in Section 2.1, T-CNCs are

typically longer than CNCs. Whilst imaging the T-CNCs larger, micron sized, round

particles were found on the TEM grid. These particles were vastly outnumbered by

the T-CNCs, but were nonetheless noticeable.

Figure 3.4: (a) TEM of T-CNCs. Scale bar represents 500 nm. (b) Width and
(c) length distribution of the T-CNCs in this image. Average width is 14 nm and
average length is 580 nm.
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3.2.6 Raman Spectroscopy of T-CNCs

Raman spectra of the T-CNCs were also collected. The same sample preparation

and parameters were used as outlined in Section 3.2.3. Figure 3.5 shows a Raman

spectrum of the T-CNCs, with the inset highlighting the 1,095 cm−1 region of the

spectrum. There are two notable differences between this Raman spectrum and the

CNC spectrum. First, the T-CNC spectrum shows evidence of a small amount of

fluorescence. Secondly, in the T-CNC spectrum the 1,095 cm−1 Raman band has a

small shoulder which occurs at 1,102 cm−1; this shoulder is not present in the CNC

spectrum.

Figure 3.5: Raman spectrum of T-CNCs on an epoxy resin substrate. Data collected
using a 785 nm laser. Inset shows rescaled data, highlighting the cellulose 1,095 cm−1

Raman band. Blue dashed lines are the two Lorentzian curves which have been
fitted to these data. The peak centres of the two bands occur at 1,095 cm−1 and
1,102 cm−1.

To summarise the current T-CNC characterisation information: the solution is

not quite transparent, with a slight beige/yellow hue; micron sized, round particles

were found whilst imaging under TEM; the Raman spectrum showed florescence,

and an additional low intensity peak occurs in the 1,095 cm−1 region. The afore-

mentioned information all indicates that there are impurities in the final solution.

The impurities are likely to be very chemically and physically resistant, as the so-

lution has been treated with harsh alkali conditions, harsh acidic conditions and

strong bleaching. Additionally, the original tunicate husks were vigorously, physi-
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cally scrubbed in between the initial cleaning steps. Wiley and Atalla gave a com-

prehensive analysis of the Raman spectrum of cellulose (derived from Valonia, an

algae and Ramie, a nettle) giving the vibrational origins of each of the Raman bands

[9]. In this analysis, there is no mention of a band located at 1,102 cm−1, suggesting

that the round particles originate from a non-cellulose source. The impurity is likely

to be some other organic compound present in the husks of the tunicates.

It would be possible to remove these impurities by vacuum filtering the final

T-CNC solution, using a filter with 1 µm pores. This would also have the unwanted

side effect of also filtering a considerable portion of the larger T-CNCs. Another

consideration is the exceptionally poor production yield of the process. From start

to finish, production of the T-CNC solution took approximately 2 weeks and each

batch only produced ∼ 150 ml of 2 wt.% solution. Vacuum filtering would reduce

the efficiency and yield of this process even further.

Preliminary Raman monitored deformation experiments were performed on the

T-CNCs. No noticeable detrimental effects were found by using the T-CNC solution

with the impurities; as such, the solution was used as-made, without further filtering.

3.3 Graphene Production and Characterisation

3.3.1 Cold-Wall CVD Graphene Production

For graphene growth in a ‘standard’ CVD, a metal catalyst is placed into a quartz

tube. Gasses are fed into the tube at one end and are pushed out to an exhaust

at the other. The entire quartz tube is heated/cooled to the required temperatures

(typically up to 1,000 ◦C). Heating a large quartz tube up to these temperatures

requires large amounts of energy and is quite inefficient. Cold-wall CVD is an

attempt to reduce this large energy consumption. Instead of heating the entire

chamber, only the metal catalyst is heated (via electrical resistive heating) to the

required temperatures. Small (1× 2 cm) samples of monolayer graphene have been

produced using this method, with a ∼ 99.9% reduction in energy consumption

compared to standard CVD [10]. 1 × 2 cm graphene samples are large enough for

subsequent experiments; as such, this eco-friendly graphene production method was

deemed an appropriate choice for future experiments. Monolayer graphene was

produced using a cold-wall CVD, following the methodology outlined in reference

[10].

Monolayer Graphene Production Using Cold-Wall CVD — CVD graphene was

grown in a Moorfield nanoCVD-8G system. 25µm thick copper foil, with a purity

of 99.999% were purchased from Alfa Aesar. This copper foil acted as the metal

catalyst. The copper foil was cut to the desired size and placed onto the resistive

heating stage of the nanoCVD system. The CVD chamber was closed, sealed and

then flushed with argon gas. The copper foils were annealed by heating the copper
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to 1,035 ◦C in a hydrogen atmosphere for 10 min. Annealing created larger copper

grains which helps with graphene growth [10]. The hydrogen atmosphere was created

by feeding a constant 0.4 sccm of hydrogen into the chamber. This hydrogen flow

was maintained throughout the following nucleation, growth and cooling steps. The

temperature was reduced to 1,000 ◦C and 1.4 sccm of methane was fed into the

chamber for 40 s. This is the nucleation stage and creates carbon nucleation sites on

the copper. This was immediately followed by a growth stage, in which the methane

flow rate was increased to 7 sccm for 5 min. In this stage the carbon nucleation sites

grow into graphene islands, eventually merging to form a continuous graphene film.

Finally, the methane flow was stopped and the system was cooled down to room

temperature. The copper foil with graphene was removed from the CVD system.

PMMA Coating and Plasma Etching — The CVD growth procedure causes

graphene to grow on both sides of the copper foil (G/Cu/G). To transfer the

graphene, the graphene on one of the side of the foil needs to be removed. Before

the graphene is removed, the graphene which is to be kept is coated in Poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA). The PMMA protects the graphene and acts as a support in

the later transfer step. To coat the graphene in PMMA, a 6 wt.% PMMA (molecu-

lar weight 950K) anisole solution was prepared. The G/Cu/G sample was mounted

onto a spin coater and the PMMA anisole solution was dropped onto the sam-

ple until all the exposed graphene was covered in solution. The sample was then

spun at 4,000 RPM for 1 min. This produced a ∼ 500 nm thick PMMA layer. The

G/Cu/G/PMMA sample was left for 30 min in a vacuum to dry. The sample was

then placed in a reactive ion etcher (PMMA side facing down) and treated with

an argon plasma. This argon plasma removes the graphene on the backside of the

copper foil creating a Cu/G/PMMA sample.

Graphene Transfer — This transfer procedure is based on guidelines written by

the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) [11]. A 0.1 mol l−1 ammonium persulfate

aqueous solution was prepared. The Cu/G/PMMA sample was floated on the am-

monium persulfate solution (copper side down) and left for ∼ 5 h. Over this time

period, the ammonium persulfate solution dissolved all the copper. This produced

a vivid blue solution with a now transparent colourless G/PMMA sample floating

on the surface. The G/PMMA sample was transferred onto fresh DI water where

it was left for 1 h; this step was repeated 2 times to remove any ammonium persul-

fate contaminants. The target substrate was cleaned (depending on the substrate,

this could be done with IPA, acetone or both). The substrate was dipped into the

water, underneath the floating G/PMMA. The substrate was delicately lifted out

of the water at an angle, withdrawing the G/PMMA sample with it. The sub-

strate/G/PMMA was left in a vacuum overnight to dry. The PMMA layer was then

removed by submerging the sample in 60 ◦C acetone for 15 min. The substrate/G

sample was then left to dry.
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3.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy of Cold-Wall CVD Graphene

Initially, Raman spectra of the Cu/G/PMMA sample (produced via cold-wall CVD)

were collected. Spectra were collected using a Raman RM1000 Renishaw Raman

spectrometer with a 785 nm laser. The laser was used at 33% power and was focused

through a 50 × objective lens. Raman spectra were obtained using eight accumula-

tions each lasting 20 s for a total exposure time of 160 s. Before testing, the system

was calibrated so that the first order Raman band of a silicon standard occurred at

520.5 cm−1.

Three Cu/G/PMMA samples were tested. For an unknown reason, one of the

sample spectra showed moderate amounts of fluorescence. This florescence was

removed by subtracting a background using an asymmetric least square smoothing

function.

Raman spectra of the three samples are shown in Figure 3.6. These three samples

highlight the variability encountered with the cold-wall CVD production method.

The spectrum in black shows monolayer graphene; the intensity ratio of the G

and 2D band indicates monolayer graphene(I2D/IG ≈ 2) [11]. The red spectrum

shows a graphene/graphitic structure; there is a strong G band present but also

a large D band with a small 2D band. This indicates that the graphene is likely

multilayered with considerable defects. Finally, the blue spectrum has no G or 2D

bands, indicating no graphene structures are present.

Investigations into the cold-wall CVD system were carried out and it was deter-

mined that it was damaged. This is the likely cause of the variability in the quality

of graphene. Because of these inconsistencies, it was decided that CVD graphene

should be purchased; however, some samples of cold-wall CVD graphene were used

in preliminary testing. As this preliminary testing always involved some form of

Raman spectroscopy, it was easy to determine if the cold wall CVD graphene was

of good quality before it was used in the initial experiments.

3.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy of Purchased CVD Graphene

Around the time that the cold-wall CVD was deemed to be unsuitable for consistent

graphene growth, the NPL released ‘The Good Practice Guide No. 145 - Charac-

terisation of the Structure of Graphene’ [11]. This guide outlines the best practice

for characterising graphene using Raman spectroscopy. This guide was followed for

characterising the purchased graphene.

‘Pristine monolayer CVD graphene on copper foil’ was purchased from ‘Graphene

Laboratories Inc’. The graphene was coated with PMMA on one side, plasma etched

on the other and then transferred onto a Si/SiO2 substrate, as described in Section

3.3.1. Raman spectra of this sample were collected using the Raman parameters

outlined in Section 3.2.3. A 532 nm laser was used to collect the data and the power
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was reduced to 33% to prevent sample burning. A Si/SiO2 substrate was used as it

has no Raman bands in the 500–3,000 cm−1 region, where one would expect to see

the D, G and 2D graphene Raman bands.

Following NPL guidelines, the optimal microscope stage height was found by

finding where the G and 2D bands reached a maximum intensity. At this stage

height, the sample was scanned in multiple regions. The D, G and 2D bands were

each fitted with a single Lorentzian peak. An example Raman spectra of the pur-

chased graphene is shown in Figure 3.7.

The NPL recommends using three quantities that are indicators of pristine

monolayer graphene: the FWHM of 2D band (Γ2D), the relative intensities of

the G and 2D bands (I2D/IG) and the relative intensities of the D and G bands

(ID/IG). For monolayer graphene, Γ2D ≤ 35 cm−1 and I2D/IG ≥ 2. For pristine

graphene, ID/IG ≤ 0.2. For the purchased CVD graphene, in all scanned positions,

Γ2D ≤ 35 cm−1 and ID/IG ≤ 0.2. In the majority of spectra I2D/IG ≥ 2; the smallest

ratio was I2D/IG = 1.36. As such the purchased CVD graphene can be considered

high quality monolayer graphene.

Figure 3.6: Raman spectra of three Cu/G/PMMA samples produced via cold-wall
CVD. Samples were produced at different times over a two month period. The
dashed lines show the expected positions of the D, G and 2D Raman bands for a
785 nm incident laser. The red spectrum has had a background removed.
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Figure 3.7: Raman spectrum of purchased CVD graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate.
The Raman bands have been labelled.

3.4 Conclusion

In this Chapter, CNCs, T-CNCs and CVD graphene have all been prepared and

characterised. CNCs were purchased from ‘The Process Development Centre at The

University of Maine (USA)’. The freeze dried CNCs were dispersed into an aqueous

solution and characterised using TEM and Raman spectroscopy. The material was

typical of wood derived CNCs, with a crystalline appearance, an average length

of 202 nm and a prominent Raman band at 1,095 cm−1 (which is characteristic of

cellulose). T-CNCs were also produced in an aqueous solution. This material was

tested similarly; they also had a crystalline shard-like appearance. As was expected,

the T-CNCs had a longer average length than the CNCs and also showed prominent

Raman band at 1,095 cm−1. It was suspected that the T-CNC solution contained

impurities; the solution had a slight beige/yellow hue and micron sized particles were

infrequently found on the TEM grid. Despite this, the solution was not filtered or

purified any further as the impurities seemed to have no negative effects and further

purification would reduce the already low yield. Finally, graphene was produced

using cold-wall CVD. The Raman spectra of this graphene showed inconsistencies in

the material. As such, CVD graphene was purchased from ‘Graphene Supermarket’.

This graphene was found to be high quality monolayer graphene in all tested areas.
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Chapter 4

Orientation of Cellulose

Nanocrystals

At the outset of this thesis, one of the key objectives was to quantify stress transfer

at a cellulose/graphene interface. In Chapter 2, Raman spectroscopy was identified

as a tool which could be used to study local deformation at the nanoscale. Various

literature on deformation induced Raman shifts were presented, with a particular

focus on graphene and cellulosic materials. Papers by Young and Yeh [1] and by

Eichhorn, Sirichaisit and Young [2] demonstrated that the Raman band shifts were

a stress induced effect. The consequence of this is that the Raman band shift rates

(dω/dε) are proportional to the stiffness of the material. One particular study, by

Rusli et al., demonstrated that the Raman band shift rate of CNCs oriented parallel

to the loading axis was much larger than the shift rate of randomly oriented CNCs

[3]. Rusli et al. effectively demonstrated that by orienting CNCs in the direction

of the loading axis, a stiffer composite was produced, resulting in higher band shift

rates.

Orienting CNCs has two major benefits to the work presented in this thesis.

First is the practical consideration of precision. The shift rates of randomly oriented

CNCs was reported as −0.4 cm−1/%, whilst for oriented CNCs, the shift rate was

was −1.2 cm−1/% [3]. The majority of the bending tests that will be presented in

Chapter 5 are performed only up to 0.5 % strain and typically the sampling interval

is every 0.05%. For randomly oriented CNCs, an increase in tensile strain of 0.05%

would produce a Raman band shift of only 0.02 cm−1. This is an exceptionally small

shift and would likely be dominated by noise or variance. By using CNCs oriented

parallel to the loading axis, the sensitivity of the experiment is effectively tripled.

The second benefit of using oriented CNCs has a more interesting scientific ap-

plication. A meta analysis of hundreds of published composites, using graphene as

the filler reinforcement, showed that matrix stiffness had an effect on stress transfer.

The stiffer the matrix, the greater the transfer of stress to the reinforcing phase [4,
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5]. The following experiment is intended to be complementary to this meta analysis.

As will be demonstrated in Chapter 5, cellulose oriented parallel to the loading axis

is stiffer than cellulose oriented perpendicular to the loading axis. By transferring

graphene on top of an oriented cellulose film, one can test if the stiffness of the un-

derlying film affects stress transfer properties between two materials. By testing in

this manner the interfacial chemistry between the two materials remains the same,

allowing the effects of the underlying film stiffness to be isolated and tested.

With these two benefits in mind, this chapter will focus on how to create oriented

cellulose films. Two methods for creating oriented films are tested, using materi-

als that were produced and characterised in Chapter 3. The two film production

methods are spin coating and applying a magnetic field to a drying cellulose film.

AFM, Raman spectroscopy and cross polarised microscopy are used to quantify the

degree of orientation of the CNCs. The scientific background of these production

and characterisation techniques will also be covered in this chapter.

4.1 Spin Coating CNCs

Spin coating is a simple production method for creating thin films. Scriven described

the process in four stages [6]. In this production method, the substrate is fixed onto

a spin coater (typically using vacuum suction). In the first stage, deposition, a so-

lution is deposited onto the substrate so that liquid covers the entire region where

the film is desired. In the second stage, the spin-up, the substrate is accelerated

through spinning (often up to thousands of revolutions per minute). In this stage,

centrifugal forces push the solution radially outward. The act of spinning the sub-

strate also disrupts the air above the substrate, again acting radially, pushing the

air outward. In the third stage, the spin-off, the substrate rotation speed is main-

tained for ∼ 30–120 s. Excess solution (pushed by centrifugal forces) forms at the

perimeter of the substrate and is removed. This forms a very thin, and uniform,

film of solution on the substrate. The fourth stage is evaporation, which removes

the solvent. Evaporation occurs alongside the other three stages, but is accelerated

in stages two and three by two factors; namely, the formation of a thin solution

film and the disruption of air above the substrate. The solvent evaporates rapidly

leaving behind a film of solute in a matter of seconds/minutes. The produced films

can be on the order of a few nanometres thick and are typically highly uniform.

In spin coating, if a solute has a cylindrical particle shape, then the solute tends

to orient itself radially. This is caused by the radial movement of the solution. The

solute orients itself to create the least resistance to the flowing solvent. Cranston

and Gray demonstrated this using an aqueous solution of CNCs [7]. This process

was also demonstrated by Dugan, Gough and Eichhorn [8]. Cross polarised optical
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microscopy and AFM showed that the CNCs were radially oriented. Here, similar

testing parameters were used to produce spin coated cellulose films.

Spin Coating CNCs — An epoxy resin substrate was attached to the spin coater.

200µl of 4 wt.% aqueous solution of CNCs was deposited on top of an epoxy resin

substrate. The substrate was accelerated to 2,000 RPM over 10 s where the speed

was held for 45 s. The sample was then decelerated and stopped. The resulting film

was transparent with no colour. Under a visual inspection, the only evidence that

there was a film present was a very slight outline at edge of the film.

AFM of Spin Coated CNC Films — A Bruker Innova AFM was used to image the

surface of the film. A 1 µm2 area was scanned in tapping mode, using 512 samples

per line and a scanning frequency of 0.5 Hz. The AFM tip was a Bruker TESP-SS.

Figure 4.1 shows the results of this imaging. Despite the limited evidence of a film

under visual inspection, the AFM image clearly shows CNCs. The particles are

‘shard’ like and have the dimensions typical of CNCs. In addition, the CNCs show

a general orientation, with the long axis of the CNCs mostly oriented parallel to the

direction of the centre of the film.

This oriented film was scanned using Raman spectroscopy. Similar Raman pa-

rameters as described in Section 3.2.3 were used. A 785 nm laser was used with a

longer total exposure time of 240 s. The 1,095 cm−1 region of the resulting Raman

spectrum is shown in Figure 4.2. Visual inspection of the film and AFM imaging

show that CNCs are definitely present; however, this spectrum shows no evidence

of a 1,095 cm−1 Raman band, which is characteristic of cellulose. The cause of this

is almost certainly due to the film being too thin. This is problematic as the experi-

ments in future chapters depend on having a strong Raman signal from the cellulose.

If the spin coating produces oriented films that are too thin to be used under Raman

then this film production method is not suitable for later work.

Similar spin coating conditions were used to those reported by Cranston and

Gray [7]. Cranston and Gray spin coated multiple successive films on top of each

other (creating stacked CNC/poly(allylamine hydrochloride) bilayers). They mea-

sured the thickness of their film using AFM (scratch height analysis), ellipsome-

try and angle-dependent optical reflectometry. All techniques found a film with 6

stacked bilayers to be around 100 nm thick. In the present experiment, only a single

layer of CNCs was spin coated, suggesting the film is much thinner than 100 nm,

likely around 10–20 nm thick.

The intensity of a Raman band is related to the polarisability of the material in

question [9]. The polarisability of a material can be related to its dielectric constant

through the Clausius-Mossotti law [10]. For a material like cellulose, with a high

dielectric constant, the intensity of a Raman band will be small unless there is a

significant quantity of material present [11].
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4.1. Spin Coating CNCs

Figure 4.1: AFM height sensor image of spin coated CNCs. The arrow indicates the
direction to the centre of the CNC film.

Figure 4.2: Raman spectrum of the spin coated CNCs, highlighting the region where
the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band should be.
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Although spin coating has oriented the CNCs, this process is not usable as there is

not enough cellulose present to get an intense Raman signal. Although not shown,

further spin coating parameters were tested with the aim of increasing the film

thickness. Slower spinning speeds and successive spin coating cycles were the most

promising of these, as they were thick enough to produce visible white films. Re-

gardless, the Raman spectra of these films, once again, showed no 1,095 cm−1 Raman

band; they appeared similar to the spectrum presented in Figure 4.2.

4.2 Polarised Raman Spectroscopy for Studying

Oriented Cellulose

As well as aligning the CNCs, the resulting film needs to be thick enough so that

the cellulose has an intense Raman signal. Ambient evaporation of a CNC solution

produced a film with an intense Raman signal (Section 3.2.3, Figure 3.3). This

leads to the question, is it possible to force the CNCs to align using this solution

evaporation method?

The first step is to determine if there currently is any alignment in these ambi-

ently evaporated films. Whilst atomic force microscopy gives a good indication of

the alignment on the surface of a film, it neither provides a quantifiable degree of

alignment, nor can it offer any insights into the orientation of the CNCs below the

surface. Raman spectroscopy is a tool that is useful in this respect. By studying

the intensity of scattered light at different sample orientations, polarised Raman

spectroscopy can be used to quantify the orientation of CNC films.

As well as quantifying orientation, Raman spectroscopy also investigates more

than just the surface of the film. The laser of a Raman spectrometer (and the

backscattered photons) will have a certain penetration depth. Generally speaking,

the penetration depth of a laser is dependent on the wavelength of the incident light

and the absorption profile of the material which is being tested [12]. Typically, longer

wavelength light has a greater depth of penetration. In Figure 3.3 (Section 3.2.3), an

ambiently evaporated film of CNCs, on an epoxy resin substrate, was tested using

the Raman spectrometer. As well as the expected Raman bands characteristic of

cellulose, bands originating from the epoxy resin substrate were also present. This

suggests that the laser has penetrated the entire thickness of the CNC film and is

also scattering off of the underlying substrate. If the Raman laser is scattering off

of the entire thickness of the CNC film, then the resulting spectrum is the average

signal of all cellulose in that region, not just the signal of the CNCs on the top

surface.

Polarised Raman spectroscopy can be used to study the orientation of cellulose.

The first report of this was by Wiley and Atalla [13]. They took cellulose fibres of

Valonia (an algae) and of Ramie (a flowering plant). They stated that the orien-
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tation of cellulose polymeric chains in Ramie and Valonia are parallel to the long

axis of the fibrils. Electron microscopy of the fibres showed that the cellulose fibrils

(and hence the molecular chains), in both samples, had a high degree of orientation

(parallel to the long axis of the cellulose fibre). The researchers mounted the fibres

onto a rotating stage so that the fibre was positioned across the axis of rotation of

the stage (the stage rotated in the xy-plane). The laser was then focused on the

cellulose fibre at this axis of rotation. The laser was directed parallel to the z-axis,

but the incident laser light was polarised parallel to the x-axis. The fibre was ini-

tially oriented so that it was parallel to the x-axis. Raman spectra of the cellulose

were taken at varying angles of fibre orientation. The data for the Valonia fibres

are shown in Figure 4.3; Wiley and Atalla’s data for the Ramie fibres are similar.

Figure 4.3 clearly shows that the intensity of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman

band is dependent on the orientation of the fibre axis, relative to the polarisation of

the incident light. When the cellulose fibres are aligned parallel to the the incident

light polarisation, the intensity is at a maximum, when they are perpendicular, the

intensity is at a minimum. Using this discovery, Raman spectroscopy can be used

to determine cellulose molecule orientation.

Here, Rayon viscose fibres are used to demonstrate this method. Rayon is a type

of regenerated cellulose fibre produced by the viscose method. Typically, the cellu-

lose fibrils in rayon fibres are highly oriented [14]. The following polarised Raman

spectroscopy experiment compares a highly oriented rayon fibre to the ambiently

evaporated CNC films.

Polarised Raman Spectroscopy of Rayon Fibre — A viscose rayon fibre (produced

by Cordenka R©) was attached to an epoxy resin substrate. This was then mounted

onto a rotating microscope stage (so that long axis of the fibre rotated in the xy-

plane). The fibre was tested using polarised Raman spectroscopy. The test was

performed using a Renishaw RM1000 Raman spectrometer, using a 785 nm incident

laser, at 100% power, through a 50× objective lens. The incident laser optical path

was parallel to the z-axis, whilst the light was polarised parallel to the x-axis (parallel

to the front-edge of the microscope stage). An analyser was placed into the path of

the backscattered light, also polarised parallel to the x-axis. This polarisation set-up

is commonly referred to as vertical-vertical (VV) polarisation. The fibre, initially

oriented parallel to the x-axis, was rotated in the xy-plane from 0–360◦. At each

increment of 10◦ a Raman spectrum was collected, using four accumulations, with

an exposure time of 20 s per accumulation; this gave a total exposure time of 80 s.

The resulting cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band was fitted with a single Lorentzian

peak. The peak intensities of all of the 1,095 cm−1 Raman bands were normalised to

the the highest intensity 1,095 cm−1 band. The normalised 1,095 cm−1 Raman band

intensity has been plotted as a function of fibre orientation and is shown in Figure

4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Polarised Raman spectra of a Valonia fibre at various fibre orienta-
tions. Image has been reproduced from reference [13], with permission from Elsevier
( c©Elsevier 1987).
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Figure 4.4: The normalised intensity of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band as a
function of viscose rayon fibre orientation. An ‘ICNC = A1cos

4(θ+ φ) +C’ function
has been fit to these data (solid black line), θ has units of degrees. The data in red,
from 0–50◦, was collected using a laser that was not adequately focussed; this data
has been excluded from the fitting. The ratio A1 : C = 2.07 : 1.

As expected, Figure 4.4 clearly shows that the Cordenka R© Rayon fibres con-

tains highly oriented cellulose fibrils; the band intensity is maximum when the fibre

axis, and thereby the fibrils, are parallel to the incident light polarisation and min-

imum when perpendicular. Excluding the region where the laser was accidentally

unfocused, the data has been fit with Equation 4.1. Where ICNC is the intensity

of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band, θ is the fibre orientation relative to the

incident light polarisation, and A1, φ and C are fitting parameters. According to

Wiley and Atalla, this equation is related to the derivatives of the polarisability

tensors with respect to the normal coordinates [13]. In this equation, a high ratio of

A1 : C indicates a high degree of orientation, whilst angle φ indicates the direction

of orientation [15].

ICNC = A1cos
4(θ + φ) + C (4.1)

Polarised Raman Spectroscopy of Ambiently Dried CNC Film — The same po-

larised Raman spectroscopy test was performed on the ambiently evaporated CNC
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films. The films were produced as described in Section 3.2.3. The results of this

experiment are shown in Figure 4.5. Clearly the ambiently dried CNC film has no

preferential orientation. ICNC is nearly uniform in all directions. The A1 : C ratio

is 0.12 : 1 for the CNC film compared to 2.07 : 1 for the highly oriented rayon fibres.

Figure 4.5: The same as Figure 4.4, but for an ambiently evaporated CNC film. An
‘ICNC = A1cos

4(θ + φ) + C’ function has been fit to these data (solid black line), θ
has units of degrees. The ratio A1 : C = 0.12 : 1.

4.3 Cross Polarised Optical Microscopy

It has been established that there is no orientation of CNCs in the ambiently evap-

orated films. In the next section, magnets will be used to try to introduce an

orientation. So far, Raman spectroscopy and AFM have been used to study ori-

entation; however, these tests are very time consuming. In addition, both of these

experiments can only be conducted on a small 1µm2 region of the film. Before

completing these tests, there is no indication of what the orientation in that region

might be, or if there is any orientation at all.

To complement the polarised Raman spectroscopy tests, cross polarised optical

microscopy has been used. Cross polarised microscopy provides a quick means of

imaging alignment in CNC films. It provides qualitative information about align-
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ment but cannot conclusively indicate the direction of CNC orientation. This section

will briefly outline the theory underpinning this approach.

Cross polarised microscopy can be performed on a modified bright field micro-

scope. In bright field microscopy, the sample is placed in the xy-plane on a trans-

parent substrate. The light source originates from underneath the sample and is

directed along the z-axis, through the sample, into the objective lens and then into

the eye pieces. In cross polarised microscopy, a similar set up is used, but the light

source is polarised parallel to the x-axis and an analyser is placed in between the

objective lens and the eyepiece. The analyser is oriented parallel to the y-axis (per-

pendicular to the incident light source). If no sample (or a sample with isotropic

polarisation properties) is on the microscope stage, then the image seen in the eye-

piece will be completely dark; in microscopy, this is called an extinction region. This

is because the incident light, which is polarised in the x-direction, is inhibited by

the analyser, which is polarised in the y-direction. The only way that an image can

be formed is if the sample on the microscope stage has non-isotropic polarisation

properties. The sample will cause the polarisation of the incident light to change

as it passes through the sample; this means that some or all of the light can pass

through the analyser, forming an image. Birefringent samples are an example of

this. The velocity of light changes depending on the transparent medium that it is

in. This is often given in terms of a refractive index (n), which is the ratio of the

speed of light in a vacuum (c) to the phase velocity of light in a medium (ν); see

Equation 4.2.

n = c/ν (4.2)

In a sample that is birefringent, the refractive index is dependent on the polari-

sation of the incident light e.g., for a birefringent sample, where the refractive index

is higher in the x-axis than in the y-axis, light polarised in the x-axis will travel

through the medium slower than light polarised in the y-axis. Oriented cellulose

is an example of a transparent medium that exhibits birefringence. For cellulose

oriented in the x-axis, the refractive index is higher in the x-direction than the y-

or z-directions [7].

Figure 4.6 shows a cross polarised microscopy image of a spin coated CNC film,

where the CNCs are radially oriented. The image clearly shows a classic ‘Maltese

Cross’ pattern. A ‘Maltese Cross’ pattern appears in birefringent samples that

are either radially or concentrically oriented (using just cross polarised microscopy

there is no way of explicitly discerning which). To explain this pattern, consider a

region where the CNCs are aligned parallel to the x-axis. As the light is directed

along the z-axis, we can consider the polarisation of the light as being formed of

two components, an x-component and a y-component. The experiment has been

set up so that the incident light is polarised parallel to the x-axis; there is no y-
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Figure 4.6: A cross polarised microscope image of spin coated CNCs. The image
shows a classic ‘Maltese Cross’ pattern. Image has been reproduced, with permis-
sion, from reference [16] ( c©Springer Nature 2003).

component of polarisation. The refractive index of cellulose is at a maximum in the

x-direction. This means light will pass through the cellulose at a minimum velocity

in this region. Crucially however, the polarisation of the light remains unchanged

as it passes through the CNCs oriented in the x-direction. This light passes through

the objective lens and is blocked out by the analyser (oriented parallel to the y-

axis). This produces an extinction region. A similar process occurs if the CNCs

are oriented in the y-axis. This time, the refractive index in the x-direction is at

a minimum and the light passes through the cellulose at maximum velocity. Again

the polarisation of the light is unaffected and is subsequently blocked out by the

analyser forming another extinction region.

So far, two extreme cases have been considered, where the incident polarisation

is either parallel or perpendicular to the CNCs. Next consider an intermediate

case.∗ Consider CNCs oriented parallel to the x-axis. The incident light is polarised

parallel to the y = x line and the analyser is polarised parallel to the y = −x line.

The refractive index of this region is maximum in the x-direction and minimum

∗In the following explanation, the principle axes have been set so that the CNC orientation is
fixed to be parallel to the x-axis and the orientation of the incident light polarisation is rotated.
This is mathematically equivalent to rotating the CNCs, but keeping the incident light polarisation
fixed. The benefit of keeping the CNC orientation fixed is that that the maximum and minimum
refractive indices are parallel to the x- and y-axes. This makes the explanation of the physics more
intuitive to understand.
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in the y-direction. This time, the incident light has both an x- and y-component.

The CNC film will slow down these two components of light at different rates.

This introduces a phase shift into the initially linearly polarised light, changing it

to circularly polarised light. The now circularly polarised light passes through the

objective lens onto the analyser. The circularly polarised light will have components

that are parallel to the analyser; thus, some light is allowed through this filter. This

forms a brighter region in the microscope image.

For the cases where the light is polarised neither parallel, perpendicular or at 45◦

to the CNCs, elliptical light is formed, behaving in a similar way to the circularly

polarised light (creating a bright region).

4.4 Magnetic Orientation of CNCs

Having established that there is no orientation in the ambiently evaporated CNC

films, this section will look at using magnetic fields to orient CNCs. This idea

originates in a paper by Sugiyama, Chanzy and Maret [17]. In their 1992 paper,

these researchers demonstrated that a 7 T magnetic field could be used to orient

T-CNCs. An aqueous solution of T-CNCs was deposited onto a glass slide and

was held in a 7 T magnetic field. Both electron microscopy and XRD were used to

demonstrate the T-CNCs in the dried film had aligned perpendicular to the direction

of the magnetic field. The researchers tested their T-CNC solutions in magnetic

field induced birefringence experiments and found that cellulose was being oriented

in magnetic fields under conditions with no liquid crystalline order. They concluded

that the physical origin of the magnetic ordering was anisotropic diamagnetism.

Diamagnetism occurs in all materials and is the weakest of the magnetic effects.

Diamagnetism is an induced quantum mechanical effect that occurs when a material

is placed in a magnetic field; the material produces a magnet field in the opposite

direction to the applied field. In cellulose, the C–C, C–O, C–H and O–H bonds all

have varying levels of diamagnatism. As the cellulose molecule is not symmetric, the

strength of the induced diamagnetic field varies across the molecule. When placed in

a magnetic field, this causes the cellulose to orient itself to the most stable position

(with the long axis perpendicular to the magnetic field).

The 7 T magnetic field that Sugiyama, Chanzy and Maret used is strong and

is typically achieved using bulky, expensive, superconducting solenoids. In 2012,

this idea was developed. Pullawan et al. showed that magnetic alignment of CNCs

could be achieved using a much weaker magnetic field [18]. They demonstrated that

alignment could be achieved using a 1.2 T magnetic field. The researchers created

all cellulose composites in magnetic fields. They tested two volume fractions of

CNCs (5 v/v% and 15 v/v%). Both samples showed alignment, but the CNCs in

the 5 v/v% sample had a greater degree of orientation than the 15 v/v% solution.
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This suggested that the solution concentration also played a role in the orientation

of cellulose.

In 2016, De France et al. also investigated alignment of CNCs using mag-

netic fields [19]. In their experiment, aqueous solutions of CNCs were held in a

capillary tube between two neodymium magnets. Various solution concentrations

(1.65–8.25 wt %) and various magnetic field strengths (0–1.2 T) were tested. The

researchers found that below a critical solution concentration (C∗), there was no

alignment of CNCs, regardless of the magnetic field strength. Above solution con-

centration C∗ the magnetic fields aligned the CNCs. For the strongest magnetic

field of 1.2 T, the CNCs partially aligned in 2 min, with full alignment in under

200 min. Weaker magnetic fields also aligned the CNCs, but took longer to achieve

partial and full alignment.

It has been stated that the concentration C∗ is dependent on CNC aspect ratio,

surface chemistry and the ionic strength of the suspension [19]. In the present work,

in the ambient evaporation of CNCs, the solution started at 2 wt.%. Regardless of

what concentration C∗ is for this particular CNC solution, as the film dries it will

pass this critical concentration. The ambient evaporation of the CNC films was not

timed, but it took around 24–48 h to dry. It is therefore a reasonable assumption

that as the film dries, it will spend a significant period of time above this critical

concentration, and will therefore produce aligned films, if dried in a magnetic field.

Magnetic alignment of CNC Films — 0.2 ml of 2 wt.% aqueous solution of CNCs

was deposited onto the centre of an epoxy resin substrate. A custom-built aluminium

rig was used to hold two grade N52 neodymium magnets (strength of 0.625 T each)

either side of the epoxy resin substrate (see Figure 4.7). The separation of the

magnets was 22 mm (the width of the substrate). Initially, the solution was left to

evaporate in ambient conditions. Unfortunately, drying in these conditions took a

significantly long time; approximately 4–5 days. It is likely that the rig restricted

the airflow around the solution, drastically increasing drying time. To reduce drying

time, the entire system (rig, magnet & substrate with solution) was placed into a

vacuum chamber. The effect of varying vacuum pressures on film formation was

also tested. The following pressures (relative to atmospheric pressure) were tested:

0 mbar (atmospheric pressure), −500 mbar, −700 mbar and −1,000 mbar.

4.4.1 Cross Polarised Microscopy of Magnetically Aligned

Films

Cross polarised optical microscopy was performed on these magnetically aligned

CNC films. The hypothesis of this experiment was that the film with no magnetic

field would have no alignment (Figure 4.8b). For the films that were dried with a

magnetic field present, one would expect the CNCs to be aligned perpendicular to

the direction of the magnetic field (Figure 4.8c); similar to the results produced by
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Figure 4.7: Photo of the experimental setup for the magnetic alignment of CNCs.
(a) Top-down view. (b) Close-up of the substrate in the rig.

Sugiyama, Chanzy and Maret [17]. These hypotheses were incorrect. As will shortly

be demonstrated, the CNCs in the dried film were actually concentrically orientated

(Figure 4.8d).

Figure 4.9 shows the results of the cross polarised optical microscopy for the

CNC films dried in various conditions. Six drying conditions were tested (labelled

a-f) and images were taken using both brightfield microscopy (labelled i) and cross

polarised microscopy (labelled ii). As a reminder, the only intended purpose of

the vacuum was to speed up the drying process (ambient evaporation was taking

4-5 days); however, several vacuum strengths were tested to see if there were any

unintended effects.

Figure 4.9 shows a reference CNC film, where no magnet was used, and the

film was dried in ambient conditions. As expected, in this film there is clearly no

consistent alignment of the CNCs. Figure 4.9a-ii shows random patchy areas of light

and dark regions.

In Figures 4.9b-e, a magnetic field was used. Figure 4.9b shows the film that was

dried over 4-5 days in ambient conditions. The bright field microscope image shows

that the film is mostly uniform (there is some dust on it). Additionally, there are

bubbles in the underlying epoxy substrate which has produced two dark spots. The

cross polarised image shows that, at the centre of the film, there is some alignment,

but not necessarily the uniform alignment that was expected. Ignoring the marks

from the epoxy bubbles, the alignment seems to have been split into four quadrants,

suggesting that the magnetic field has had some effect. At this point the alignment

direction cannot be conclusively determined.

For the films dried in a vacuum with a magnetic field, shown in Figures 4.9c-e,

a vastly different pattern appears. Well defined Maltese Crosses can be seen, sug-
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of: (a) the drying conditions, showing the direction of the
magnetic field; (b) the actual orientation of the CNCs when there is no magnetic
field present (random orientation); (c) the expected CNC orientation when dried in
a magnetic field (perpendicular to the applied field); (d) the actual alignment of the
CNCs when dried in a magnetic field (concentric orientation).
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Figure 4.9: Bright field (left column) and cross polarised (right column) microscope
images of CNC films dried under various conditions. (a) Film dried with no mag-
netic field in ambient conditions. Film dried with a magnetic field at (b) ambient
conditions, (c) -500 mbar, (d) -700 mbar, (e) -1000 mbar. (f) Shows a film dried at
−700 mbar with no magnetic field. Scale bar represents 200 µm and is the same for
all images.

gesting either concentric or radial alignment of CNCs. Of particular note, the films

dried at −700 mbar (Figure 4.9d-ii) and −1,000 mbar (Figure 4.9e-ii) show very well

defined large Maltese Crosses. Despite the well defined Maltese Cross, at the max-

imum vacuum strength of −1,000 mbar, the film starts to form inconsistently. The

brightfield microscope image in Figure 4.9e-i shows varying film thickness near the

centre.

Finally, in Figure 4.9f, a CNC film was created in a −700 mbar vacuum with

no magnetic field. This was to test if the magnetic field was having any effect on

the alignment of CNCs or if it was simply the increasing vacuum strength that was

producing the Maltese Crosses. Figure 4.9f-ii shows a Maltese Cross with a film

which looks similar to that in Figure 4.9d-ii.

To summarise the current findings, several films were created; both with and

without magnets; and in ambient conditions and in vacuums. The vacuum was

introduced to control the drying rate of the film. It was hypothesised that the

addition of a magnetic field would cause the CNCs to align perpendicular to the

applied field. This has not happened. In all films, there is no evidence of CNC

alignment perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. Instead, for all films which

have been dried in a vacuum (with or without a magnetic field) a Maltese cross

has appeared. This suggests that the vacuum is causing either radial or concentric

alignment of the CNCs (at this point there is no way of discerning which).

The cause of the radial/concentric alignment is likely to be the coffee ring effect.

The coffee ring effect describes the flow of fluid in a droplet on a surface, as the

fluid evaporates. The name is derived from the observation of spilt coffee droplets

drying [20]. Rather than leaving a uniform stain of coffee particles (with a consistent

colour across the stain), the spilt coffee will dry to form a ring-like deposit, with

more coffee particles near the edge of the droplet (producing a darker brown colour)

and less in the middle (producing a lighter brown colour). Coffee particles in water
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are initially evenly dispersed throughout the fluid. The motion of the fluid in the

droplet, as the coffee dries, causes coffee particles to be deposited at the edge of the

fluid, rather than uniformly across the drying droplet.

The mechanism of the coffee ring effect is dependent on three criteria [20]. First,

the droplet must have a non-zero contact angle with the surface (the angle between

the surface and the edge of the droplet is non-zero). The second is that the droplet is

‘pinned’ to its initial contact line (i.e. the perimeter of the droplet does not change

as the fluid evaporates). The third and final criteria is that fluid is evaporating

from the droplet. If all these criteria are met (which is very common in evaporating

liquids) then the coffee ring effect will occur. As the fluid evaporates, the volume

of the droplet decreases. As the droplet is pinned to its initial contact line, the

reduction in volume has the effect of reducing the contact angle. Because the fluid

is pinned to its initial contact line, the fluid which is evaporating at the edge of the

droplet must be replaced. Capillary action draws fluid from the centre of the droplet

towards the edge. This flow of fluid from the centre of the film to the edge pushes

particles along with it (causing particles to deposit at the edge of the droplet).

In the case of the CNC films, the coffee ring effect is definitely present. The films

have a non-uniform cross section; they are thicker at the edge of the droplet than

they are in the middle. As the CNCs are rod shaped, then the motion of the water

moving from the centre, to the edge, where the fluid evaporates is likely to cause

the observed radial/concentric alignment. The different vacuum strengths will cause

different rates of evaporation at the edge of the film which will likely affect the flow

rate of the fluid and therefore the alignment. This may be why the cross polarised

optical images look different for different vacuum strengths.

To remind the reader, the original purpose of this experiment was to produce

aligned CNC films. Despite this experiment not producing the predicted uniform

alignment (perpendicular to the magnetic field) as seen in the films produced by

Sugiyama, Chanzy and Maret [17], a radial or concentric alignment definitely usable

in later experiments. It is likely that the coffee ring effect is the cause of the Maltese

crosses seen in Figure 4.9; however, currently we do not know if this alignment

is radial or concentric. Additionally, the effects of the magnetic field cannot be

dismissed. Microscope images can only be relied upon for qualitative information,

not quantitative. It is quite possible that, although the coffee ring effect seems

to dominate, the magnetic field may, in some way, be aiding alignment. Polarised

Raman spectroscopy will quantitatively be able to prove whether the films have

radial or concentric alignment and if the magnetic field is having any effect. As the

films dried in −700 mbar produce consistent uniform films, these drying conditions

were chosen for further testing.
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4.4.2 Polarised Raman Spectroscopy of Magnetically

Aligned Films

The cross polarised microscopy experiments showed that the CNC films had either

a radial or concentric alignment. Here, polarised Raman spectroscopy is used to

explicitly confirm which type of alignment is present.

Polarised Raman Spectroscopy of Magnetically Aligned Films — The CNC film

that was dried at −700 mbar with a magnetic field was tested using polarised Raman

spectroscopy. Identical testing parameters were used as described in Section 4.2.

The film was tested in three different regions, labelled north, north-east, and east

(relative to the centre of the film).

Figure 4.10 shows the results of the polarised Raman spectroscopy. For the highly

aligned Rayon fibres (Figure 4.4), the equation that was fit to the data was Equation

4.1. This equation has a single cos4 function plus a constant. For some reason the

data for the CNC films (shown in Figure 4.10) were best fit with this equation plus

an additional cos4 function, which is 90◦ offset from the primary one. See Equation

4.3, where A2 is an additional fitting parameter. This line shape appears in other

published work on aligned CNC films, although its origin has not been explained

[15].

ICNC = A1cos
4(θ + φ) + A2cos

4(θ + φ+ 90) + C (4.3)

The Maltese crosses in the cross polarised microscopy images (Figure 4.9) in-

dicated that the CNCs had either radial or concentric orientation. The polarised

Raman spectroscopy data in Figure 4.10 confirms that it is concentric orientation.

In the region of the CNC film that is north of the centre of the film (Figure 4.10

top), the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band had a maximum intensity when the sam-

ple was oriented 16◦ from the x-axis. This indicates that the CNCs in this region

are approximately parallel to the x-axis (parallel to the front edge of the sample

and microscope stage and for the experiments that will be presented in Chapter 5,

parallel to the loading axis). For the north-east region, the maximum was at 138◦

and for the east region the maximum was at 87◦. A schematic of this concentric

orientation is shown in Figure 4.8d.

Polarised Raman spectroscopy has been used to confirm that the CNC films are

aligned concentrically. In addition, polarised Raman spectroscopy was performed on

the CNC films dried at −700 mbar with no magnetic field. The results of this test

are shown in Figure 4.11. To quantify the degree of orientation the A1 : C ratio is

used, where a higher ratio indicates a greater degree of orientation [21]. Comparing

the film dried with a magnetic field to the film dried without shows that the film

dried with a magnetic field has a greater degree of CNC orientation in all scanned

regions. For the magnetically aligned CNCs the A1 : C ratios were 1.35 : 1, 1.59 : 1
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4.4. Magnetic Orientation of CNCs

Figure 4.10: Left column: Polarised Raman spectroscopy results for a CNC film
dried in a magnetic field at −700 mbar. Right column: Schematic showing the
approximate location on the cellulose film where the corresponding Raman scans
took place. Cellulose film is shown as the grey bubble and the epoxy resin substrate
as the orange background. The cellulose film had a coffee ring effect and was thicker
near the edge of the film (indicated by the darker grey colour). The ‘+’ shows the
centre of the film, whilst the ‘×’ shows the approximate region where the scans
occurred. Each data set has been fit with a ‘ICNC = A1cos

4(θ + φ) + A2cos
4(θ +

90 + φ) + C’ function; this fitting equation is given for each data set. The A1 : C
ratio for the north, north-east and east regions are 1.35 : 1, 1.59 : 1 and 1.13 : 1,
respectively.

and 1.13 : 1, whilst for the CNCs aligned without a magnetic field the ratios were

0.58 : 1 and 0.14 : 1.
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.10, but for a CNC film dried at −700 mbar with no
magnetic field. For the east region, the equation was best fitted with A2 = 0. The
A1 : C ratio for the north and east regions are 0.58 : 1 and 0.14 : 1.

4.5 Magnetic Orientation of T-CNCs

Having established that the magnetic field does improve the orientation of the CNCs

and that the CNCs align concentrically, this final section tests the same drying

conditions on an aqueous solution of T-CNCs. The 1.8 wt.% aqueous solution of

T-CNCs that was produced in Chapter 3 was used to create T-CNC films. The

films were created in a magnetic field at −700 mbar. Polarised Raman spectroscopy

was performed on these films; the results of which are shown in Figure 4.12. Once

again, these results show that the T-CNC films are aligned concentrically with a

high degree of alignment.

4.6 Conclusion

The objective of this chapter was to create oriented cellulose films. Oriented cellu-

lose films provide several benefits for the Raman monitored deformation experiments

that will be presented in the next chapter. Initially, spin coating was used to create

radially oriented CNCs (the radial orientation was shown using AFM). Despite cre-
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.10, but for a T-CNC film. The A1 : C ratio for the
north and east regions are 1.34 : 1 and 4.22 : 1, respectively.

ating ordered films, the cellulose produced no Raman signal, likely because the films

were too thin. As these films produced no Raman signal, this method of orienting

CNCs is not useful to the experiments in Chapter 5.

The next experiment used magnetic fields to try to orient the CNCs perpen-

dicular to the applied field. Initially, polarised Raman spectroscopy was used to

show that CNC films dried in ambient conditions with no magnet were randomly

oriented. Next, several drying conditions were tested. Films were created both with

and without magnetic fields and in ambient conditions and in vacuums. It was ex-

pected that the films dried in a magnetic field would have CNCs oriented parallel

to the loading axis. The vacuum was used to speed up the drying process. The

predictions were incorrect. All films that were dried in a vacuum showed a Maltese

cross pattern when tested under cross polarised optical microscopy. This indicated

that these CNC films had either radial or concentric orientation. The cause of this

orientation was attributed to the coffee ring effect.

Polarised Raman spectroscopy was performed on these films and confirmed that

the films that exhibited a Maltese cross had concentric orientation. The polarised

Raman spectroscopy also showed that the magnetic field was improving the degree

of orientation in the concentric films (measured using the A1:C ratio). Despite
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Chapter 4. Orientation of Cellulose Nanocrystals

not producing the expected alignment, the concentric orientation is still beneficial

for the experiments in the next chapter. Finally, the same drying conditions were

tested on T-CNC films. A concentric orientation was still produced, but the T-CNC

films showed a greater degree of orientation compared to the CNC films. The next

chapter uses these concentrically oriented films in Raman monitored deformation

experiments.
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Chapter 5

Raman Monitored Deformation

Experiments

In this chapter, stress transfer between a thin film of T-CNCs and a monolayer

of graphene is quantified. To quantify stress transfer, knowledge and experimental

results from the previous chapters are used. Specifically, in Chapter 2, a theoretical

background of Raman spectroscopy and its use in nanoscale stress-strain experiments

was established. This knowledge is used to formulate an experiment plan, in which

a model bilayer composite of cellulose and graphene is deformed, in tension, whilst

monitored using Raman spectroscopy.

In Chapter 3, graphene and T-CNCs were produced and characterised; whilst in

Chapter 4, a magnetic field and vacuum was used to concentrically align thin films

of T-CNCs. The concentrically aligned T-CNCs and the graphene form the two

components of the model composite bilayer that is tested here. The benefits of us-

ing concentrically aligned T-CNCs over randomly oriented T-CNCs were elaborated

at the start of Chapter 4. To remind the reader, it increases the sensitivity of the

experiment, particularly in relation to detecting the very small cellulose 1,095 cm−1

Raman band shifts. In addition, the regions of the concentrically aligned film which

are oriented parallel to the loading axis will be shown to be stiffer than the regions

which are oriented perpendicular. By quantifying stress transfer in both of these

regions, the effect of material stiffness on stress transfer can be isolated. This in-

formation would expand the scientific communities current understanding of stress

transfer.

In this chapter, three films, supported on a flexible epoxy substrate, are stud-

ied. The three films are: a thin film of concentrically aligned T-CNCs (the cellulose

reference), a monolayer of CVD graphene (the graphene reference) and a compos-

ite bilayer, consisting of the concentrically aligned T-CNCs with a monolayer of

graphene deposited on top. In the following experiments, a four-point bending rig is

used to deform the epoxy substrate; this has the effect of applying a tensile load to
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5.1. Drift in the Renishaw Raman Spectrometer

the films. Whilst the films are being deformed, Raman spectroscopy is used to mon-

itor the position of characteristic Raman bands. As discussed in Chapter 2, these

characteristic Raman bands shift in position as a result of stress in the material. By

comparing Raman band shift rates in the cellulose and graphene references to the

shift rates in the composite bilayer, a novel stress transfer efficiency equation can

be created. Using this equation, stress transfer at a cellulose/graphene interface is

quantified.

This chapter is not presented to the reader in chronological order. Analysis

of many Raman data sets highlighted that the Raman spectrometer used in these

experiments had a drift. This drift was found after the vast majority of the data

sets had already been collected. Over the course of 8 hours the Raman spectrometer

would become uncalibrated, shifting by 1.3 cm−1. Whilst this is insignificant for

most Raman applications, for this experiment it is not. The measured shifts in the

characteristic cellulose Raman band are a similar size as the drift. The first part

of this chapter will address this drift, describing how it was discovered, the possible

causes of the drift and describes a correction that was retroactively applied to the

Raman data. After the drift has been addressed, the remaining experiments are

presented in chronological order.

Preliminary Raman monitored deformation experiments are performed on both

randomly oriented and concentrically oriented CNC and T-CNC films. The same

preliminary experiments are performed on graphene. Addtionally, a procedure is de-

scribed which extracts the graphene G band from a doubly degenerate Raman band

(both the epoxy resin and graphene exhibit peaks in the 1,582 cm−1 region). Fi-

nally, the full results of the T-CNC/graphene stress transfer experiments are given.

A novel analysis of the bilayer composite system is demonstrated using a deconvo-

lution of stress transfer efficiencies.

The majority of the results presented in this chapter have been published in

the journal ‘Composite Science and Technology’ [1]. Some sections of text and the

majority of the figures in this publication have been reproduced in this chapter (all

text and figures are open access).

5.1 Drift in the Renishaw Raman Spectrometer

The Raman data that is presented in this chapter has all been collected on an

RM1000 Renishaw Raman spectrometer. There were four Raman systems available

at the University of Exeter; the RM1000 model was chosen for two reasons. First,

it was the only system where the four point bending rig could actually fit under the

microscope lens. In the RM1000 model, the microscope stage could be lowered so

that there was a distance of approximately 10 cm between the lens and the stage.

This was much larger than the other three Raman spectrometers. The RM1000
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Renishaw model also has a detachable plate on the microscope stage. This allowed

a custom plate to be built so that the four point bending rig could be securely

fastened to the precise x and y movement controls of the microscope stage. Again,

none of the other Raman systems offered this benefit.

It is worth noting that the RM1000 Renishaw model was (at the time of data

collection) around 17 years old. Despite the age of the machine, the Raman spec-

trometer worked very well with no obvious evidence of deterioration; however, after

the vast majority of the Raman monitored four-point bending tests had been per-

formed, a drift was discovered. Over the course of an 8 hour experiment, the RM1000

Renishaw system was becoming uncalibrated. The peak position of a silicon cali-

bration reference would shift by approximately 1.3 cm−1. It is unclear if this is the

result of the age of the machine or some other uncontrolled variable. This section

will present how this drift was discovered, experiments that were used to try to de-

termine the origin of the drift and will present a method of retroactively correcting

the data that had already been collected.

5.1.1 Patterns in the Raman Monitored Deformation Tests

In the Raman monitored deformation experiments, a tensile load is applied to the

films on the epoxy resin substrates; meanwhile, Raman spectra of the samples are

collected. In these experiments, the tensile strain (ε) in the films is the independent

variable, whilst the peak position (ω) of a characteristic Raman band is the depen-

dent variable. During these tests, the strain is gradually increased (the first load),

then it is gradually decreased (the unload) and finally it is increased again (the sec-

ond load). Raman spectra are collected at regular intervals throughout this entire

loading cycle. As was established in Chapter 2, the shift in position of characteristic

Raman bands is a stress induced effect; therefore, a plot of ω vs. ε is effectively a

stress-strain curve.

The films which are being tested are loaded in increments of 0.025% strain, until

the strain in the film has increased by 0.5% strain. For the moment, we shall assume

that the films initially start at approximately a neutral strain (in a later section, this

assumption is shown to be true for the graphene). As the materials are assumed to

start at an approximately neutral strain, and the experiment is conducted so that

the maximum strain is only 0.5% strain, then it is reasonable to predict that the

materials will be acting within the elastic region of their stress-strain curves. For a

material acting within the elastic region of the stress-strain curve, the relationship

between ω and ε should be linear. Further, the gradient dω/dε should be the same

for the first load, unload, and second load and this data should track itself (i.e.

there is no hysteresis). Alternatively, if there is hysteresis (caused either by the

testing equipment or from material system which is being tested itself), then it

would present itself as a ‘looping’ line shape in the ω vs. ε graph. If hysteresis was
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present, then the transition between the loading and unloading (or vice versa) would

show a relaxation or steepening in gradient. Neither of these line shapes appeared

for the majority of the data sets.

The consistent trend which was seen in multiple ω vs. ε data sets was a zig-

zagging line shape (see Figure 5.1a). For this zig-zagging line shape, the first load

and second load have similar gradients, whilst the unload has a much shallower

gradient.

It is also useful to look at Figure 5.2. This figure compares the Raman spectra of

the same silicon calibration sample. One spectrum was collected before testing and

the other was collected around 2 hours later, after testing. The silicon 520.5 cm−1

Raman band is used to calibrate the spectrometer, it should not change position.

This figure demonstrates that this band has shifted by ∼ 0.5 cm−1, suggesting that

the Raman spectrometer has become uncalibrated over the course of the experiment

(it is drifting). This poses the question, what effect does the drift have on the Raman

monitored deformation experiments? Is the zig zagging line shape in Figure 5.1a

partially caused by the system becoming uncalibrated?

This zig-zagging line shape that is seen in Figure 5.1a is likely to be a combination

of an elastic response to deformation and some type of drift. Here, drift will be

defined, rather ambiguously, as any change to a characteristic Raman band that is

not the result of deforming the material. For clarification, variance is not included in

the definition of drift; drift must have some form of pattern (e.g., a linear relationship

between ω and some uncontrolled variable). See Figure 5.1b which aims to illustrate

this point (using fabricated data). The top image (red line) shows how the peak

position of a Raman band changes in a perfectly elastic material system. During

the load, ω decreases linearly as a function of strain. During the unload, ω increases

linearly, returning to its original position. Finally, the second load is an identical

repeat of the first load. In this fabricated experiment, there is also a drift in the

system (the middle image, blue data). This drift is linear as a function of time

and causes all the Raman peaks to gradually shift to a lower wavenumber. The

combination of the perfectly elastic material system and the drift will produce the

data shown in the bottom image (purple line). The data in this image is presented

as a function of time, but if instead it was presented as a function of strain, then it

would have a similar zig-zagging line shape as the data seen in 5.1a.

It is possible that the zig-zagging line shape in the ω vs. ε graphs is a combi-

nation of an elastic response from the material being deformed and a drift from

the spectrometer becoming uncalibrated. At this point it is unclear what is causing

the spectrometer to become uncalibrated. It is also unclear how the drift changes

over the course of an experiment (is it linear, exponential, etc.). The following

experiments aim to investigate this drift.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Results of a Raman-monitored drift test, illustrating the zig-zag line
shape likely caused by drift. Data is from a real test. (b) A graph of ωCNC as a
function of time (bottom axis) and a function of strain (top axis — note the non-
linear scale), during a Raman-monitored deformation test. Data has been fabricated
to illustrate how an elastic response to a deformation (top image), combined with
a linear drift caused by an unknown source (middle image), can result in a zig-zag
lineshape (bottom image).
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Figure 5.2: Raman spectra of a silicon calibration sample showing the change in the
520.5 cm−1 Raman band before and after a 5 hour test.

5.1.2 Retroactively Testing for Drift

This first test will retroactively analyse old data to look for evidence of the drift.

The polarised Raman spectroscopy tests that were presented in Chapter 4 provide

an ideal data set to do this. In these tests, samples were continually tested under a

Raman spectrometer for extended periods of time (up to 2 hours), with the Raman

laser focused onto the same position on the sample. The independent variable of

this test, the physical orientation of the sample, should only effect ICNC ; there is no

evidence in the literature of the sample orientation affecting ωCNC .

Retroactively Testing for Drift — Data from polarised Raman spectroscopy ex-

periments that were described and presented in Section 4.2 are used here. Using

this data, ωCNC has been plotted as a function of scan number in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 clearly shows that, in scan region 1, ωCNC changes throughout the

experiment. Despite testing under the same conditions and taking the same length

of time to complete, ωCNC in scan region 2 does not change as the experiment

continues. It should be noted that although the transition between scan region 1

and 2 looks continuous, completely different regions of the film are being scanned

and this could simply be a coincidence. It is unclear why scanned region 1 seems to

have a linear shift rate whilst scanned region 2 remains constant.

This test shows that the Raman system becoming uncalibrated is affecting the

cellulose Raman data which is being collected. This is particularly concerning for

the Raman monitored deformation experiments on the cellulose films. During these

experiments, one might expect to measure a deformation induced shift of approxi-

mately 2 cm−1. The drift in Figure 5.3 is approximately 0.5 cm−1. This drift would

skew the Raman monitored deformation results by 25%.
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Figure 5.3: Peak position of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band as a function
of scan order. The data is from a polarised Raman orientation test; as such, the
independent variable (sample orientation) should not affect ωCNC . Data has all been
collected on the same sample, but two different scan positions have been used (scan
regions 1 & 2). Each region took 2 hours to scan and a 30 minute break was taken
in between switching scan regions.

5.1.3 Local Heating Drift Test

One obvious cause of the drift is heating. The Raman system uses a laser which is

directed through a system of mirrors, lenses, filters and detectors. It is a reasonable

assumption that these components will heat up as the laser is used for multiple

hours. It is possible that the gradual heating of the components is somehow causing

this drift. This next test measures drift using varying laser powers over the course

of several hours. The assumption here is that a higher laser power will heat up the

system more, which would cause a larger drift. If the drift changes as a function of

laser power, then the cause of the drift is possibly heat related.

It should be noted, that local heating of the sample has been shown to affect the

position of characteristic Raman bands. In graphene, an increase in temperature of

80◦ causes the G band to shift by 1.28 cm−1 to a lower wavenumber [2]. However, in

this case, local heating of the sample can be ruled out as a cause of the drift. The

data in Figure 5.2 is evidence for this. This figure shows that the silicon calibration

peak has shifted. This silicon was exposed to the laser for 1 second at the start

of the experiment. It was then removed and left in a case at room temperature.

2 hours later, the sample was scanned again. The silicon will not have changed

temperature between the initial scan and the second scan. Despite this, the silicon

Raman spectra still show that the drift is present.
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Testing Varying Laser Power — The same cellulose sample and same Raman

scanning parameters were used as described in Section 4.2. In this test, the sample

was kept static with the laser focused onto the same point throughout the test. Two

tests were performed, one with increasing laser power and the other with decreasing

laser power. For the increasing laser power test, the lowest possible laser power

(1%) was initially used. 20 scans were performed at this power. These scans were

taken one immediately after the other, without moving the sample or removing the

laser. After 20 scans, the laser power was increased, and the test was repeated. Five

different laser powers were tested. For the decreasing laser power test, the same

test was used in reverse, starting at 100% power, decreasing to 1%. The cellulose

1,095 cm−1 Raman band was fitted with a single Lorentzian curve. ωCNC has been

plotted as a function of scan number in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: ωCNC as a function of scan number, whilst varying the laser power every
20 scans; (a) shows increasing laser power, (b) shows decreasing laser power. Each
scan took approximately 2–3 min.

If local heating was the cause of the drift in the spectrometer, then the higher

laser power would cause a much larger shift in ωCNC than the lower laser power;
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however, this is not the case. In both the increasing and decreasing laser exper-

iments, there is a clear trend; both data sets show a similar negative slope that

plateaus at around scan 60. In both experiments, the total drift is around 0.8 cm−1.

The only effect that increasing the laser power seems to have had is to reduce the

variance in ωCNC . This is a fairly predictable effect; increasing laser power produces

higher intensity Raman bands, which in turn increases the signal to noise ratio and

allows for more accurate peak fitting.

5.1.4 8 Hour Exposure of Bilayer Samples

So far, the tests have shown that drift is definitely present. Local heating has been

ruled out as a cause. Multiple correspondence with the manufacturers of the Raman

system (Renishaw) lead to the conclusion that there could be any number of causes

of drift in the system. To determine the exact cause would take extensive testing

and there wouldn’t necessarily be an easy or quick fix for the 17 year old Raman

equipment. As such, rather than find the source of drift, this test aims to quantify its

effect on the data. If the drift can be quantified, then the drift can be retroactively

corrected for in the data which has already been collected.

For a bilayer sample, a full load, unload, second load cycle took approximately 8

hours to complete. By scanning a silicon reference, both before and after the bilayer

test, it was evident that the peak position of the silicon 520.5 cm−1 Raman band

(ωSi) had shifted from its calibrated position, once again indicating that drift was

present. The following experiment aims to determine if this drift can be fit with a

time dependent equation. This equation, along with the time stamps of the data

already collected, could be used to retroactively correct for the drift.

8 Hour Exposure of Bilayer Samples — a T-CNC/G bilayer sample was continu-

ously and repeatedly scanned using the same methodology as the Raman monitored

four-point bending tests, but without applying a load. It was ensured that the sam-

ple did not move, the laser focus did not change and that the spectrometer was in

near constant use. This is similar to testing conditions used in a bilayer four-point

bending test. Periodically, the T-CNC/G bilayer sample was removed, and a silicon

calibration sample was scanned. The T-CNC/G bilayer was then returned, position-

ing the laser in the exact same spot as it was previously. This test was performed

using both VV and VH polarisation filters (the VH polarisation setup is explained

in the next section). The position of characteristic Raman bands has been plotted

as a function of time in Figure 5.5 (VV polarisation filters) and Figure 5.6 (VH

polarisation filters).

From these data, it is apparent that there is drift in this test, as ωSi should

be constant. As the silicon wafer was tested approximately every hour and was

swapped in and out for every scan, the drift in ωSi is not a result of local heating of

the sample, but it is likely to be an unwanted artefact of this testing methodology.
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ωCNC tracks the changes in ωSi suggesting that the cause of the drift in the cellulose

is the same as the cause of the drift in the silicon. There seems to be no consistent

trend in the graphene data. As graphene has an exceptionally high coefficient of

thermal conductivity, [3] it is possible that the graphene is much more susceptible

to local laser heating effects, possibly explaining the large variance seen in ωG and

ω2D. For both polarisation setups, the drift in ωSi (and hence also ωCNC) can be

fitted (R2 > 0.97) with an exponential function (Equations 5.1 and 5.2).

VV Setup: ωSi = 519.2 + 1.3e−0.0085t (5.1)

VH Setup: ωSi = 519.4 + 1.2e−0.0077t (5.2)
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Figure 5.5: Peak position of characteristic Raman bands as a function of time; (a)
silicon 520.7 cm−1 band, (b) cellulose 1,095 cm−1 band, (c) graphene G band, (d)
graphene 2D band. (e) All previous data combined onto one graph of Raman band
shift as a function of time. Band shift is calculated as the shift relative to the
position of the first scan. An exponential function has been fitted to the data in
(a) whose equation is given, where ‘t’ is time. Data has been collected using a VV
polarisation setup.
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Figure 5.6: Same as Figure 5.5, but data has been collected using VH polarisation
filters.

5.1.5 Correcting for Drift

The previous experiments have been inconclusive with regards to determining the

origin of the drift; however, the ωSi data in Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show that the drift

in the Raman system is time dependent. As such, it can be retroactively corrected

for.

Retroactively Correcting Drift — Data from the RM1000 Renishaw Raman sys-

tem was saved as a .txt file. Although the .txt file itself only has two columns of
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data (Raman wavenumber and intensity), using windows file explorer, one can see

the time stamp of when the data was created. To correct the data, the ‘time created’

information for all Raman spectra was extracted and put into a spreadsheet.† The

time stamps were converted into ‘elapsed time since the start of the experiment’

(using the time stamp of the silicon calibration Raman data as the beginning of the

experiment). The ‘elapsed time’ data was converted into a drift using either equa-

tion 5.1 or 5.2. The drift was then subtracted from ω which produced the corrected

Raman data.

During a Raman monitored deformation test, typically ωCNC changes by∼2 cm−1,

ωG changes by ∼8 cm−1 and ω2D changes by ∼15 cm−1. Different samples took dif-

ferent lengths of time to test, varying from 2–6 h (the more regions of interest that

were scanned the longer the experiment). In an absolute worst case scenario (a 6

hour experiment), in a single loading cycle the drift is 0.43 cm−1. For the CNC data

this would be an error of 22%, for the G band data an error of 5% and for the

2D band data an error of 3%. This is a worst case scenario, for the majority of the

collected data, the drift will be less than this (as the experiments were shorter). The

position of the G and 2D bands are only used to calculate hydrostatic and shear

strain. It should be noted that the methodology used to calculate these strains has

an inherent error in it’s precision anyway of ±10%. This is due to the accuracy of

the δω2D/δωG value [4].

Throughout the preliminary data collection and final experiment, several thou-

sand Raman spectra were collected. Applying the correction to all of these data

would take an exceeding long time. As such, the correction has only been applied

to selected data sets. The correction has not been applied to the preliminary ex-

periments, as the precise shift rates (dω/dε) of these data are not used for any

calculations. For the main experiment, the correction has been applied to the cellu-

lose data, where the drift has a significant effect on the results. The correction was

not applied to the graphene data, as it was deemed that this would have too little

of an effect on the final outcome compared to the time investment required to apply

the correction.

Having addressed the issue of drift in the Raman spectrometer, the following

sections will present the Raman monitored deformation experiments in chronological

order.

†I could not figure out a way of extracting this information automatically, as such this process
was done by hand, i.e. reading the time stamps and manually typing them into a spreadsheet. As
there were several thousand Raman spectra collected, this process took an exceedingly long time
to complete.
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5.2 Experiment Overview

CNCs and graphene have been used together in the fields of functional materials

and composite science for the past 5-10 years. Individually they possess desirable

properties; graphene boasts high electrical and thermal conductivity in a two dimen-

sional, atomically thin sheet [5, 6]. Cellulose is electrically insulating; is a potential

biodegradable, renewable, and cheap replacement of oil-based polymers; and can

form high aspect ratio, one dimensional nanomaterials [7]. The materials also have

several complementary material properties. Both can form flexible films [8], are

highly transparent [9], are conformable, have desirable mechanical properties such

as high Young’s modulus and tensile strengths [10, 11], and both are now widely

available commercially. CNCs and graphene have been used to create various com-

posites, including transparent, flexible conductive films, [12, 13] flexible transparent

films for solar cells [9], flexible supercapacitors [14], organic chemical sensors [15],

and aerogels [16].

Despite the number of reported composites containing both cellulose and graphene,

there has been no experimental determinations of the interfacial bonding and stress

transfer efficiency between the two materials. This work aims to quantify the stress

transfer efficiency of a cellulose/graphene interface. As established in Chapter 2,

both graphene and cellulose nanocrystals are too small to test using conventional

mechanical testing techniques. As such, micro Raman spectroscopy has been em-

ployed. This approach also allows a quantification of the stress-transfer efficiency

between the two phases, as well as giving information about locally varying mechan-

ical properties.

To quantify stress transfer, a model cellulose/graphene bilayer is deformed using

a four-point bending test (Figure 5.7). Whilst being deformed, Raman spectra

of the bilayer are collected. The position of characteristic Raman bands for the

cellulose (1,095 cm−1 band) and the graphene (G and 2D bands) are monitored.

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the peak position of the G and 2D bands can be

used to determine strain in the graphene. As will be demonstrated, the graphene

in these model systems is initially between −0.3% and 0.3% strain. In these tests,

the bilayer is deformed until it has stretched by 0.5% strain. We therefore assume

that the materials are acting within the elastic region of their stress-strain curves.

Also demonstrated in Chapter 2, the changes in the position of the Raman bands

(ω) are a stress induced effect. This means that the ω vs. ε graphs are effectively

stress-strain curves. As such, the shift rates of these Raman bands (dω/dε) should

be linear. These linear shift rates are then compared to shift rates of reference

samples (a cellulose reference and a graphene reference). As will be demonstrated,

the differences in shift rates between the bilayer and the reference samples can be

used to quantify stress transfer at the cellulose/graphene interface.
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Chapter 5. Raman Monitored Deformation Experiments

Figure 5.7: Schematic of the four point bending test. The upper bars are fixed. The
lower bars are pushed upwards to load the sample and lowered to release the load
(referred to as unloading the sample).

In addition, the effect of cellulose orientation on stress transfer is also tested.

Concentrically oriented cellulose is covered by a single monolayer sheet of graphene.

Raman monitored deformation tests are conducted in two areas of this bilayer; where

the cellulose is oriented parallel to the loading axis and where it is oriented perpen-

dicular. It will be shown that the regions where the cellulose is oriented parallel

to the loading axis have a higher dω/dε than where the cellulose is oriented per-

pendicular. This implies that the parallel regions are stiffer than the perpendicular

regions. Again, by comparing the shift rates of characteristic Raman bands between

parallel regions and perpendicular regions, differences in the stress transfer efficiency

between a high and a low stiffness region can be determined.

5.3 Preliminary Raman Monitored Deformation

Tests

Preliminary testing was conducted on both graphene and cellulose reference sam-

ples. Both materials were deposited onto epoxy resin substrates with strain gauges

attached to their underside. The epoxy substrates were typically deformed in incre-

ments of 0.025-0.05% strain, with a maximum strain of 0.5-0.8% strain (measured

using the strain gauge on the substrate). Herein, this strain is called the ‘input

strain’ (εIn). At each interval of strain, Raman spectra were collected. The result-

ing peak positions of characteristic Raman bands (ω) are plotted as a function of

input strain.

These preliminary four-point bending experiments are performed cyclically, with

Raman spectra collected during a first load, an unload and a second load. During

the loading phase, the four point bending rig gradually forced the substrate from

a neutral, flat position, to an arched position (this induced a tensile load on the

top surface where the sample is). During the unload phase, this load was released
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so that the substrate returned to its neutral state. By testing in this manner the

aforementioned assumptions can be investigated. Do the materials show a Raman

band shift rate? Are these shifts linear? and do successive load and unloads track

each other with little or no hysteresis? This would imply that the model composites

are acting within the elastic region of their respective stress-strain curves.

5.3.1 Preliminary Tests of CNC films

Sample Preparation — The epoxy resin substrates and aqueous CNC solution that

was produced and characterised in Chapter 3 were used here. Both randomly ori-

ented and concentrically oriented CNC films were tested. Randomly oriented CNC

films were created by depositing 0.2 ml of 2 wt.% aqueous solution of CNCs onto

an epoxy resin substrate and evaporating the solution under ambient conditions.

Concentrically oriented CNC films were created following the procedure described

in Section 4.4 (dried at −700 mbar). CEA-06-240UZ-120 Vishay linear strain gauges

were attached to the underside of the substrates; compressive strain on the under-

side of the substrates was assumed to be equal to tensile strain on the top side of

the substrates.

Four-Point Bending Test — Four-point bending tests were performed on the

samples whilst being monitored using Raman spectroscopy. Samples were deformed

in a cycle (load, unload, second load) between 0 and 0.5% strain. Raman spectra

were taken at 0.025% intervals of strain during this cycle.

Raman Spectroscopy of Deformed Samples — Raman spectroscopy was per-

formed on a RM1000 Renishaw Raman spectrometer, using a 785 nm laser focussed

through a 50× objective lens onto the sample surface. Before testing, the spectrom-

eter was calibrated using a silicon standard. A VV polarisation setup was used as

described in Section 4.2. The laser was used at 100% power. Although it was not

explicitly tested here, in 2015, this equipment was measured to have a laser power of

1 mW on the sample surface [17]. Spectra were obtained using four accumulations

with an exposure time of 20 s per accumulation, giving a total exposure time of

80 s. A recognisable visual marker on the surface of the CNC film was used so that

successive scans could be taken on the exact same position of the CNC film.

The resulting 1,095 cm−1 Raman bands were fitted with single Lorentzian curves.

For the Randomly oriented CNC film, the peak position of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1

Raman band (ωCNC) has been plotted as a function of εIn and is shown in Fig-

ure 5.8. This graph generally shows a negative relationship between ωCNC and εIn.

Linear slopes were fit to these data; the R2 value for these fits were all around
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0.80, indicating that the data is fairly well fit with a linear function.∗ The Ra-

man band shift rates (dωCNC/dεIn) for the first load, unload and second load are

−0.57 cm−1/%, −0.32 cm−1/% and −0.49 cm−1/%, respectively. These shift rates

are slightly lower than the shift rates of randomly oriented CNC films reported

elsewhere (−0.92 cm−1/%) [18].

Other randomly oriented CNC films were tested. These films behaved similarly;

with dωCNC/dωIn values between −0.10 cm−1/% and −0.57 cm−1/% (average shift

of −0.37 cm−1/%). None of the R2 values were greater than 0.83, with the lowest

at 0.05, indicating the correlations with the linear regressions ranged from good to

exceptionally poor.

Similarly, Figure 5.9 shows the results of an aligned CNC film. The scans have

been performed where the CNCs are aligned parallel to the loading axis. This

time the shift rates for the first load, unload and second load are −1.31 cm−1/%,

−0.43 cm−1/% and −0.35 cm−1/%, respectively (with R2 values of 0.95, 0.83 and

0.54). The loading cycles in this figure do not track themselves, as would be expected

for an elastic system. This is due to the drift (a correction was not applied to these

data).

Again, other aligned films were tested in the parallel region. These films generally

had higher Raman shift rates than the randomly oriented films, with dωCNC/dωIn

ranging between −0.35 cm−1/% and −1.31 cm−1/% (average shift of −0.80 cm−1/%).

Also, the aligned films generally had slightly higher R2 values of between 0.35 and

0.95. The larger R2 values could simply be the result of the larger shift rates, which

increases shift rate to noise ratio. These preliminary results would indicate that the

regions of the CNC film which are aligned parallel to the loading axis are stiffer than

the randomly oriented CNC films.

5.3.2 Preliminary Tests of T-CNC films

In general terms, both the randomly oriented CNC films and the aligned CNC films

produce results that would be expected for cellulose acting within the elastic region

of the stress-strain curve; ωCNC shifts mostly linearly with εIn, and although the

loading cycles don’t perfectly track each other they seem to have mostly similar

gradients. In the next preliminary test, aligned T-CNC films are tested to see if

they offer any improvement over the CNC films.

Raman Monitored Deformation Test of Aligned T-CNC Films — A concentrically

aligned film of T-CNCs was created on top of an epoxy resin substrate following the

procedure described in Section 4.5. These aligned T-CNCs were tested using Raman

∗R2 values are a statistical measure of how much of the variability of the data is predicted by
the model (in this case a straight line). The value is always between 0 and 1. A value of 1 means
that the function perfectly correlates with the data (the function will pass exactly through all of
the data points). A value of 0 indicates that the function explains none of the variability of the
data.
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Figure 5.8: Peak position of the 1,095 cm−1 Raman band (ωCNC) vs. input strain
(εIn) for a randomly oriented CNC film. The gradient of these slopes has been given,
with the colour indicating which slope they refer to.

Figure 5.9: Same as Figure 5.8, but for a concentrically oriented CNC film. Scans
have been performed in the region where the CNCs are aligned parallel to the loading
axis.
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monitored four-point bending. The same testing parameters described in Section

5.3.1 are used here. For these preliminary tests, only the region of the film where

the T-CNCs are aligned parallel to the loading axis was tested.

Figure 5.10: ωCNC vs. εIn for a concentrically oriented T-CNC film. The test has
been performed in the region where the T-CNCs are aligned parallel to the loading
axis. The gradient of these slopes has been given, with the colour indicating which
slope they refer to.

Figure 5.10 shows the results of this T-CNC deformation test. There are two

notable differences between the aligned CNC film and the aligned T-CNC film shown

here. First, dωCNC/dεIn is much larger for the T-CNC films than the CNC films.

The average gradient of the T-CNC films is −1.93 cm−1/%, which is comparable

to the value of −2.4 cm−1/% which has been reported in literature [11]. Secondly,

the R2 values for the T-CNC data are much higher than for the CNC tests. In

the T-CNCs films that were tested; 7 out of 9 of the individual loading cycles had

R2 > 0.90, with the other two above 0.65. This suggest that the signal to noise

ratio of data from the T-CNC films is much higher than that for the CNC films. In

addition, the loading cycles seem to be consistent with each other.

This preliminary testing has shown that the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band

shifts with increasing input strain. The shifts are linear and generally track each

other, suggesting the cellulose is likely acting within the elastic region of the stress

strain curve. The oriented T-CNC films showed the largest shift rates along with

a stronger linear fit than the CNC counterparts. As such, the T-CNC films were

chosen as the type of cellulose that was used in the model bilayer.
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5.3.3 Preliminary Tests of Graphene

As with the cellulose, preliminary Raman monitored deformation tests were per-

formed on graphene samples. Once again, the aim was to investigate the relationship

between ω and εIn during cyclic loads. In these tests, both the Raman G and 2D

bands were monitored. Despite Raman data being collected for both these bands,

initially, only the 2D band will be discussed.

Raman Monitored Deformation of Graphene — The purchased CVD graphene

that was characterised in Chapter 3 has been used here. Near identical testing

parameters to those described in Section 5.3.1 were also used. A graphene reference

sample was created; herein this is referred to as either a ‘G’ sample or ‘G’ reference.

To create the G sample, monolayer CVD graphene on copper was transferred onto

an epoxy resin substrate using a wet chemistry method. A full description of the

transfer method is given in reference [19]. For the Raman spectroscopy, the laser

power was set to 33% to prevent the graphene from being degraded. All other

parameters remained the same.

Figure 5.11 shows the peak position of the graphene 2D Raman band (ω2D) as

a function of εIn. Clearly, there is a very strong linear relationship between the two

variables (R2 was greater than 0.95 for all cyclic loads in all tested samples), and

the cyclic loads approximately track each other.

Figure 5.11: Position of the graphene 2D Raman band (ω2D) vs. εIn for a graphene
sample. The gradient of the slopes has been given, with the colour indicating which
slope they refer to.
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For pristine mechanically exfoliated graphene, the shift rates of the 2D band

(dω2D/dεIn) will be −60 cm−1/% [20]; however, for CVD graphene, which will in-

evitably have wrinkles, the shift rate can be as low as −13 cm−1/% [20]. As such,

the dω2D/dεIn values reported here of between −28 cm−1/% and −42 cm−1/% are

typical.

Figure 5.11 demonstrates that the graphene is behaving elastically. It shows

strong linear trends that track each other with little hysteresis. As covered in Sec-

tion 2.5.4, both the peak position of the graphene G band (ωG) and ω2D are needed

in order to separate deformation and doping effects in graphene. As will be demon-

strated in the next section, determining the precise position of the G band when the

graphene is on an epoxy resin substrate presents a challenge.

5.4 Extraction of Graphene G band

Epoxy resin was chosen as a substrate as it provides a flat, glassy, smooth surface

on which to deposit the materials. The epoxy resin is also slightly flexible, allowing

it to be used in four-point bending tests. In addition, epoxy resin substrates have

been extensively used in Raman monitored deformation tests on cellulose [11, 18].

This is partly because the epoxy resin does not have any Raman bands in the region

where the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 Raman band is. This allows for accurate fitting of

the cellulose Raman band. It is also transparent to a visible laser.

Figure 5.12a shows Raman spectra of four different samples. Figure 5.12b shows

the same data rescaled, to highlight the 1,095 cm−1 region. As expected, neither the

epoxy resin or the graphene has any degenerate Raman bands in this region, whilst

the samples containing cellulose both show a strong 1,095 cm−1 band. Similarly

in Figure 5.12d, in the 2D band region, the epoxy resin and the cellulose have no

degenerate bands, whilst the graphene reference and the T-CNC/G sample both

show prominent 2D bands. Unfortunately, in Figure 5.12c, which shows the G band

region, all spectra look very similar. This is due to the epoxy resin, which has a

multitude of degenerate peaks in this region. This means that the G bands in the

G reference and T-CNC/G bilayer are obscured.

In order to use the G band in this work, an extraction process has been used. By

taking the epoxy resin spectrum and subtracting it from the combined epoxy/graphene

spectrum, an extracted G band is produced. This process is demonstrated in Figure

5.13. For this subtraction process to be valid at all strain intervals, the epoxy resin

peaks in this region must be invariant with strain. Figure 5.13b shows the epoxy

resin at 0% and 0.5% strain. Both spectra are identical therefore this subtraction is

valid within these tested strain intervals.

The next test is to see if the extracted G band exhibits linear Raman band shift

rates that track each other between successive loading cycles; this is expected as the
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Figure 5.12: (a) Full Raman spectra of four different samples: an epoxy resin sub-
strate (black line), a T-CNC reference (green line), a G sample (red line) and a
T-CNC/G bilayer (blue line). The same data is shown on rescaled axes highlight-
ing the three characteristic Raman bands of interest (b) cellulose 1,095 cm−1, (c)
graphene G, and (d) graphene 2D.

2D band has already shown this behaviour. In the preliminary deformation tests

of the G samples, only the 2D band shift rates were presented. The G band region

was also monitored in the same test. Using the subtraction process presented in this

section, extracted G bands were acquired for all strain intervals.

The peak position of these extracted G bands (ωG) has been plotted as a function

of εIn and is shown in Figure 5.14. As with the 2D band data, the G band shows
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Figure 5.13: Raman spectra focusing on the G band region. (a) Raman spectra
comparing the epoxy resin reference, the combined epoxy/graphene signal and the
extracted G band. Inset shows the extracted G band on a rescaled graph. (b) Raman
spectra of the epoxy resin substrate at 0% and 0.5% strain, showing no change in
the spectrum.

strong linear trends that track each other in successive loading cycles. This indicates

that the extraction process has been performed successfully.

5.5 Quantifying Stress Transfer at the

CNC/graphene interface

The preliminary testing has shown that Raman spectroscopy can be used to success-

fully monitor the deformation of nanoscale materials. All three of the characteristic

Raman bands (the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 and the graphene G and 2D) show strong

linear relationships between ω and εIn. In addition, the individual loading cycles

track each other. This all suggests that the systems being tested are elastic. Having

completed the preliminary testing, the main experiment can now be presented.
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Figure 5.14: Position of the extracted graphene G band (ωG) vs. εIn for a graphene
sample. The gradient of the slopes has been given, with the colour indicating which
slope they refer to.

Materials — The following materials, that were produced and characterised in

Chapter 3, were used here: the epoxy resin substrates, T-CNCs aqueous solution

and the purchased CVD graphene. To monitor strain, CEA-06-240UZ-120 Vishay

linear strain gauges were used.

Sample Preparation — Four types of sample were created; a T-CNC reference (T-

CNC), a graphene reference (G), and two bilayers, one bilayer where the graphene

is deposited first with the cellulose deposited on top (G/T-CNC) and one bilayer

where the T-CNC is deposited first with the graphene deposited on top (T-CNC/G).

Three of each of the different sample types were created, totalling 12 samples.

All samples were created on top of epoxy resin substrates. Strain gauges were at-

tached to the underside of these substrates, with compressive strain on the underside

assumed to be equal to tensile strain on the top side.

The T-CNC sample was created by following the methodology in Section 4.5.

This produced a thin film of concentrically aligned T-CNCs. The G sample was

created by transferring monolayer CVD graphene onto the substrates using a wet

chemistry method; a full description of this method can be found in reference [19].

Both of the bilayer samples were created by following the T-CNC and Graphene

deposition methods. For the T-CNC/G sample, the cellulose was deposited first,

with the graphene deposited on top and vice versa for the G/T-CNC sample. In

each of the bilayer samples, the top layer was deposited in such a way that it only
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contacted the bottom layer and did not contact the epoxy resin substrate. This

ensured that the top material in the bilayer only experienced stress transfer between

the graphene and the layer of cellulose and was not ‘pinned’ by an interaction with

the epoxy resin substrate.

It was found that for all the G/T-CNC samples, the T-CNC film spontaneously

started to debond from the graphene. The debonding would occur shortly after

the sample was removed from the vacuum chamber or midway through a four point

bending test. Once the T-CNC films were debonded, they had a tendency to curl up,

suggesting that there are internal compressive forces that have been generated as the

film dries. Evidently the force of the film drying and curling up is enough to cause

the composite to delaminate. It is not clear if it is the graphene delaminating from

the T-CNC film or if it is the cellulose film itself delaminating and splitting into two

layers, i.e. the delamination occurs in the plane of the T-CNC film itself creating a

loose T-CNC film and a thin layer of T-CNCs still attached to the graphene. The

fact that the T-CNC and T-CNC/G samples showed no debonding would suggest

that it is the former of these two options. If the cellulose layer itself is splitting

then this would be evident in the other two types of sample. The implication of

this is that the interfacial bond between the epoxy and the cellulose is stronger than

the interfacial bond between the cellulose and the graphene. Regardless, G/T-CNC

samples were deemed unusable in the four-point bending tests, as the films had

completely separated before any four-point bending test could be completed.

Raman Monitored Deformation Tests — Four point bending tests were per-

formed on each of the three sample types whilst being monitored using Raman

spectroscopy. Samples were deformed in a cycle (load, unload, second load) between

0% and 0.5% strain. Raman spectra were taken at 0.025% intervals of strain during

this cycle. Three spectroscopic areas of interest were scanned; 1,040–1,140 cm−1,

1,540–1,640 cm−1, and 2,500–2,660 cm−1 which incorporate the cellulose band ini-

tially located at ∼1,095 cm−1 band, the graphene G band and 2D band respectively.

Raman spectroscopy was performed on a RM1000 Renishaw Raman spectrom-

eter, using a 785 nm laser focussed through a 50× objective lens onto the sample’s

surface. Before testing, the spectrometer was calibrated using a silicon standard.

Two polarisation conditions were used; namely, a VV polarisation (described in

Section 4.2) and a vertical-horizontal (VH) polarisation. The VH polarisation is

identical to the VV polarisation setup, but with the addition of a half waveplate

being placed in the backscattered light path, ahead of the analyser. The half wave-

plate rotates light polarisation by 90◦, meaning that only backscattered light that

was initially polarised in the y-axis is detected by the spectrometer. The samples

were tested using both VV and VH polarisations so that the G− and G+ Raman

bands could be clearly distinguished from one another [21]. As covered in Chapter

2, the midpoint of the split G band is used to determine the hydrostatic strain and
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the distance that the G band has split is used to determine the shear strain in the

graphene.

For the T-CNC samples the laser was used at 100% power. For the G and T-

CNC/G samples, this was reduced to 33% to prevent the graphene from burning.

Spectra were obtained using four accumulations with an exposure time of 20 s per

accumulation, giving a total exposure time of 80 s. Where a Raman band exhibited

a poor signal to noise ratio, the number of accumulations for that region was dou-

bled, but the sampling interval was reduced to every 0.04% strain increment. This

increased scan quality but reduced the data acquired.

In the T-CNC and the T-CNC/G samples, the T-CNCs are aligned concentri-

cally. Two regions of these films were scanned; above the centre of the film, where the

T-CNCs are aligned parallel to the loading axis and to the right of the centre of the

films, where the T-CNCs are aligned perpendicular to the loading axis. Herein, these

regions are referred to as the parallel and perpendicular regions, respectively. The

G samples showed no preferential orientation; as such, the area that was scanned

was arbitrarily chosen. To summarise, five unique regions were scanned (T-CNC

parallel, T-CNC perpendicular, T-CNC/G parallel, T-CNC/G perpendicular and

G). Each of these unique regions were scanned using both VV and VH polarisation

conditions meaning there are 10 unique region/polarisation combinations. For each

sample type, there were three samples created; this provided three repeats of each

test. In total, 30 data sets were acquired. Regardless of the sample or region that

was being tested, the position of a recognisable visual marker on the surface of the

sample was noted. This visual marker was used so that successive scans could be

taken in the exact same position for each deformation test.

Raman Peak Fitting — The graphene G band was extracted from a set of degen-

erate epoxy resin peaks, as described in Section 5.4. The extracted G band and the

2D band were both fitted with a single Lorentzian curve. The T-CNC 1,095 cm−1

Raman band exhibits a shoulder as shown in Figure 3.5; this region was fitted with

two Lorentzian peaks, one for the 1,095 cm−1 band and one for the 1,104 cm−1 shoul-

der. For the T-CNC and T-CNC/G samples, ωCNC was corrected to account for the

detected drift. The drift was calculated using either Equation 5.1 or 5.2.

Strain and doping Separation in Graphene — Both ωG and ω2D were monitored

for the G and T-CNC/G samples. As described in Section 2.5.4, ωG and ω2D can be

used to separate the effects of strain and doping. Using this vector map methodology,

the strain in the graphene in the G and T-CNC/G samples has been determined.

The measured hydrostatic strain in the graphene is given the symbol ‘εHMea’, whilst

the measured shear strain is given the symbol ‘ετMea’.
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5.5.1 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.15 shows representative Raman spectra of each of the characteristic Raman

bands. It shows the difference between the spectra at 0% and 0.5% strain. As

expected, each Raman band shifts to a lower wavenumber with increasing εIn.

Figure 5.16a shows a representative ωCNC vs. εIn for a T-CNC and a T-CNC/G

sample. There is a strong linear trend with small error bars for both sample types;

crucially however, the Raman band shift rates for the different sample types is

different. The difference in these gradients will shortly be compared.

ωG and ω2D were used to determine εHMea and ετMea. Figure 5.16b plots εHMea

against εIn. Similarly Figure 5.16c plots ετMea against εIn. In both these figures

there are strong linear trends. Figure 5.16c shows larger error bars than the other

data sets, as this data is entirely calculated using the extracted G band, which has

considerably more variance than the 1,095 cm−1 band or the 2D band. As with

Figure 5.16a, the gradients in Figures 5.16b and c show vastly different gradients

between sample types.

Figure 5.17 shows a summary of all results from the Raman monitored deforma-

tion tests. For all cellulose films, the relationship between εIn and ωCNC is linear.

Figure 5.17a shows a bar chart summarising these linear gradients (dωCNC/dεIn)

for different samples, scan locations and polarisation configurations. Likewise, for

the graphene, in all samples there is a linear relationship between both; εIn and

εHMea, and εIn and ετMea. These gradients, dεHMea/dεIn and dετMea/dεIn, are plotted

in Figure 5.17b and 5.17c respectively, where different samples and scanned regions

are compared.

In Figures 5.17a-c, it should be noted that the bar heights only consider the

respective gradients and do not show the initial conditions (they do not show initial

values of ωCNC , εHMea, or ετMea), of which there are differences; see Figure 5.16b, in

which the εHMea values at εIn = 0% are drastically different for the G and T-CNC/G

samples. This is not represented in Figure 5.17b. Additionally, in Figure 5.17b

and 5.17c, the error bars only represent the standard deviation of dεHMea/dεIn and

dετMea/dεIn for the three samples. They do not consider the error in the ωG or ω2D

data, where some data sets, particularly the extracted G band data, have a large

spread.

Figure 5.17a-c show two statistically strong trends and one weak trend. There

is a strong trend in Figure 5.17b, the average dεHMea/dεIn in the parallel T-CNC/G

data is smaller than for the G reference. Additionally, in Figure 5.17a, the value

of dωCNC/dεIn is larger for the T-CNC/G samples than for the T-CNC references.

Finally, there is a weak trend in Figure 5.17a, where the T-CNC reference exhibits a

greater value of dωCNC/dεIn in the parallel region than for the perpendicular region.

The differences in dεHMea/dεIn can be explained by stress transfer efficiencies. In

the T-CNC/G model system, load is applied to the epoxy resin substrate and stress
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Figure 5.15: Raman spectra of the (a) 1,095 cm−1 region, (b) G band region, (c) 2D
band region. The graph compares the characteristic Raman bands at 0% and 0.5%
strain showing how they have shifted.

is transferred through various material interfaces to the graphene on the top layer.

At various points, there will be losses in this system, where stress is not transferred
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Figure 5.16: (a) ωCNC as a function of εIn, for a representative T-CNC and T-
CNC/G sample (parallel region; VV polarisation). Measured (b) hydrostatic (εHMea)
and (c) shear (ετMea) strain against εIn for representative G and T-CNC/G samples.
Each datum is an average of the load, unload and second load. Error bars are
standard deviations from the mean.

between phases, or is lost through some other mechanism. These losses can be

quantified using stress transfer efficiencies.
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Figure 5.17: (a) Cellulose Raman band shift rates for different sample types in
different scan locations using different polarisation setups. Comparison of (b) the
change in measured hydrostatic strain in graphene as a function of input strain
(dεHMea/dεIn), and (c) the change in measured shear strain in graphene as a function
of input strain (dεHMea/dεIn), for different sample types in different scan locations.
For all graphs, the bar heights show the average values of the first load, unload and
second load for three individual samples (totalling 9 linear fits); error bars represent
standard deviations from the mean (n=3). Square brackets indicate which data
have been statistically compared using a two-tailed independent t-test, with their
calculated p-values given.

Equation 5.3 is an expression for the total stress transfer efficiency (ηTotal), which

can describe the bilayer model when tested in the parallel region. It has been

deconvoluted into three stress transfer efficiency components (ηWrinkles, ηT−CNC and

ηInterface). These efficiency components are cumulative according to the equation:
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ηTotal = ηWrinkles × ηT−CNC × ηInterface (5.3)

ηTotal can be determined from Figure 5.17b, using dεHMea/dεIn for the T-CNC/G

sample in the parallel region. dεHMea/dεIn is effectively a measure of stress transfer, as

it represents the proportion of the input strain which can be measured as hydrostatic

strain in the top layer of graphene; namely 29%.

The first stress transfer efficiency component is the result of wrinkles in the

graphene (ηWrinkles). Raman studies, which use characteristic band shift rates to

determine graphene stiffness, have shown that the stiffness of CVD graphene is

greatly reduced in comparison to pristine mechanically exfoliated graphene [20]. The

reduction in stiffness was attributed to wrinkles in the CVD graphene structure.

Upon application of a tensile load, these wrinkles would move and unfold. This

deformation of the wrinkles would not be detected using the Raman spectroscopic

approach, as it does not directly deform the carbon-carbon bonds. ηWrinkles can be

quantified using dεHMea/dεIn for the G Ref. samples, where, if we assume that all

losses are due to wrinkles in the graphene, we find an efficiency of 56%.

There will also be losses at the epoxy/cellulose interface (ηT−CNC). In the T-

CNC samples, dωCNC/dεIn for the parallel VV test can be compared to work by

Šturcová et al., who tested T-CNCs fully embedded in epoxy resin [11]. The shift

rate in the fully embedded system was −2.4 cm−1/%, compared to −1.90 cm−1/%

in this work (Figure 5.17a). Taking the fully embedded system as a benchmark,

the stress transfer efficiency of the epoxy/cellulose interface in the present work is

estimated to be 79%. The loss in efficiency can be explained by a reduction in

contact area; the T CNC film is a network of fibres with a rough surface, which

is in contact with a smooth, flat substrate. Inevitably the contact area is reduced

compared to cellulose fully embedded in epoxy resin.

The final stress transfer efficiency component is due to the losses at the cellu-

lose/graphene interface (ηInterface). Determining ηInterface is the objective of this

experiment. We have already determined ηTotal (29%), ηWrinkles (56%) and ηT−CNC

(79%). If we assume that all remaining losses in this model system are a result of

the cellulose/graphene interface, then using Equation 5.3, we find a stress transfer

efficiency at this interface of 66%.

So far, only the parallel region data have been considered. A network of one-

dimensional fibres tends to be stiffer when the fibres are aligned parallel to the

loading axis. The T-CNCs show location dependent orientations, both parallel and

perpendicular to the loading axis. Figure 5.17a shows a weak trend in the T-CNC

reference data, where the parallel region exhibits a greater value of dωCNC/dεIn than

the perpendicular region. This confirms that the T-CNC film is stiffer where the

fibres are aligned parallel to the loading axis. It was intended that by performing

tests in both parallel and perpendicular regions we could compare the effects of
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underlying film stiffness on the efficiency of stress transfer; however, in the bilayer

sample, there is no statistically significant difference between the stiffnesses of the

parallel and perpendicular regions of the T-CNC film. This results in approximately

the same dεHMea/dεIn for the parallel and perpendicular regions (Figure 5.17b); this

comparison would be closer in size, but one sample has skewed the perpendicular

data upwards. Any further analysis of the parallel and perpendicular regions is

limited.

In Figure 5.17a, there is a strong trend, where dωCNC/dεIn is larger for the T-

CNC/G data than the corresponding T-CNC data. A possible explanation for the

difference is the amount of water absorbed in the T-CNC film. Previous research

has shown that the act of wetting a CNC film reduced shift rates of the cellulose

1,095 cm−1 Raman band from −0.5 cm−1/% to ∼ 0 cm−1/% [22]. In the present

work, the final stage of the T-CNC sample preparation is an extended amount of

time in a vacuum. In the T-CNC/G samples, the final stage is the wet transfer

of graphene, where the recently transferred, wet CNC/graphene/PMMA structure

is placed in a vacuum for 2 hours, before gentle heating in acetone to remove the

PMMA layer. In both situations after the samples have been thoroughly dried in

a vacuum, they are left exposed to the atmosphere. In the T-CNC samples the

cellulose is completely exposed, but in the T-CNC/G samples the graphene acts

as an impermeable barrier to gas/liquids [23]. If the T-CNC samples absorb a

small amount of water from the atmosphere, then this might reduce dωCNC/dεIn in

comparison to the protected T-CNC film in the T-CNC/G samples.

Finally, Figure 5.17c compares measured shear strain in the graphene. Unfortu-

nately, there is no statistically significant trend to these data, which is due to very

large standard deviations and a small sample size. The exceptionally long time it

takes to complete a full cycle of testing for a single sample prevents larger sample

sizes using this methodology. An alternative method would be to assume that the

changes in Raman bands between 0% strain and 0.5% strain are always linear (in

the present work, all samples have shown linear changes). One would then be able

to perform a Raman map at 0% strain, and then perform a map of the same area

at 0.5% strain. Pointwise pairing of the data at 0% strain and 0.5% strain would

provide all the necessary information needed for interface analysis, whilst drastically

increasing the sample size.

5.6 Conclusion

To conclude, Raman monitored deformation experiments were performed on a vari-

ety of cellulose and graphene films and composite bilayers. Preliminary tests showed

that whilst all cellulose films gave an approximate elastic response to loading, the

oriented T-CNC films demonstrated the largest shift rates and were the most useful
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for this experiment. Preliminary tests on graphene films showed a similar response;

although, a procedure was needed to extract the graphene G band from a set of

degenerate Raman peaks.

A drift was detected which was causing the Raman system to become uncal-

ibrated over the course of several hours. Several tests were performed aiming to

investigate this drift. The tests could not determine the cause of the drift, but they

did show that the drift was an exponential function of time. Using time stamps of

the data and the exponential function, the drift could be retroactively corrected for.

Raman spectroscopy was then used to quantify a stress transfer efficiency of 66%

at the interface of a tunicate cellulose nanocrystal film and a graphene monolayer.

Additionally, this test has been performed with the T-CNCs oriented both parallel

and perpendicular to the loading axis. Although the T-CNC films in the reference

showed location dependent stiffnesses, in the bilayer, this variation disappeared.

This limited analysis of these regions. Observed differences in the cellulose Raman

band shift rates, between sample types, may arise from the preparation methods

used and the presence of moisture.
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Chapter 6

Graphene/Cellulose Triboelectric

Nanogenerator

Chapters 2-5 have primarily focused on the same overarching experiment; quantify-

ing stress transfer between cellulose and graphene. This final experimental chapter

presents a separate experiment, where graphene and cellulose are combined into a

flexible device. The flexible device chosen is a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG),

which allows the production of electricity through contact and friction between tri-

boelectric materials. Typically, a TENG has a simple laminated structure of several

materials such as polymers and metals.

The ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) is an emerging field and has been touted as an

industry disruptor [1]. The IoT is the generalised name given to the combination

of devices, sensors, signallers and receivers, all of which are being developed with

the intention of removing the burden of human input into data collection, computer

decision-making and decision output.

Healthcare is an example of a field that could hugely benefit from the IoT [2].

Nano/micro-scale monitors could be used to collect data, in real time, from biological

signals. This data could be sent to a mobile phone which could then make a medical

decision. The mobile phone could then send a signal to a drug delivery system to ad-

minister precise quantities of medicine (again in real time). All of this would require

no input from a human, drastically reducing workload on medical professionals and,

in some instances, dramatically improving patient quality of life. Diabetes therapy

management is an example of a disease where the IoT has been demonstrated to

improve patient care [3]. Historically, therapy involved a patient estimating their

dosage based off of insulin infusion protocol boards. This treatment cannot account

for illnesses, stress, physical activity, drugs, or a change in diet, potentially lead-

ing to life threatening hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia. The IoT could be used to

maintain glucose levels between a healthy 100 mg/dl and 140 mg/dl without human

input.
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The development of the IoT is currently constricted due to an incompatibility of

classical electronic devices. These devices are ordinarily driven by Li-ion batteries

which require daily charging from a power source and are hard and bulky. The IoT

would hugely benefit from the development and advancement of self charging, all-in-

one devices. If such a device were flexible and could withstand deformation, it could

be incorporated into textiles. This could facilitate wearable, discrete, comfortable,

self-charging devices.

A TENG is such a device. TENGs use ambient motions to generate small electri-

cal signals. The devices can be low cost, simple to manufacture, highly efficient, light

weight and can have high power densities. The laminated devices can be of less than

a micron thick and generate enough power to drive small sensors. This chapter will

present the development of a graphene/cellulose TENG. These materials are highly

suited to incorporation in textiles. Cellulose is the majority constituent of cotton.

It is unparalleled in natural degradation. It is recyclable, biocompatible, flexible,

strong and when paired with a suitable dissimilar material, produces a large transfer

of charge through the triboelectric effect. Likewise, graphene is flexible, strong, is

derived from a natural material and can be used as the conducting electrode in a

TENG.

In this chapter, a brief overview of the history of TENG devices will be given,

alongside a theoretical description of how the devices work. Next, an experimental

overview will be given, including why graphene and cellulose were chosen for this

device. Finally, the manufacturing process of these devices is described alongside

the characterisation and testing methodology.

6.1 TENG History and Theory

As the name suggests, a TENG is a type of generator. It converts mechanical

energy into electrical energy using the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction.

The triboelectric effect has been studied for hundreds of years, with the first paper

studying the triboelectric series published in 1757 [4]. The triboelectric effect has

been used as a method of electrical generation for almost as long. The most famous

of these generators is the Van de Graaff generator, first created in 1932 [5].

Typically, the triboelectric effect is associated with producing high static charges.

This unfortunately means that, in more modern applications, the triboelectric effect

is often seen as a negative. The build up of charge and subsequent near instantaneous

discharge can lead to adverse effects; such as, electrical damage, dielectric break

down, the ignition of dust particles and subsequent explosions [6]. The vast majority

of scientific interest has therefore looked at controlling or reducing this effect. It

wasn’t until 2012 where Fan, Tian and Wang renewed the scientific communities’

interest in this phenomena, by creating the first TENG [7].
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In their seminal paper, Fan, Tian and Wang stated that they ‘demonstrate a

simple, low cost and effective approach of using the charging process in friction

to convert mechanical energy into electric power for driving small electronics’ [7].

Since then, this field of research has expanded with research generally falling into

four categories, micro/nano power sources, self-powered sensors, large scale power

generation using ocean currents and direct high-voltage power sources [6].

6.1.1 What is the Triboelectric Effect?

The triboelectric effect describes the transfer of electrons between two different

materials after they contact each other. The effect causes one of the materials (the

acceptor) to gain electrons whilst the other (the donator) loses an equal number.

This transfer of charge only happens at the interface of the two materials, forming a

dipole layer. This dipole layer is called the triboelectric potential layer [7]. Continual

frictional contact between these two materials (such as rubbing them together) will

cause static charge to build up on the surface of the materials [8]. A TENG is a

device that uses this build up of static charge to drive a current.

It should be noted that the exact mechanism of the triboelectric effect has been

widely disputed [9, 10]. The triboelectric effect occurs during metal–metal, metal–

semi-conductor, metal–polymer and polymer–polymer contact. Several proposed

mechanisms for the triboelectric effect have been suggested, which involve either a

transfer of electrons, a transfer of ions or a transfer of material. Various proposed

mechanisms tend to explain one or two of these material contacts, but not all. A

2018 publication, by Xu et al., put forward a good argument that the transfer of

charge was a transfer of electrons [10]. Their proposed mechanism is demonstrated

in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1a shows two materials, A and B. The electrons of materials A and

B are spatially localised within their atoms. Energy EA and EB are the occupied

energy levels of material A and B respectively, whilst energy E1 and E2 are the

energies required for the electrons to escape the potential well, for material A and

B respectively. In Figure 6.1b, materials A and B are brought into contact. Their

electron clouds overlap, forming a double potential well. This allows the highest

energy electrons in material A to jump into a lower, more stable energy level in

material B. In Figure 6.1c, the materials are pulled apart. There is a possibility

that the electrons, which have transferred into material B, will stay in the lower

energy level material. This leaves material A positively charged but material B

negatively charged.

The explanation for why this is a transfer of electrons and not ions is demon-

strated in Figure 6.1d. The researchers tested the triboelectric effect at a variety

of temperatures. At temperatures above 533 ◦C, there was a near instant decay in

transferred charge between the two active triboelectric materials. At higher tem-
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Figure 6.1: A schematic of the electron cloud and potential energy profile of two
materials (A and B), demonstrating the triboelectric effect mechanism proposed
by Xu et al. (a) Before contact, (b) in contact, (c) after contact, (d) electrons
releasing from the atom at an elevated temperature. Image has been reproduced
from Reference [10], with permission ( c©John Wiley and Sons 2018).

peratures, the transferred electrons have more energy and are more likely to be able

to escape the potential wells of the two materials. At 533 ◦C simulations of elec-

tron decay closely match the experimental measured decay of charge, giving good

evidence that the exchange of charge is due to electron transfer [10].

6.1.2 TENG Working Principle

Currently, there are four working modes of a TENG; namely a vertical contact-

separation mode, an in-plane sliding mode, a single electrode mode and a free-

standing triboelectric-layer mode [6]. The first TENG, created by Fan, Tian and
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Wang, was a vertical contact-separation device [7]. The working principle of a ver-

tical contact-separation mode is demonstrated in Figure 6.2. The working principle

of the other three modes are generally similar, but differ in which materials are

electrically contacted or how the materials are separated.

Figure 6.2: A schematic showing the working principle of a vertical contact separa-
tion mode TENG.

Figure 6.2a shows a vertical contact-separation TENG in an initially neutral

state. Materials A and B have two electrodes on their back which are connected to

each other across a load. In Figure 6.2b, the two materials are brought into contact
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with each other. The triboelectric effect occurs, and electrons are transferred from

material A to material B. Material A is now positively charged whilst the charge

on B is equally negative. The triboelectric effect only occurs at the interface of the

two materials producing a surface charge. Whilst material A and B are in contact

with each other, the overall static field is neutral. This is because the positive

surface charge in A is cancelled out by the negative surface charge in B. In Figure

6.2c, the materials are physically separated (‘the release’). When the materials are

separated, the triboelectric effect means that some of the transferred electrons will be

retained by material B. In this example, both material A and B are dielectrics. The

triboelectric effect only occurs on the surface of the materials. As the electrons have

no where to go (they are trapped on the surface), positive and negative static electric

fields are formed. This effectively creates a capacitive effect across the dielectrics

and produces a potential difference between the electrodes attached to material A

and B. A current is induced in order to equalise this potential difference. In Figure

6.2d, the materials are held in their separated state. As the potential difference

caused by the static fields has been equalised, there is no current. In Figure 6.2e,

materials A and B are brought into contact again (‘the press’). The static fields

are cancelled out. This removes the potential difference between the two electrodes

which drives a current in the opposite direction. In Figure 6.2f, the materials are

held in contact with each other. Whilst held in contact with each other, the static

field is neutral; there is no potential difference between the two electrodes and there

is no current flowing. The continual contact and separation of the materials can be

used to drive an alternating current. It should be noted that there is only a current

whilst the materials are being separated or contacted. This gives an alternating,

pulsing current function.

6.1.3 Improving the Performance of TENGs

The performance of a TENG is controlled by a number of factors. The simplest

factor is the effective contact surface area of active triboelectric materials. A larger

effective contact area will lead to a greater transfer of charge which, in turn, leads

to a greater power output [6]. Multiple strategies have been suggested to improve

the effective contact area, including creating micro/nanostructures on the surface of

the active triboelectric materials [11, 12]. Further, rather than using a solid-solid

material interaction to initiate the triboelectric effect, a solid-liquid interaction can

be used. Liquid-metals have been used in TENGs as both the triboelectric material

and the electrode [13]. The malleable liquid allows for a 100% effective contact area

compared to solid-solid contacts. The solid-solid contacts have a nanoscale roughness

which prevents full contact. Solid-liquid TENGs showed dramatic improvements

over their solid-solid counterparts. They had a four-times improvement in charge

density of 430 µCm−2 and an instantaneous energy conversion efficiency of 70.6%.
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Another method to improve the TENG output is to alter the environment in

which they are placed. Temperature [14] and pressure [15] have both been shown

to affect TENG performance. A PTFE based TENG was tested at temperatures

ranging from −20 ◦C to 150 ◦C [14]. It was found that as temperature increased, the

performance of the device decreased. The performance decline was non-uniform.

There was a linear decrease in performance from −20 ◦C to 20 ◦C. The performance

plateaued from 20 ◦C to 100 ◦C, before linearly decreasing again from 100 ◦C to

150 ◦C. The changes in performance were attributed to the changes in permittivity

of the PTFE at various temperatures; the permittivity affects the ability of the

PTFE to hold charge, which in turn affects the performance of the device.

Another experiment compared a PTFE device in atmospheric conditions to in

a vacuum [15]. They found that the charge density of the device increased five

fold when in a vacuum. The explanation for this was that the vacuum drastically

increased the voltage required to achieve an arc discharge, as per Paschen’s law [16].∗

This allowed the device to be charged to its maximum theoretical voltage without

the device unintentionally discharging via an electrical arc.

Finally, a TENG device can be improved by choosing/altering appropriate tri-

boelectric materials. This idea stems from a list of materials called the triboelectric

series. This list qualitatively ranks materials based on their ability to gain or lose

electrons when the triboelectric effect occurs. An example of the triboelectric series

is given in Figure 6.3, which ranks a variety of common materials. A material such

as wool tends to donate electrons when contacted with most other materials. This

puts it high up on the positive side of the triboelectric series. A material such as

PTFE (Teflon), will accept electrons from most other materials, this puts it high on

negative side of the triboelectric series.

The triboelectric series can be used to choose appropriate materials for TENGs.

When choosing materials, the material that is higher on the positive side of the

triboelectric series will be the electron donator, whilst the other material will be the

electron acceptor. The further apart the materials are on the triboelectric series, the

greater the the transfer of charge, which consequently increases the power produced

by a TENG [7].

The position of a material in the triboelectric series is simply a property of the

material itself and is related to its chemical structure [9]. It is therefore unsurprising

that researchers have tried to modify the functional groups of materials. This is in

an effort to move materials further away from each other in the triboelectric series,

thus improving their TENG performance.

Wang et al. aimed to investigate the effect of chemical functionalisation on

TENG performance [17]. They created a vertical contact-separation TENG. The

∗Paschen’s law is an equation that determines the break down voltage (the voltage required for
an electric arc to form) between two electrodes. The break down voltage is a function of the type
of gas, the pressure of the gas and the distance between the electrodes.
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Figure 6.3: The triboelectric series for a variety of materials. This table has been
reproduced from Reference [7], with permission ( c©Elsevier 2012). The yellow high-
lighted materials were used in a device in the original published material and can
be ignored for the purposes of this thesis.

first active triboelectric material was fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP); a poly-

mer with large numbers of flourine groups (–F), structurally similar to PTFE. The

other half of the device was a gold electrode. This gold electrode was function-

alised with a monolayer of thiol molecules. Various different thiol molecules were

tested, where each thiol had a different functional group; hydroxyl (–OH), ester

(–COOCH3), amine (–NH2) and chloro (–Cl). The functionalised gold electrode

was contacted with the FEP, and the change in surface charge was measured via

scanning Kelvin probe microscopy. The thiols with amine groups (–NH2) showed

the greatest transfer of charge, whilst the chloro (–Cl) groups showed the least. The

results were explained in terms of group electronegatives, which is the tendency of a

functional group to attract a pair of shared electrons towards itself. The flouro (–F)

groups on the FEP are very electronegative and have a high tendency to attract

electrons. Chloro (–Cl) groups are also very electronegative, as such the transfer of

charge was very small between these groups. Amine (–NH2) groups are electroposi-

tive and tend to donate electrons; as such, the transfer of charge between the amine

thiol and the FEP was large. The researchers found that the TENGs power output
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increased by four times when the electrode was functionalised with amine (–NH2)

thiols, compared to the gold electrode reference.

6.2 Cellulose/Graphene TENG Experimental

Overview

TENGs have been touted as ‘a foundation of the energy of the new era’ [6], with

promises of providing energy for all manner of consumption scales; from micro/nano

power sources [18–20], to large scale energy generation from tides [21]. TENGs rely

on the triboelectric effect to create static electric fields, which can then drive AC

currents through electrostatic induction. The triboelectric effect occurs between any

two materials, meaning that material scientists and engineers have endless possibil-

ities when choosing suitable materials for TENGs.

Here, graphene and CNCs are used to create a single-electrode mode TENG.

In this device, the graphene acts as an electrode, whilst the cellulose acts as an

active triboelectric layer. To create the graphene electrode, a water based graphene

nanoplatelet solution is produced. This solution is then formed into films using an

IPA direct transfer; a process first developed by Shin et al. [22]. A water based,

commercially bought CNC solution is spin coated onto the graphene electrode. This

forms a simple, nanoscale (< 400 nm thick), flexible, single-electrode TENG.

A key benefit of this production process is that it is an all water based manufac-

turing method, with the ability to scale the process to mass production. Although

IPA direct transfer and spin coating are both batch production processes, the water

based cellulose and graphene solutions could be used in a spray coater. This would

allow for roll-to-roll mass production and could even be used to create patterned

TENGs.

TENGs require two active triboelectric materials. The chosen materials are typ-

ically on opposite sides of the triboelectric series, as this provides the best device

performance. Recently Zou et al. developed a characterisation method for quan-

tifying the triboelectric series [8]. They found wood and copy paper (both major-

ity cellulose materials) to have a triboelectric charge density of −14.05µCm−2 and

−18.35µCm−2, respectively. This puts these cellulosic materials on the positive side

of the triboelectric series. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a common polymer

used as the electron accepting triboelectric material, as it has a very large number

of flouro groups (–F). These groups give PTFE a very negative triboelectric charge

density of −113.06µCm−2 [8]. As such, PTFE was chosen as the second active

triboelectric material for testing this device.

Finally, cellulose is a prime candidate for chemical functionalisation. A publi-

cation by Nigmatullin et al. demonstrated that CNCs could be functionalised with

octyl groups [23, 24]. A slight modification to these researcher’s procedure allows
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the CNCs to be functionalised with amine (-NH2) groups instead. As discussed in

the previous section, functionalisation with amine groups has been shown to push

materials more towards the positive side of the triboelectric series. These amine

functionalised CNCs are also used to create TENGs and are compared to their un-

functionalised CNC counterparts. It is hoped that the functionalisation of CNCs

with amine groups will improve the device performance.

6.3 Graphene/CNC TENG Fabrication

The following procedure describes the production of two types of single electrode

TENGs, an unmodified cellulose/graphene TENG and an amine modified cellu-

lose/graphene TENG. In these devices the cellulose is the active triboelectric mate-

rial, whilst the graphene is the electrode.

Graphene Nanoplatelet Production — This methodology has been adapted from

[25]. 12 g of graphite powder and 2.5 g of sodium cholate were mixed with 800 ml

of DI water. A Silverson model L5M mixer with a 32 mm diameter rotor attach-

ment was used to generate high shear forces in the liquid solution. The rotor/stator

was lowered to 1 cm above the bottom of the beaker and the beaker was positioned

so that the rotor/stator was off centre. The mixer was set to run at 4500 RPM

for 1 h. This produced a dark grey/black graphene aqueous solution. The solu-

tion was removed from the mixer and was left covered and undisturbed for 2 days.

The larger unexfoliated flakes of graphite agglomerated and fell to the bottom of

the beaker. The graphene solution was transferred to a different container, being

careful to not disturb the bottom layer of sediment. The graphite sediment was

discarded, whilst the graphene solution was centrifuged at 1,500 RPM for 100 min.

The supernatant was kept, the rest was discarded. The final solution was matt dark

grey and transparent. When disturbed the final solution had no evidence of silver

swirls/particulates.

The presence of silvered particulates indicates there is unexfoliated graphene in

the solution. In preliminary testing, unexfoliated graphene drastically negatively

affected the quality of the final graphene film.

Graphene Film Production and Transfer — This methodology was first published

in Reference [22]. A schematic of it is shown in Figure 6.4. 25 ml of graphene solution

was diluted with DI water to achieve 80 ml of solution. A 200 nm pore size PTFE

filter was used in a vacuum filtration system. The graphene solution was filtered

through this system (Figure 6.4a). The water passed through, whilst the graphene

remained on the top surface of the filter (Figure 6.4b).

The next step has been termed ‘isopropanol-assisted direct transfer’ by Shin et

al. [22]. A hot plate was set to 70 ◦C. A PET film was used as a flexible substrate.

The substrate was wiped cleaned with IPA. Next, a very thin, uniform film of IPA
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was deposited onto the substrate. The PTFE filter with graphene on it, was placed,

graphene side down, onto the substrate/IPA (Figure 6.4c). The substrate was placed

onto the hotplate and a weight was placed on the edges of filter to clamp it to the

substrate (Figure 6.4d and e). After approximately 30 s the evaporating IPA caused

the graphene and PTFE filter to separate, depositing the graphene on the target

PET substrate (Figure 6.4f). The weight and PTFE filter were removed leaving a

newly transferred graphene film on the substrate (Figure 6.4g and h). The substrate

and graphene film were soaked in DI water for 2 hours in order to remove any excess

sodium cholate left over from the graphene nanoplatelet production. This step

improved the conductivity of the graphene film. A small conductive silver paste

contact was deposited onto the graphene film. The final result was a transparent

PET film with a uniform circular patch of transparent dark grey graphene in the

middle. This graphene film acts as the electrode in the TENG.

Figure 6.4: Schematic of the isopropanol direct transfer method, first published by
Shin et al. [22]. (a) Vacuum filtering graphene solution through a filter membrane.
(b) The filter membrane with a thin film of graphene on the surface. (c) The target
substrate with a layer of isopropanol. The graphene film on the membrane filter is
placed graphene side down on top of the isopropanol. (d) A hollow weight is placed
on top of the substrate/IPA/graphene/membrane. The sample is heated. (e) A top
view of the weight, the centre is cut out so that the IPA can evaporate. (f) The
IPA completely evaporates through the membrane. The evaporating IPA forces the
graphene onto the substrate whilst separating the membrane and graphene. (g) The
IPA has completely evaporated and the membrane is now loosely attached to the
graphene. (h) The membrane can be easily removed whilst leaving the graphene on
the target substrate.

CNC Aqueous Solution Production — Two cellulose solutions were prepared, an

unmodified CNC aqueous solution (CNC) and an amine modified CNC aqueous
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solution (NH2-CNC). The preparation of the CNC solution has been described in

Section 3.2.1.

The procedure for producing the NH2-CNC solution was carried out by Dr.

Rinat Nigmatullin (University of Bristol). This procedure was based on a version of

Nigmatullin et al.’s published works, where CNCs were modified with octyl groups

[23, 24]. The steps for modification are a periodate oxidation (Figure 6.5a) followed

by a reductive amination. In the original published work by Nigmatullin et al.,

the reductive amination used octylamine to add octyl groups (Figure 6.5b). In the

present experiment, triethylene glycol diamine was used instead (Figure 6.5c).

Figure 6.5: A schematic showing various chemical processes. (a) The periodate
oxidation of celullose which produces two alydehyde groups on the CNCs, followed
by the reductive amination of these aldehyde groups with (b) octylamine, to produce
octyl functionalised CNCs and (c) triethylene glycol diamine, to produce amine
functionalised CNCs. Images (a) and (b) have been reproduced from Reference [23]
(open access).

Amine Modified CNC Production - Periodate Oxidation — The surface of the

CNCs were activated using a periodate oxidation reaction. 22.1 g of 11.3 wt.% CNC

gel (2.5 g of CNC) was suspended in DI water creating a total volume of 125 ml.

0.9 g (4.2 mmol) of NaIO4 was added to the suspension. The mixture was stirred

for 2 days in the absence of light, at room temperature. After this time, 0.4 g of

ethylene glycol was introduced to neutralise the NaIO4. To purify this solution, it
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was dialysed against water for 24 h, changing the water three times. This created

dialdehyde CNCs in aqueous solution.

Amine Modified CNC Production - Reductive Amination — The dialydehyde

CNC solution was diluted with DI water so that the solution weight was 150 g.

22.7 ml of triethylene glycol diamine was added to the suspension. The reaction

mixture was kept at 45 ◦C for 3 hours under stirring. The solution was cooled to

room temperature and 375 mg of solid sodium cyanoborohydride was added (giving

a final concentration of 40 mM). This reaction was left in the dark for 24 h at room

temperature. This produced a NH2-CNC solution.

To purify the NH2-CNC solution, the NH2-CNCs were precipitated by adding

2 wt.% NaCl followed by centrifugation at 6000 RPM for 6 min. The precipitation

was re-suspended by adding a 1:4 ratio of methanol:DI water. This precipitation/re-

suspension step was repeated 4 times. The solution was heated to 80 ◦C for 1 h with

an open lid. This caused the methanol to evaporate. This solution was then dialysed

against DI water. This final solution was concentrated to 2 wt.%.

Spin Coating Cellulose films — Both the CNC solution and the NH2-CNC solu-

tion were used as the active triboelectric layer in different TENGs, named G/CNC

TENG and G/NH2-CNC TENG, respectively. Multiple successive layers of cellulose

solution were spin coated in order to vary the thickness of the cellulose film across

different samples.

For the G/CNC TENG, the PET substrate with graphene electrode was fixed

onto a spin coater. 2 wt.% CNC solution was deposited so that it coated the entirety

of the graphene electrode. The sample was spun at 2000 RPM for 1 min. This

formed a one layer (1L) device. Three layer (3L) and 5 layer (5L) devices were

created by successively spin coating additional layers of CNC solution (using the

aforementioned parameters). This is shown in Figure 6.6. The addition of 1-5 layers

of CNCs seemed to have very little effect on the visual appearance of the device. The

device was still a circular grey patch on the transparent PET. The only evidence

of a CNC film was at the edges, where there was a slight change in contrast of the

grey graphene, indicating the edge of the CNC film.

For the G/NH2-CNC TENG, the spin coating parameters had to be adjusted.

The 2 wt.% NH2-CNC solution was much more viscous than the 2 wt.% CNC solu-

tion. This meant that spin coating one layer of 2 wt.% NH2-CNC solution produced

a thicker film which had a prominent blue hue. To compensate for the more viscous

film, the NH2-CNC solution was diluted to 0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.%. The aim of

diluting the solution was to produce NH2-CNC films with comparable thicknesses

to the CNC films. Again, 1L, 3L and 5L devices were created for each of these

concentrations.

In Chapter 5, the G/T-CNC samples spontaneously delaminated either upon

sample creation or in the middle of the four point bending test. None of the samples
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Figure 6.6: A schematic of the cellulose/graphene TENGs, showing the cross section
of a (a) 1 layer(b) 3 layer (c) 5 layer device. (d) Top view of the device. Images not
to scale.

here showed evidence of delamination. There are multiple possible reasons for this.

The T-CNC films in these devices are much thinner and therefore require a much

smaller force to hold them in a deformed state. The graphene in these samples is

very rough compared to the smooth CVD graphene in the previous chapter. The

greater surface area will aid adhesion between graphene and cellulose. Finally, the

method of generating the T-CNC films is different. It was suspected that drying the

films in a vacuum was generating internal compressive forces which caused the film

to curl up. This is not the case in these spin coated films.

Finally, copper wires were attached to the TENGs. To do this, the silver paste

that was deposited on the graphene electrode was gently scrubbed with an IPA

soaked tissue; this hopefully cleaned away any cellulose which had been accidentally

spin coated on top of the silver paste. A copper wire was then attached to the silver

paste using more silver paste. This wire was then taped to the PET film to make

the connection more robust.

In total, nine different types of device were made: 1L, 3L and 5L G/CNC TENG;

1L, 3L and 5L G/NH2-CNC TENG (using a 1 wt.% solution); and finally, 1L, 3L

and 5L G/NH2-CNC TENG (using a 0.5 wt.% solution).

6.4 Graphene/CNC TENG Characterisation

6.4.1 Sheet Resistance of the Electrodes

Various forms of characterisation of the TENG device were carried out. Measure-

ments of the sheet resistance of the graphene electrodes were carried out by Mr

Kieran Walsh (University of Exeter). A four-point probe method was employed
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using a Signatone S-302-4/SP4 and a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit. Five in-

dividual graphene films on PET were tested; each of these films were tested in nine

different regions of the film. The average sheet resistance across all tested regions

and samples was 1447± 319 Ω/sq.

6.4.2 Profilometry of Electrodes and Devices

A KLA-Tencor D-100 Surface Profiler was used to measure the thickness of the

graphene films and the overall thickness of the TENG devices. Testing the thick-

ness of these films was particularly problematic. The profiler measures changes in

height on the order of 10s of nanometers along a scan line of up to a few millimetres

in length. Profilometry relies on the sample having a flat region to act as a calibra-

tion reference. The flexible PET substrate is a disadvantage here, as slight curves

or flexes in the substrate meant that there was no reliable flat region to reference.

Additionally, there wasn’t necessarily a reliable sharp step which showed the transi-

tion between the PET substrate and the films. Finally, in some of the scans, there

was an issue with the profiler needle detaching from the surface of the substrate,

prematurely ending the measurement.

Figure 6.7 highlights some of these issues. This scan has been taken across the

edge of a graphene electrode. The needle started on the PET substrate and moved

onto the graphene electrode. The transition between PET and graphene seems to

occur around 330 µm. From this point onwards, the graphene electrode seems to

gradually increase in thickness from around 100 nm to 400 nm. From this image it

is not obvious if the electrode tapers in thickness towards the edge or if this increase

in thickness is due to the sample which has been slightly bent. A blue line has been

plotted on this figure showing a hypothetical surface of a bent PET substrate. If

the substrate has been bent, then the height measurements cannot be relied upon

as it includes the change in height due to sample curvature.

In total, 24 scans were carried out on graphene electrodes and various different

full TENG devices. Most of the scans were performed at the edge of the devices. For

the remaining scans, the samples were scratched in the middle of the device using a

blunt metal spatula. This visibly removed the dark graphene leaving the transparent

PET exposed. The remaining scans were performed across these scratches. These

‘scratch scans’ had their own problems, such as a build-up of material at the edge

of the scratch.

Figure 6.8 shows two reliable profilometer scans. The figure compares a graphene

electrode (Figure 6.8a) to a 5L G/NH2-CNC TENG (Figure 6.8b). The graphene

electrode was measured to be 116 nm thick, whilst the TENG was 181 nm thick.

These scans have been deemed reliable for multiple reasons. In both these images

there is an obvious flat region which could be used to calibrate the measurements.

Further, there was a distinct change in height, indicating the transition between the
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Figure 6.7: Profilometer scan of a graphene electrode. Left side of the image is the
PET substrate, right side is the graphene electrode. It isn’t obvious if the substrate
has been bent which would give misleading height measurements. The blue line
indicates a proposed surface of the potentially bent PET substrate.

substrate and the films. Finally the films seem to have a uniform thickness. There

is an argument that there is no reason for the films to have a uniform thickness;

however, in the ‘scratch scans’, at the centre of the films, the height transition

between the PET and film is approximately 100–250 nm. This would indicate that

the thickness of the films in the centre is approximately the same as at the edge and

is therefore relatively uniform.

These profilometry scans cannot be entirely relied upon for accuracy. The same

graphene electrode was measured in three different places and showed thickness

of 143–253 nm. It is not clear if this is a variation in the film thickness or bad

calibrations in each region. Despite this, profilometry does give a good indication

of the device thickness; 100–200 nm for the graphene electrodes and 200–300 nm for

the full TENG devices.

Despite giving inconclusive film thicknesses, the profilometry does show that the

graphene films are very rough. The root mean squared roughness in Figure 6.8a

and b was 53 nm and 44 nm respectively. This has two major consequences. Firstly,

it will alter the conductivity of the graphene film, with the thicker parts of the

graphene being more conductive than the thinner parts. Secondly, it will affect the

spin coating. Typically, spin coating produces incredibly flat uniform films [26]. As

the electrode has a nanoscale roughness, the spin coated cellulose solution might

not produce a uniform thin film, but instead may level the surface, with cellulose

unevenly filling the pits and grooves of the electrode [26]. The varying thickness of

both the graphene film and cellulose possibly explain the variance in the electrical

measurements which are presented later on in this chapter.
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Figure 6.8: Profilometer scans comparing the thickness of (a) a graphene electrode
to (b) a 5L G/NH2-CNC TENG device. The scan has been performed at the edge
of the device, where the left side of the scan is the substrate and the right side is
the graphene film/device. The height scale has been calibrated using the surface of
the PET substrate as a reference. The average height of the films have been given,
where the error is the root mean squared of the data.

6.4.3 Amine Modified CNC Characterisation

At the time of writing, the NH2-CNCs have not been characterised; however, the

octyl functionalised CNCs, created by Nigmatullin et al., have been thoroughly

characterised [23]. To remind the reader, the same chemical and purification process

for producing octyl-CNCs was used to create the NH2-CNCs. The only difference was

the use of triethylene glycol diamine instead of octylamine in the reductive amination

reaction (the final step). Based on the similarity of these chemical reactions, the

characterisation carried out by Nigmatullin et al. can give indications to the success

of the reaction and information such as the degree of functionalisation.

Nigmatullin et al. used Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to deter-

mine if octyl groups had been successfully functionalised on to the CNC surface [23].

Both CNCs and octyl-CNCs were tested under FTIR. A comparison of the spectra

from the two materials showed that the octyl-CNCs had a prominent peak in its

spectrum at 2,895 cm−1, whereas the CNC spectrum did not. The 2,895 cm−1 peak

was correlated to a sp3 C-H stretching mode. This confirmed the functionalisation

of octyl groups on the CNCs. Next, cross-polarisation magic angle spinning nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy was used to determine the degree of functionalisa-

tion of the octyl groups on the CNC surface. Their results showed that the degree
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of surface functionality was around 4%. This characterisation by Nigmatullin et al.

should be used as the basis for the future characterisation of the NH2-CNCs.

6.5 Graphene/CNC TENG Device Testing

The graphene/cellulose TENG is a single electrode mode device. The device consists

of an electrode (the graphene) attached to the back side of an active triboelectric

material (the cellulose layer). A second active triboelectric material (PTFE) is

contacted onto the first active triboelectric material. This PTFE is not electrically

connected to anything; it was assumed to be earthed. Figure 6.9 shows a schematic

of this.

Figure 6.9: A schematic of the graphene/cellulose single electrode TENG.

Electrical testing of TENGs — For the purposes of measuring the electrical

response of the device, the ‘load’ in Figure 6.9 was a 6514 Keithley electrometer.†

This 200 TΩ input impedance electrometer was used to measure the open-circuit

voltage (VOC) and short-circuit current (ISC) of the TENGs. The PTFE, which

was taped onto a gloved finger, was contacted onto the device and held for 0.5–1 s.

The PTFE and TENG were then separated and held apart for 1–2 s. The electrical

response of the repeated contact/separation of the PTFE was recorded for 60–180 s.

VOC and ISC were recorded consecutively.

The Keithley electrometer measures the absolute value of the voltage relative to

ground. The voltage reading fluctuated, even when there was no device attached.

The reading could gradually increase from 0 to 2 V over the course of 1 min. Because

of this fluctuation, the voltage response of the devices have had a baseline subtracted.

The results have been processed so that when there is nothing in contact with the

device, the voltage is zero. The quoted VOC values given later are the step heights

of the press/release.

†The Keithley electrometer functions similarly to a multimeter, in that it can measure both
current and voltage. A key feature of the electrometer is that it has an exceptionally high input
impedance. This allows it to accurately measure very small currents and drastically reduces leakage
current when measuring voltage.
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Figure 6.10 shows the electrical response of three G/CNC TENGs (1L, 3L and

5L). Figures 6.10a–c show the voltage response of these devices. The measured

voltage response is a step-function. When the PTFE is contacted onto the TENG,

there is a sharp change in voltage. Whilst the PTFE is held on the device, the

voltage stayed at this new voltage value. When the PTFE was released, the voltage

returned to its original value. Whilst held in this released state the voltage did not

change. For the 1L device, the change in voltage was negative on the press and

positive on the release. Herein, this will be called a negative voltage response. For

the 3L and 5L devices, the opposite happens; herein, this is called a positive voltage

response.

Figures 6.10d–f show the current response of the same devices. The current

response of the TENGs was a pulsing function. The pulses occurred on the press

and the release, with the sign of the current pulses alternating. The ISC values

are the peak heights of these pulses. When the PTFE was held in contact or held

separated from the device there was no current. For the 1L device, the press caused

a positive current, whilst the release caused a negative current. For the 3L and 5L

devices, the opposite was true.

PTFE is higher on the negative side of the triboelectric series than cellulose

[7]. Upon contact, this means that cellulose will donate electrons to the PTFE.

When the materials are separated, the PTFE will have a negative static charge

and the cellulose will have a positive one. In the present experiment, the devices

were connected to the positive terminal of the electrometer. This means that when

the devices are being separated, electrons will be driven from the positive terminal

towards the positive cellulose on the device. According to passive sign convention,

this means the current drives from the device, into the positive terminal of the

electrometer. This will cause the electrometer to give a negative current reading.

When pressing the PTFE and cellulose together, the opposite will be true, and the

electometer should give a positive current pulse reading.

To reiterate, the press should give a positive current pulse, whilst the release

should give a negative one. Looking back at Figure 6.10, the 1L device fits this

explanation; the 3L and 5L devices do not.

At the time, it was unclear why this was the case, but upon re-inspection of the

PTFE, it was apparent that the material that was used to contact the device was

visibly dirty. IPA was used to clean the PTFE. The same devices as before were

tested again. The PTFE was cleaned both at the start and in between testing new

devices. The results are shown in Figure 6.11. This time, the voltage response for

all devices is negative, and the current response gives the expected function; positive

pulse on the press, negative on the release. In addition, the overall size of the electric

response (both VOC and ISC) are larger after cleaning.
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Figure 6.10: A preliminary test showing the electrical response of three different
G/CNC TENGs as a function of time. The open circuit voltage of an (a) 1L (b)
3L and (c) 5L device. Short circuit current of the same (d) 1L (e) 3L and (f) 5L
device. The x-axes of each of the graphs have been displaced so that the presses
and releases approximately line up; regardless, each major tick mark represents 1 s.
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Figure 6.11: Same as Figure 6.10, but the PTFE was cleaned with IPA before
testing.
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At the time, IPA was used to simply clean the dirt off of the PTFE; however,

the IPA might also have had another unintended effect. In 1980, Lowell and Rose-

Innes wrote a review paper on the triboelectric effect [27]. In this review they

discuss procedures for testing triboelectrification. They state that it is necessary to

neutralise the charge on the materials that are to be tested as they will inevitably

have residual charge on them from contact with other materials. They suggest that

surface charge can be neutralised using a weakly conducting fluid which provides a

path to earth. Methanol was suggested as an appropriate fluid to neutralise materials

with as it contains ions and evaporates very quickly.

Isopropanol is chemically similar to methanol. The act of cleaning the PTFE

with IPA and letting the alcohol evaporate may have neutralised the charge on the

PTFE. In the original experiment, the 1L device was tested first, followed by the 3L

and then 5L devices. Let us assume that in the 1L test, both the cellulose and PTFE

started off neturally charged. When the materials were first contacted, the cellulose

will have donated electrons to the PTFE. This will have left a negative static charge

on the PTFE. This charged PTFE will have been contacted and separated with the

1L device approximately 60 times. Next, the devices would have been swapped so

that the 3L device was being tested. The already negatively charged PTFE would

have been contacted with the neutrally charged cellulose on the 3L device. If the

PTFE was sufficiently negatively charged, then it is possible that the PTFE would

donate electrons to the cellulose; the opposite to what would happen if the two

materials started out neutrally charged. This would explain the reversed electrical

response for the 3L and 5L devices and would explain why cleaning with IPA results

in the now uniform electrical response.

Figure 6.12 compares the electrical responses of all tested TENGs. The voltage

response is shown in Figure 6.12a. For the current response, the results have been

split and plotted separately; the ISC for the press (Figure 6.12b) was typically larger

than the release (Figure 6.12c). Additionally, as the triboelectric effect occurs be-

tween any two materials, two reference values have been included. The first is the

PTFE contacting a crocodile clip which was connected to the electrometer (black

bar). The second reference was PTFE contacting a graphene electrode (red bar).

The results for the G/CNC, the G/NH2-CNC (0.5%) and the G/NH2-CNC (1.0%)

are shown in the green, blue and teal bars respectively.

For each of the different types of TENG, three individual devices were tested.

Each device was contacted around 60 times; 30 for the voltage measurements and

30 for the current.

Looking at these results as a whole, there are a few general trends. Starting with

the references, the electrical response for the two references was relatively small, with

the response of the graphene electrode being larger than the crocodile clip. It should

be noted that the PTFE was contacted onto the top of the crocodile clip compared
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Figure 6.12: A comparison of all tested TENGs showing (a) VOC (b) ISC for the
press and (c) ISC for the release. Some sample types had both positive and negative
voltage responses, this has been indicated by ‘+ve’ and ‘-ve’ respectively.
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to the flat surface of the graphene electrode. The differences reported here could

simply be caused a difference in contact area. The triboelectric series of various 2D

materials has been tested by Seol et al. [28]. Graphene was found to be towards

the negative side of the triboelectric series. This is likely why the electrode showed

a small electrical response when contacted with the very electronegative PTFE.

The addition of a spin coated layer of cellulose improves the performance of the

device over the plain graphene electrode. For the 1L, 3L and 5L G/CNC TENGs,

the electrical response for all but one of the variables was larger than the references.

The 5L device had the largest response, followed by the 1L then the 3L device. For

the 5L device, VOC = −3.7 V whilst ISC = 130 nA for the press and ISC = −73 nA

for the release.

The modification of the CNCs with amine groups generally seems to improve the

device performance. Of particular note, the 1L G/NH2-CNC (1.0%) device produced

a consistent response with VOC = −3.55 V, whilst ISC = 149 nA for the press and

ISC = −115 nA for the release.

Unfortunately, there are also inconsistencies in this data set. Most notable were

the 5L devices for the G/NH2-CNC TENGs. These results were contradictory. For

two of the devices, the voltage response was negative, similar to the other tested

devices (indicated by the ‘-ve’ in Figure 6.12). For the third device, the voltage

response was positive (indicated by the ‘+ve’ in Figure 6.12). Not only were these

devices inconsistent, but one of these anomalous results had the largest electrical

response of all tested devices. One of the 5L G/NH2-CNC (1.0%) TENGs had

VOC = 4.4 V, whilst the press and release gave ISC = −204 nA and ISC = 153 nA,

respectively.

Finally, the increasing number of spin coated layers seemed to have no consistent

effect on device performance. For the G/CNC devices and the G/NH2-CNC (0.5%)

devices, the 5L had the highest VOC and ISC . Whilst for the G/NH2-CNC (1.0%)

devices the more layers, the worse the performance.

The following sections present (currently untested) theories which aim to explain

these inconsistent results. The first theory aims to explain the positive and negative

voltage response of the 5L devices. It should be noted that at the time that these

experiments were carried out, IPA was being used to clean the PTFE before testing

each new device. This seemed to provide more consistent results, but the explanation

of why it caused this consistency was unknown. Upon reading Lowell and Rose-

Innes’ paper, it is apparent that the IPA is neutralising the charge on the PTFE;

however, the charge on the cellulose has not been neutralised in any of these tests.

It is entirely possible that the variation in the results is due to the charge on the

cellulose which has not neutralised before testing. The positive voltage response

could be caused by the NH2-CNC film which was highly negatively charged before

the test started. It was contacted with the neutrally charged PTFE which caused a
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transfer of electrons from the cellulose to the PTFE. The differences in initial static

charge between different devices could explain the switching voltage response. It

could also explain some of the variation seen in the other devices. This could be

tested by cleaning both the PTFE and cellulose with IPA before testing; however,

there is a possibility that this could damage the cellulose film.

The increasing number of layers in the cellulose film seems to have had inconsis-

tent effects on the electrical response of the devices. It should be reiterated that the

triboelectric effect is an interface effect. The transfer of charge does not change de-

pending on the thickness of the material; however, the thickness of the films should

affect the electrostatic induction. If the layer of cellulose is thicker, then the static

charge on the top surface will be further away from the conducting electrode. As

per Coulomb’s law, the force on the opposing charges will be smaller which should

result in the induced current being smaller. This effect is seen in the NH2-CNC

(1%) devices; the more layers of cellulose, the smaller the response; however, this

effect is not seen in any of the other device types.

A possible explanation for this is due to the roughness of the graphene electrode.

As previously stated, the efficacy of spin coating partially depends on having a

smooth flat substrate. The profilometry results indicate that neither the graphene

electrode, nor the full TENG device, are flat. It is possible that in the G/CNC

and G/NH2-CNC (0.5%) devices, the spin coated layer of CNCs has not completely

covered the graphene. Instead it has filled the depressions in the electrode, whilst

leaving graphene peaks exposed.

The triboelectric tests on the electrode demonstrated that the graphene gives a

poor electrical response when contacted with PTFE. It could be the case that these

devices are showing an electrical response which is a combination of the graphene

and cellulose in contact with the PTFE, rather than just the cellulose. This could

be skewing the effects of cellulose layer thickness. For the G/NH2-CNC (1.0%)

devices, the cellulose solution was much more viscous. This would mean the resulting

cellulose layer is thicker and is therefore less likely to have exposed graphene.

6.6 Further Device Tests

The results in the previous section indicate that the amine modified cellulose seems

to improve the performance of the TENG. In particular, the 1L G/NH2-CNC (1.0%)

device had desirable properties. As a 1L device, it was the quickest to manufacture.

It had among the highest voltage response at VOC = −3.55 V and the among the

highest current response, with the press and release producing ISC = 149 nA and

ISC = −115 nA, respectively. Finally, these devices showed consistent responses

across the three tested devices. Because of this, these devices were chosen for fur-
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ther testing. A further 15 devices were created and tested by Mr Kieran Walsh

(University of Exeter). These results are presented in the appendix.

To summarise the results in the appendix: there was a significant period of time

between when these additional devices were created and when they were tested. The

results from these additional tests show an electrical response which is an order of

magnitude lower than the results presented in this chapter. It is likely that either the

additional devices have been manufactured incorrectly, they were damaged during

testing or the devices have deteriorated over time. Further testing on these devices

is ongoing.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, a single-electrode mode TENG comprising of a graphene electrode

and a cellulose layer has been created using an all water-based manufacturing tech-

nique. This technique would be suitable for scaling to mass production. The device

has been measured to be on the order of several 100s of nanometers thick and is

flexible. By modifying the cellulose with amine groups an improvement in perfor-

mance was measured. One of these devices, the 1L G/NH2-CNC (1.0%) device was

chosen for further measurements. Tests on the original three devices showed con-

flicting results. Two of the three devices were unaffected by deformation, the final

device had an electrical response which was nearly an order of magnitude greater

than the other tested devices. To further investigate these devices, 15 more were

manufactured (results presented in the appendix). These 15 new devices had vastly

reduced electrical response. It was suspected that, during the deformation tests, the

silver paste had been detached from the graphene films, as the electrical response of

these devices was smaller than the graphene and crocodile clip references. Further

testing on these devices is required. In particular, the use of IPA to neutralise the

charges on the cellulose film before the devices are tested should be studied.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has presented a study on the stress transfer between T-CNCs and

graphene. In Chapter 3, CNCs, T-CNCs and CVD graphene were produced and

characterised. The commercially bought CNCs had an average length of 202 nm

with widths of 5–15 nm. Characterisation using Raman spectroscopy showed an

intense 1,095 cm−1 Raman band. The T-CNCs were characterised similarly, with

average T-CNC length and width of 580 nm and 14 nm, respectively. The T-CNCs

also showed a prominent 1,095 cm−1 Raman band. Cold-wall CVD graphene was

produced (at the University of Exeter). The quality of this graphene was found to

be lacking; commercially bought CVD graphene was used instead.

Chapter 4 used these CNCs and T-CNCs to create oriented cellulose films. Cel-

lulose which is oriented parallel to the loading axis has been shown to be stiffer than

cellulose oriented perpendicular to the loading axis. By creating oriented cellulose

films, the effects of film stiffness on stress transfer can be studied. Spin coating was a

method which was investigated. Although AFM results showed that the spin coated

CNCs films were oriented, these films were too thin to produce a Raman spectrum.

CNC solutions were then dried in magnetic fields. These magnetic fields were found

to aid the formation of concentrically oriented CNC films. These films were tested

using polarised Raman spectroscopy and the degree of orientation of these films was

quantified. Finally, concentrically oriented T-CNC films were created using a similar

production technique.

In Chapter 5, Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor various four-point bend-

ing tests. Initially, both oriented CNC films and oriented T-CNC films were tested

and compared. The T-CNC films were deemed more appropriate for these deforma-

tion experiments, as the Raman band shift rates were larger and more consistent.

Next, two monolayer samples and a bilayer sample were tested. The monolayer

samples were an oriented T-CNC film and a graphene monolayer; these acted as

the references. The bilayer consisted of an oriented T-CNC film with a monolayer

of graphene on top. The Raman band shift rates of the cellulose 1,095 cm−1 and

graphene G and 2D Raman bands were collected and analysed. Using a novel de-
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convolution of stress transfer efficiencies, a stress transfer efficiency of 66% at the

graphene/cellulose interface was determined. The stress transfer between the stiffer

region of the cellulose film was going to be compared to the less stiff region; however,

there was no statistically significant difference between these regions which limited

the conclusions which could be drawn.

In Chapter 6, graphene nanoplatelets and CNCs were used to create a single-

electrode mode TENG. The design criteria for this device was to use an all wa-

ter based manufacturing technique which could be scaled up to mass production.

Although the production process presented here would be classified as batch pro-

duction, both the cellulose and graphene water solutions could be used in a spray

coater; this would allow for roll-to-roll production of these TENGs. In addition,

CNCs were modified with amine (–NH2) groups in an effort to improve the device

performance. The TENGs were tested and successfully produced an alternating

current. The amine modified CNC devices performed better than their unmodified

counterparts; however, work on these devices is ongoing. Some devices showed elec-

trical responses which were inconsistent and contradictory. It was hypothesised that

residual static charges had been built up on these devices which was the cause for

the skewed results. IPA was suggested as a cleaning agent which could be used to

neutralised pre-existing static charges.

For future work, I would propose a few topics of interest. It was hoped that

stress transfer could be compared in less stiff and more stiff regions of the cellulose

film. The method which was used to test this involved taking Raman spectra every

0.025% interval of strain. This meant that the Raman monitored deformation tests

took an exceptionally long time to complete. A consequence of this is that the

number of data points for the test was very low which contributed to having no

statistical difference between the different tested regions. To circumvent this issue,

I propose using Raman mapping. If one were to take a Raman map at 0% strain

and point-wise compare it to the spectra of a Raman map at 0.5%, then the number

of data points would increase by orders of magnitude. This would provide all the

necessary information needed to use the deconvolution of stress transfer efficiency

analysis that was presented in Chapter 5.

It would also be interesting to compare the stress transfer efficiency of graphene

and cellulose to other interfaces. To perform the Raman monitored deformation

tests on interfaces, the materials need to meet certain criteria. Both materials should

be crystalline. Deformation applied to amorphous materials might not stretch or

change the atomic bonds but instead might simply rearrange the molecular structure

or change the angles between molecules. Raman spectroscopy would not detect

this type of deformation. One of the materials should be transparent, this allows

the Raman laser to be focused at the interface of the materials. Finally, it is a

benefit if the individual materials have been previously studied in Raman monitored
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deformation experiments. This provides references to compare data with. Other 2D

materials might be good candidates for this type of testing e.g. hexagonal boron

nitride or molybdenum disulfide.

For the graphene/cellulose TENG experiment, there are modifications which

could be made to this experiment which could provide other interesting results.

The simplest would be to use CVD graphene as the electrode rather than graphene

nanoplatelets. CVD graphene is not a water based production process; although, it

would make the device completely transparent. Currently the graphene nanoplatelet

electrode is transparent, but it also has a very dark grey colour which is obscuring.

Another option is to investigate the second triboelectric material. The graphene/

cellulose TENG is a good candidate for an environmentally friendly device [1, 2].

A TENG produces electrical energy from its environment by converting mechanical

energy that would otherwise be wasted. This particular TENG uses materials that

are cheap, abundant, and have been part of the ecosystem for millennia. The device

can be manufactured on any flat substrate and uses water based solutions which are

suitable for environmentally concious mass production.

Unfortunately, a TENG requires two active triboelectric materials. As cellulose

is on the positive end of the triboelectric series, the other material should be on the

opposite, negative end of the triboelectric series. Most other naturally occurring

materials are, like cellulose, also on the positive side of the triboelectric series. The

electron accepting materials tend to be oil derived polymers with large numbers

of fluorine (–F) groups. These materials are obviously unsuitable for eco-friendly

devices. To truly have a device which is environmentally concious then the second

material should also conform to these aforementioned design principles.

Materials such as cellulose acetate almost match this criteria. Cellulose acetate

is a very high on the negative end of the triboelectric series, with a triboelectric

charge density of −133.30µCm−2 [3]. The material is cheap, it is derived from

naturally occurring cellulose; however, the material requires chemical processing to

produce. Further, cellulose is typically decomposed by organisms that utilize the

cellulase enzymes; the acetyl groups on cellulose acetate inhibit this enzyme and

can prevent degradation [4]. If a suitably electronegative natural material can be

found, then it will vastly improve the environmentally friendly credentials of this

graphene/cellulose TENG device.
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Appendix

This appendix presents the results of experiments carried out by Mr Kieran Walsh

(University of Exeter) on the graphene/cellulose TENG devices. The results in

Chapter 6 indicate that the amine modified cellulose devices had the most desirable

properties. In particular, the 1L G/NH2-CNC (1.0%) device showed the best qual-

ities overall. Initially Mr Walsh retested the original three devices before testing a

further 15 devices.

Initially, the original three devices were retested on a flat surface (identical testing

parameters to those in Section 6.5). The devices were then tested in a deformed

state. The devices were bent around a 10 mm diameter aluminium rod. The device

was held taught to this rod, and PTFE was contacted with the cellulose whilst

the electrical response was recorded. Finally, the devices were flattened and the

electrical response was retested post-deformation. The results of these tests are

shown in Figure 8.1.

For samples S2 and S3 the pre-deformation results were similar to those pre-

sented in Figure 6.12. For S2 and S3, the results both during and post-deformation

were approximately the same as pre-deformation. For sample S1, the results were

vastly different. For an unknown reason, it had a positive voltage response with a

pre-deformation VOC = 12.3 V and the current response on the press and release

of ISC = −750 nA and ISC = 367 nA. These results are nearly an order of magni-

tude higher than the previously tested results. During the deformation of S1, the

electrical response switched to a negative voltage response with a vastly reduced

performance; the device performance was similar to a graphene electrode. On the

post-deformation test, the electrical response increased in magnitude to a point

higher than the pre-deformation test, with a VOC = 19.5 V and ISC = −979 nA for

the press and ISC = 344 nA for the release.

To investigate this further, an additional 15 of these devices were created. These

devices were tested flat, then they were tested deformed around a 10 mm diameter

rod.
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Figure 8.1: Electrical response of an amine modified TENG before during and after
deformation. (a) VOC , (b) ISC on the press and (c) ISC on the release. Sample
number is indicated by S1, S2 and S3.
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8.1. Initial Flat Electrical Measurements

8.1 Initial Flat Electrical Measurements

For the initial flat test, 14 out of 15 of the devices gave a negative voltage response.

The other device started with a very small negative voltage response, before changing

to a small positive voltage response. For the devices with the negative voltage

response, VOC = 2.65± 1.35 V. The current response for the press and release was

ISC = 22 ± 9 nA and ISC = −44 ± 30 nA respectively. This electrical response is a

dramatic reduction the size compared to the results presented in Chapter 6 (Figure

6.12). The VOC has reduced by 25%, whilst ISC has decreased by 85% on the press

and 62% on the release. Unusually, in this test, the press has a much smaller ISC

than the release. This is opposite to all of the devices that were tested previously.

Three explanations are presented which aim to explain the differences in these

results. First, the time period between device creation and device testing for the

15 new devices was very large compared to the original three devices; two weeks for

the original three devices, 2–4 months for the 15 new devices. It is possible that

the devices deteriorate over time which would explain the reduction in electrical

response. The NH2-CNCs are likely to be a completely novel material. There is no

literature on how stable this material is in the ambient environment. It is possible

that the degradation of the modified cellulose has produced a new material. The

original NH2-CNCs were far on the positive side of the triboelectric series. The new

deteriorated material may be less high on the positive side. This would produce a

smaller electrical response.

Another potential reason for the difference in results is human error. The test-

ing is performed by contacting a PTFE covered finger onto the device. This is

highly susceptible to human error. Mr Walsh and I could be contacting the devices

with different surface areas or with different force. This could explain some of the

variance.

Finally it was observed that the electrical contact between the graphene and wire

(the silver paste) looked loose on the new batch of devices. It is possible that the

silver paste had dried out before application, the connections had been poorly made

or had become damaged in transit.

8.2 Deformed Electrical Measurements

The 15 new devices were tested whilst deformed around a 10 mm diameter rod. For

the deformed samples, VOC = 0.134±0.06 V and ISC = 2.7±0.1 nA. The magnitude

of the electrical response of these devices has reduced by orders of magnitude when

in the bent state; however, it was observed that the electrical contacts (the silver

paste) on all of these devices looked as if they were damaged by the deformation. It

is therefore hard to conclude if the reduction in electrical response is a result of the
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device being deformed or if the contact has deteriorated. These devices should be

redesigned using a more robust metal contact before further testing is continued.
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